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A bstract
The preservation of the baryon asymmetry of the universe (B A U ) after the 

electroweak phase transition (E W P T ) is endangered by baryon-number violating 

sphaleron transitions. Limits on the sphaleron transition rate in order to protect 

the B A U  require a strongly first order E W P T  and lead to an upper mass limit 

on the Standard Model Higgs scalar mass of around 60GeV. This is in direct 

disagreement with the experimental lower limit on the SM Higgs mass, which 

is now greater than 60GeV.I consider the problem of avoiding this disagreement 

by extending the scalar sector of the SM to include a second complex scalar 

Higgs doublet. My primary aim is to locate a region of the parameter space 

which can sustain the first order E W P T  required for baryogenesis and satisfy the 

experimental bounds on Higgs masses.

The background to the electroweak phase transition and baryogenesis are dis

cussed briefly. The formalism of the effective potential is introduced and ex

plained. The evaluation of the effective potential is described in terms of the loop 

expansion, and the high temperature approximation of the 1-loop expansion is 

developed. Higher order corrections are included by introducing temperature de

pendent effective masses, equivalent to including “daisy” diagrams in the 1-loop 

effective potential. I also include the suppression of the zero mode longitudi

nal components of the and Z° bosons due to the development of a Debye 

“screening” mass, which leads in turn to suppression of their contributions to the 

TTr [M3] term in the effective potential by a factor of 2/3. The results obtained 

for the general form of the effective potential are applied to the case of the two 

Higgs doublet scalar sector. The tree level potential chosen for the two Higgs case 

is taken to be as general as possible, within the requirements of gauge invariance 

and renormalisability. A complex coupling term = fi2R +  ifij) is included in 

the tree level potential to explicitly violate CP-symmetry, which is a requirement 

of some baryogenesis scenarios. The CP-violating term is introduced in a manner 

sufficient to adequately suppress any possible flavour changing neutral currents 

(FCNC’s).

I derive conditions on the coupling parameters of the effective potential in order
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to constrain the parameters to a physically acceptable basis space. The strength 

of the E W P T  is measured by the parameter v(Tc)/Tc1 which is constrained to 

preserve the BAU.  (v(Tc) is the VEV of the scalar fields at the critical tempera

ture, Tc.) Lastly, an upper limit is imposed on m*(Tc)/Tc (where ra*(Tc) are the 

mass eigenvalues of all particles involved in the effective potential) to ensure that 

the high tem perature approximation to the 1-loop effective potential is valid. The 

critical temperature of the phase transition is discussed for the general form of 

the potential and an explicit expression is derived for Tc.

Analytical evaluation of the potential is not possible due to the complicated 

form of the most general neutral scalar mass matrix. Hence, I develop and describe 

a numerical method to sample the physical basis parameter space at random in a 

search for the location and structure of a LMCZ-preserving region. This method 

pays particular attention to the behaviour of the fi\ term by working on a grid 

of discrete values. An extensive search of the basis parameter space is

conducted by sampling over one quarter of a million basis space points on this 

grid.

The results of the numerical search are presented, including the size of the 

baryogenesis region relative to the basis space, the structure of the region as a 

function of mass spectrum of the region, and the critical temperature

and strength of the electroweak phase transition are measured. The effects of 

the constraints on v(Tc) /Tc and rrii(Tc)/Tc are considered in detail in order to 

understand which structures of the baryogenesis region are physical and which 

are due to the limited validity of the approximations.

The search concludes that a baryogenesis region does exist in the general two 

Higgs-doublet model, and that the size of the region is around 5% of the basis 

space sampled. The mass spectrum in this region is easily sufficent to avoid the 

mass bounds from experimental searches. However, the structure of the region 

is difficult to understand analytically, due to the lack of expressions for v(Tc) 

and rriiiTc). The region is insensitive to increases in the experimental lower mass 

bounds, but is particularly sensitive to the exact value of the limit on the order 

parameter v(Tc) /Tc, with an increase of only 10% cutting the baryogenesis region
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by around 60 — 70%. The complex coupling fi\ is found to weaken the average 

strength of the E W P T  while simultaneously increasing the proportion of the basis 

space found to lie in the baryogenesis region.

A brief study of the the minimal supersymmetric model is made as a special 

case of the general two Higgs-doublet model and essentially the same numerical 

techniques are used. The renormalistion group equations (RGE) must be used 

to run the gauge couplings at electroweak scales, Ae w , up to the SUSY scale, 

Asusy, where the M S S M  defines the scalar couplings in terms of the electroweak 

gauge couplings, thereby reducing the number of free parameters in the effective 

potential. The RGE are also used to run the scalar couplings from SUSY scales 

down to Ae w - The number of free parameters in the M S S M  is now only 2, so 

the search technique is changed to methodically search for a baryogenesis region 

in \x2r at discrete values of (30. The resulting search finds a disappointingly small 

baryogenesis region, the majority of which is disfavoured by the existence of the 

heavy top quark.

I conclude from the results that electroweak baryogenesis is not attractive 

in the M S S M , but that the general two Higgs-doublet model looks much more 

promising. However, the baryogenesis region, even in the general case, is still 

small and very sensitive to v(Tc) /Tc. More detailed understanding of the limit on 

the order parameter for the E W P T  would help to decide the fate of electroweak 

baryogenesis with two scalar doublets, and an improved range of validity for the 

expansion of the effective potential would allow definitive study into regions cur

rently beyond the reach of these techniques.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The baryon asymmetry of the universe (BAU)  was long considered as a funda

mental constant which should be introduced into cosmological models as an initial 

condition. However, it was first suggested by Sakharov [1] in the late 1960’s that 

the BAU might be generated by baryon-number violating processes in the early 

universe. In the three decades since Sakharov’s suggestion, various scenarios for 

baryogenesis have been imagined and investigated, culminating in the present 

interest in the electroweak phase transition (E W P T .)

The E W P T  has interesting possibilities for baryogenesis, which will be dis

cussed in chapter 2 (“Background to the study”.) However, in the early 1990’s it 

was becoming apparent that the scenarios for baryogenesis at the E W P T , or pre

serving the BA U  in the post- E W P T  universe, were no longer in agreement with 

the Standard Model (SM).  The problem lay in the predicted mass of the S M  

Higgs boson -  in order to accomodate a suitable first order E W P T  in the Standard 

Model, the Higgs boson had to be lighter than about 60GeV [11, 14, 15, 12, 17], 

while the latest experimental searches gave a lower limit which was also about 

60GeV [18].

This disagreement between theory and experimental observations was the 

problem tackled by the work described in this thesis.

14
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1.1 A im  o f th e  thesis

The aim of this thesis is to consider the possibility of circumventing the disagree

ment between the theoretical upper limit and experimental lower limit on the 

Higgs mass. To this end, I will consider an extension to the Standard Model 

scalar sector -  the addition of a second Higgs scalar doublet. (This is a common 

extension to consider since minimal supersymmetric models also have two scalar 

doublets.) It is hoped that the extra degrees of freedom provided by the second 

doublet will allow the model to accomodate a first order phase transition with 

Higgs masses larger than the experimental lower limit.

Having located the region of coupling parameter space which supports the 

strong first order phase transition, its size and structure will be investigated -  for 

example, the scalar mass spectrum -  in order to understand how the two Higgs 

doublet model is able to avoid the experimental Higgs mass limits.

1.2 A  sum m ary o f th e  thesis

This work is aimed at saving the BAU  -  however it might be generated -  from 

being washed out by sphaleron transitions after the electroweak phase transition. 

I do not consider the production of the B A U , although I do give a brief overview 

of the suggested mechanisms in chapter 2. In particular I do not discuss the 

dynamics of the phase transition, bubble nucleation rates, and so on.

In an attem pt to avoid the disagreement between experiment and theory on the 

Higgs boson mass, I consider a scalar sector with two complex doublets. The two 

doublet model has several attractive features. For example, the mass differences 

between the up-type and down-type quarks can be explained by coupling each 

type to only one Higgs doublet. Then the mass differences are explainable in 

terms of the vacuum expectation values of the scalar doublets. I include the top 

and bottom quark in the effective potential and couple them to the Higgs doublets 

in this fashion.

The two doublet model also allows the introduction of explicitly CP-violating
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terms. Extra sources of CP-violation are attractive in many baryogenesis scenar

ios. Such a term is introduced in the scalar potential while being careful to avoid 

flavour changing neutral currents.

Also, supersymmetric models are popular due to their many attractive fea

tures. The minimal supersymmetric model contains two Higgs doublets, and this 

is considered as a special case of the more general work.

The most general possible form of the scalar potential is developed, within the 

restrictions of gauge-invariance and renormalisability. It has been common, in the 

literature on two scalar doublet models, to consider special cases with restrictions 

imposed on the coupling parameters [14, 4] for the purposes of simplifying calcu

lations or by invoking arguments on the likely areas of interest in the parameter 

space. I have opted instead to make a thorough search of the parameter space, 

using the most general form of the potential throughout. The region of the search 

is limited by developing constraints from fundamental physical arguments -  eg., 

the mass spectrum must be physical; the vacuum state must conserve EM; the 

potential must be bounded below.

In order to determine the nature of the phase transition and the critical tem

perature, and to examine the scalar mass spectrum, I introduce the temperature 

dependent effective potential and consider the loop expansion at the 1-loop term. 

I also include higher order corrections which introduce a temperature dependence 

in the effective masses of the scalar fields.

Since I am interested in the preservation of the BA U  after the phase transi

tion, the temperature of interest to me is that of the universe just after the phase 

transition occurs. Hence, I define the “critical” temperature as that at which the 

curvature of the potential at the origin first becomes negative, and derive an an

alytical expression for this temperature in the general case. It is also noted that 

numerical studies have suggested that this definition of Tc suffers from problems 

in the accuracy of the expansion of the effective potential near the origin, partic

ularly at temperatures near the phase transition. With this in mind, a possible 

correction to the temperature calculation is investigated in Appendix A

I impose constraints which ensure that the sphaleron transition rate after the
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phase transition will not wash out the B A U , and which support B A U  generation 

in E W P T  scenarios. The sphaleron rate after the E W P T  must be much less than 

the expansion rate of the universe at the epoch of the E W P T .  This is equivalent 

to saying that the mass of the sphaleron, which is proportional to the VEV of 

the Higgs fields, must be large compared to the critical temperature. It turns out 

that the VEV of the Higgs field at T  = Tc must be greater than about half the 

VEV at zero T, and hence the transition must be strongly first order.

I will describe a numerical search of the parameter space confined by the con

straints mentioned above, looking for a region which can accomodate a strongly 

first order E W  phase transition capable of preserving the BA U  after the phase 

transition. This involves developing a computational model of the effective po

tential which allows numerical minimisation of the potential at the critical tem

perature in order to assess the order of the phase transition and suppression of 

the sphaleron rate. The work was extended to consider minimal SUSY as a spe

cial case -  this involves setting the couplings in the model at the SUSY scale 

and running them down to electroweak scale by using the renormalisation group 

equations. This followed work by Moorhouse, Froggatt and Knowles [23], who 

provided the coupling parameter data sets used in this part of the study.

Finally, I draw some conclusions from the results and briefly consider the future 

of this topic.



Chapter 2 

Background to the study

2.1 A  b rief h istory o f electrow eak baryogenesis

In the observed universe, there exists an outstanding agreement between the em

pirical measurements of relative abundances of the light elements and the theoret

ically derived values. This is a major triumph for both cosmology (ie., the hot big 

bang) and nuclear theory. However, it is also observed that the material universe 

consists almost entirely of baryonic matter, as opposed to anti-baryonic m atter 

(anti-matter) -  on large scales, there have been no observations of the enormous 

energy outputs which would result from the meeting of large bodies of m atter and 

anti-matter; and on local scales it is obvious that our immediate surroundings 

are almost entirely baryonic, not anti-baryonic. The source of this baryon/anti- 

baryon asymmetry has remained a puzzle for particle theorists, but its size plays 

an important role in the calculations of the light element abundances. For the 

outstanding agreement mentioned above, it is necessary to “fine tune” the size 

of the asymmetry -  usually quantified in terms of the baryon-to-entropy ratio, 

tib/ s ~  (4 — 6 )x  10“11, or the baryon-to-photon ratio, n ^ /n 7 ~  (3 — 4) * 10-10.

[3]

A necessity for fine tuning is often seen as a lack in understanding of a theory -  

a sign that there is a more fundamental truth to be found underlying our present 

thought. For this reason it is attractive to explain the source of the “fine-tuned” 

baryon-to-entropy ratio in cosmology, and this led Sakharov, in 1970 [1], to sug-

18
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th e  p resen t m ass  dens ity  of the  universe. T he  shaded vertical bar  represents  the  

region of p resen t m ass densities where the  predictions agree w ith  all observations.
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gest that the baryon/anti-baryon asymmetry could be produced through baryon 

number violating transitions in the early universe, the size of the asymmetry being 

determined dynamically. He described the following set of conditions which would 

be necessary for the dynamical production of a baryon asymmetry -

1. Baryon number violation

2. C and C P  violation

3. Departure from thermal equilibrium

The first requirement is obvious -  without baryon number (B ) violating transi

tions then the P-symmetry is exact and we cannot hope to produce an asymmetry. 

It was 1976 before t ’Hooft demonstrated [2] that the axial anomaly (or Adler-Bell- 

Jackiw/ABJ anomaly) in the Standard Model (SM) leads to P-violation. Since 

the violation is anomalous, it is due to non-perturbative effects and it is impossible 

to draw a Feynman graph which manifestly violates P-conservation. Nevertheless, 

the P-symmetry is not exact in SM physics.

The second condition is necessary in order to bias the direction of baryon num

ber violation, thereby producing a net baryon number. The electroweak theory 

violates C (since the left and right-handed sectors of the theory have entirely dif

ferent structures), and CP-violation is introduced in the Yukawa couplings via 

phases in the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix. However, C P -violation via 

the CKM matrix requires amplitudes with a quark from each generation, other

wise the phases can be transformed away, and this leads to CP-violation only at 

higher orders in perturbation theory. This level of CP-violation is too small to 

explain the observed size of the baryon/anti-baryon asymmetry. Hence, there is 

an interest in models which can introduce further sources of CP-violation via the 

Higgs sector.

Lastly, in thermal equilibrium the transitions which increase baryon number 

occur at exactly the same rate as their reverse transitions. In fact, in thermal equi

librium, the relative abundances of baryons and anti-baryons will depend only on 

their masses, and by C P T  invariance all particle/anti-particle pairs have identical 

masses. Hence, in thermal equilibrium, the relative abundances of particles and 

their anti-particle counterparts are identical. However, if the universe departs sig
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nificantly from thermal equilibrium then the reaction/reverse-reaction rates are 

no longer balanced and it becomes possible to generate a non-zero baryon number.

As stated above, the SM already satisfies requirements 1 and 2. However, 

shortly after t ’Hooft’s demonstration of the SM baryon number violation by in- 

stantons, it remained to be seen whether condition 3 could be satisfied in SM 

physics. And in any case, the rates of jB-violating processes by zero temperature 

instanton effects were entirely negligible.

In the mid-eighties it was suggested [6, 13, 8] that standard model B -violation 

was likely to proceed rapidly in a high temperature universe. In these arguments, 

Klinkhamer and Manton introduced the ‘sphaleron’ -  a static solution of the 

classical field equations, which bridges between topologically different vacuua with 

different baryon number and different Chern-Simons number, as we shall discuss 

below. At temperatures higher than the mass of the sphaleron, it was argued 

(notably by Kuzmin et al) [6, 13, 8] that the universe would regularly cross over 

the barrier, entering a new vacuum configuration with new B  number, or new 

B  +  L number to be more specific.

With the possibility of producing a net baryon number in the early universe, 

the electroweak phase transition (E W P T )  suddenly became interesting as a source 

of Sakharov’s departure from thermal equilibrium. A first order phase transition 

might provide the required non-equilibrium, leaving behind a universe with a net 

baryon number, fixed by the dynamics of the phase transition and the subsequent 

rate of possible sphaleron transitions. A great deal of work has ensued in the 

areas of high temperature field theory, the E W P T  and sphaleron transitions. 

(See reference list.)

2.2 Sakharov’s conditions in electrow eak p h ysics

Here we will briefly consider each of the conditions required for baryogenesis, as 

enumerated by Sakharov, and how these conditions can be met.
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2.2.1 Baryon number violation

The necessity of baryon number violation in any baryogenesis process is obvious 

-  if B  is conserved, and has an initial value of 0, then it is impossible to develop 

a non-zero baryon number over time. In such a scenario, the universe must be 

“born” with an initial baryon asymmetry, but the input of such free parameters 

in a theory is not generally popular among theorists, as already mentioned. It 

is much more satisfying to be able to explain the source of these apparent free 

parameters and baryogenesis is such an attempt.

The original models of baryon-number violating processes involve physics at 

the Grand Unified Theory (GUT) scale; ie., E  «  1016 GeV. In these models, 

baryon violation tends to be explicit (as opposed to via anomalous processes) and 

involves the exchange of very massive particles. The energies involved can be 

roughly bounded below by considering the results of experimental observations of 

proton decay, which is predicted in these GUT scenarios -  no proton decay has 

ever been detected and the lifetime of the proton has been shown to be rp > 1032 

yr [Particle data group, 1990]. For a point process decay at low energy, the 

lifetime goes as rp «  A4/M ^ , where A is the typical energy scale of baryon number 

violation[10]. This results in a lower bound on the typical energy scale of A > 1016 

GeV. There are other objections to the GUT models as sources of the baryon 

asymmetry, such as their prediction of the existence of magnetic monopoles which 

also remain unobserved.

However, as already stated, it has been known since the mid-70’s that elec

troweak physics also violates baryon number, through the ABJ anomaly, which 

comes about through the chiral coupling in electroweak theory. Since the the

ory classically conserves baryon (or, strictly, the baryon plus lepton) number, the 

baryon number current is divergenceless, and hence the classical Euler-Lagrange 

equations give

d„rB =  0 (2.2.1)

The introduction of quantum corrections results in the baryon number current
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developing a divergence of the form

B.J& = d»K£s (W, Z)  (2.2.2)

and similarly for the lepton current. This equation introduces the Chern-Simons 

current, Kcs-  The Chern-Simons number is a topological number related to the 

winding number of the gauge field configuration.

As a result of eqn.(2.2.2), the change in baryon number (and lepton number) 

is equal to the change in Chern-Simons number, and hence the W  and Z  fields 

can dynamically evolve B  +  L, since

^ Q B = ^ Q c s ( W , Z )  (2.2.3)

Note that since the expressions for the change in B  and L are identical, then B  — L 

is conserved, despite the fact that B  +  L is not conserved.

The vacuum state of a system is the state which minimises the potential energy 

functional of the system. It has been shown [6] that the potential energy as a 

functional of field configurations is periodic and that it is possible to cross the 

barriers between adjacent vacuua via sphalerons. Sphalerons are static solutions 

to the field equations, and have one negative mode -  hence they correspond to a 

saddle point in the potential energy functional and are the lowest point at which 

the field configurations can cross the barriers between vacuua. However, the 

Chern-Simons number is not invariant under the transformations between these 

vacuua -  in fact, a sphaleron transition between two adjacent vaccua always results 

in A Ncs  =  ±1. This corresponds to a change in B  +  L of Nf  x A Ncs  =  ±iV/ as 

we move between vacuua, where Nj  is the number of lepton families in the model.

2.2.2 C /C P-violation

In order to understand why CP-violation is necessary in baryogenesis, consider

any process which violates baryon number - let us say, for definiteness, that the

process increases B  by 1. Under CP-transformation, such a process becomes its 

anti-particle equivalent, with all particles replaced by their anti-particle partners
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- i t ’s ’’anti-process” , le t’s say. The anti-process will decrease B  by 1. If CP- 

symmetry holds, then both of these processes will have the same cross-section, 

and they will occur at the same rate. Hence, even though the process violates 

baryon number, the combined rate of change of baryon number due to any CP- 

conserving process and i t ’s anti-process will be zero.

Hence, CP-violation is a requirement of baryogenesis in order to bias the rate 

of B-violation in the positive direction.

The minimal standard model violates CP symmetry, as evidenced by the 2tt 

decay of the long-lived component of a K°  beam. This was long considered to 

be a CP-odd eigenstate. However, in an experiment by Christenson et al [45], 

a kaon beam consisting entirely of long-lived states was observed to decay to 2 

pions, with a branching ratio of order 10-3. Hence, the symmetry is violated by 

a factor of about 1 part in 1000. The source of the asymmetry is thought to be 

a phase between the EW interactions of the quarks and their Higgs interactions. 

The quark couplings are described by the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) 

matrix. With 3 generations of quarks the mixing angles in the CKM can develop 

a physically observable phase, leading to observable CP-violation. However, if any 

of the mixing angles vanishes, or any two of the quark masses (of the same charge) 

are degenerate, then it is possible to make phase transformations in the quark fields 

so that there is no physically observable phase. Hence, all 3 generations must be 

involved in any CP-violating process. Involving all 3 generations of quarks leads to 

small cross-sections for such processes and hence to small levels of CP asymmetry.

[3]

The typical estimate of the magnitude of the CP-asymmetry at the EW PT is 

given by

sin 0i2 sin 023 sin 013
  m *—  (2-2-4)

x(m 2 -  m 2)(m2 -  m 2)(m2c -  m])(m2d -  m 2s)(m2d -  m 2b)(m2s -  m 2h)

where 9{j are the quark mixing angles, m; are the quark masses, and Tc is the 

critical temperature of the EWPT, which is considered as the typical scale at the 

transition. [3] The resultant asymmetry is of order 1 part in 102°, which is very
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small by any measure.

The BAU , being dependent on CP-violation, will be limited by such a small 

asymmetry - the level of CP-violation is about 10 orders of magnitude too small to 

explain the observed BAU of ris/s  (4 -6 )  x 10 11. For this reason it is attractive 

to introduce a further source of CP-violation, thereby allowing the possibility of 

achieving the observed level of the BAU. This is possible in extensions of the 

standard model, and we consider a CP-violating term in our scalar potential.

2.2.3 Thermal non-equilibrium

In thermal equilibrium, the proportions of the constituent particles of a system 

is constant, and reactions and their corresponding reverse reactions occur at the 

same rate. 1 Now, consider any process which violates baryon number. For 

definiteness, let us say that the process increases B  by 1. The reverse process will

decrease B  by 1. In thermal equilibrium the average rate of the process will be

exactly matched by its reverse process. Hence, in thermal equilibrium, even with 

B -violation present, the combined rate of change of baryon number due to any 

process and its reverse process, will be zero. Hence, the system must move out of 

thermal equilibrium in order to unbalance the reaction rates and bias the rate of 

P-violation in the positive direction.

This argument is fairly convincing, but baryogenesis requires C /C P-violation 

as well as thermal non-equilibrium, and this introduces a complication. The exact 

equivalence of rates of reactions and their reverse reactions is known as detailed 

balance. However, with CP-violation present, detailed balance is lost.

To see this, follow an example by Dolgov [5]. Consider a decay process which 

violates P-conservation, X  —Y qq, and its CP  “anti-process” X  —> qq. With 

CP-violation, the reaction rates of these processes can be written as

r ( X ^ q q )  = (l+c)r0
T(X  —>• qq) =  (1 — e)To (2.2.5)

1It will be demonstrated shortly below that this latter assertion on reaction rates is not

necessarily true.
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with e > 0. Under CPP-transformation, the rates will be invariant and hence

T ( q q ^ X )  =  ( l - e ) r 0

X )  = (1 +  e)ro (2 .2 .6)

So, the reverse reactions do not exactly balance their corresponding reactions -  

ie., detailed balance has been lost -  and the bias of P-violation induced by the 

CP-violation is in the same direction for both the original processes and their 

inverses.

However, it still holds true that the particle number distributions in thermal 

equilibrium are determined only by their mass, even without detailed balance. 

The distributions are saved by realising that, since C P T  is a perfect symmetry, 

the total decay cross sections of X  and X  must be equal, and hence there must be 

other decay channels open to X , otherwise the process could not violate CP.  It 

is the interaction of the products of all available decay channels which maintains 

the equilibrium relationship between mass and the particle distributions. [5]

Hence, in order to bias the particle number distributions in favour of positive 

baryon number, the system must move out of thermal equilibrium.

2.3 T he role o f th e  phase tran sition

Systems tend towards thermal equilibrium over time. However, in first order phase 

transitions the discontinuous changes in the system can force it out of equilibrium. 

In the case of the EW PT, the order of the transition depends on the position of 

the secondary minimum of the scalar effective potential as it becomes the true 

vacuum. If the secondary minimum lies too close to the origin as the phase 

transition begins, then the transition will be only weakly first order and will not 

be strong enough to bias the baryon-violating processes sufficiently to generate 

the observed BAU. A priori it is possible that the secondary minimum might 

appear at the origin and move continuously away from the origin as T  decreases 

- in this case the transition is actually second order and the universe will remain 

in thermal equilibrium. Either scenario is disastrous for baryogenesis.
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In order to quantify the strength of a first order EW PT and determine a 

limiting strength for the development of the BAU, we turn to sphalerons. After the 

phase transition, in regions of the broken symmetry phase, the BAU is endangered 

by sphaleron transitions. If the rate of fractional change in baryon number is 

greater than the expansion rate of the universe, then the broken phase will return 

to thermal equilibrium and the BAU will be wiped out. Hence we can use the 

expansion rate of the universe to determine an upper limit for the sphaleron 

transition rate.

The rate of the sphaleron transitions will be dependent on the mass of the 

sphaleron configuration relative to the energy (or temperature) of the particle 

heat bath. The mass has been derived and is often quoted (eg., [4, 5, 6] ) -

4ttB(X)v(T)
M°Ph =  ~  9W (2'37)

where v (T ) is the Higgs VEV at temperature T,  and the function B(X) has been 

numerically calculated to lie in the range 1.56(A =  0) to 2.72(A —> oo). [6]

The fractional change in baryon number per unit time due to sphaleron tran

sitions in the broken phase at the critical temperature is

_  1 dQB
sPh Qb dt

«  Tc exp I  ^  I (2.3.8)

The condition which limits the strength of an acceptable phase transition is hence

rsph < (2-3-9)
where H  is the Hubble constant, the rate of expansion of the universe, and Mpp

Hence the sphaleron mass is constrained to be large with respect to the critical

temperature, namely

MSPh(Tc)
> 45 (2.3.10)

Tc

By considering the expression (2.3.7) for the sphaleron mass, we can constrain the 

strength of the first order phase transition with the limit

v(Tc) 45 gw / x
V  * id r n  <2-3-n )
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This limit defines the minimum strength of the EW PT which is sufficient to 

suppress the sphaleron rate and avoid baryon number wash-out in the broken 

symmetry phase. We will impose this limit in order to estimate the proportion of 

the parameter space of the two-Higgs-doublet effective potential which can sustain 

electroweak baryogenesis.

2.4 A nom alous B -v io la tion

When the ABJ anomaly first came to light, it provided a serious problem for 

particle theorists since it rendered the standard model unrenormalisable. Renor- 

malisability relies on the Ward identities (and their non-Abelian extensions) which 

are designed to conserve the gauge currents. The anomaly violated the Ward iden

tities in certain Feynman graphs with axial vertices- for example, the triangular 

graph shown below. We will not consider the details of the anomaly here, except 

to point out that the problems with renormalisation were solved by cancellation. 

There are contributions to the triangle graph from each type of fermion, and the 

charge structure of the fermions in each generation results in exact cancellation 

of the anomaly.

The cancellation of the ABJ anomaly ensures that the gauge currents are 

conserved, thereby saving the renormalisability of the Standard Model. However, 

baryon number is not a gauge quantum number, and the 4-divergence of the 

baryon-number current is left non-zero. This is naively unexpected since the 

classically derived 4-divergence will certainly be zero. But it is the consideration 

of quantum corrections that leads to the discovery of the anomaly and to the 

related baryon-number violation.

The resulting 4-divergence of the B-current (or L-current) [20] can be written
2 TB "T

d„J% = fg ^ -T r  [FF] (2.4.12)

where F  is the field strength of the electroweak gauge fields, W  and Z, and N/  is 

the number of flavours.

Since the baryon-number current is not divergenceless, the change in baryon
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Pi P2

F igu re  2.2: A V V A  triangle  d iag ram  -  d iagram s such as these  are  the  source of 

th e  A B J anomaly.

/ o f z T r  [f f ] (2.4.13)

n u m b e r  can be de te rm ined  by in tegra ting  (2.4.12) over all space -

A ? Nl
B  16;r2

A t th is  po in t  it becomes useful to point ou t t h a t  Tr [f / 1] can be w r i t te n  as a 

divergence, giving

A s  =  Nj J  ■" (2.4.14)

w here  7 \M =  g2/ 87r2eMt/Q,/3Tr [Au(daAp — ig2/3AaAs)\ is the  C hern -S im ons  cu rren t.

C onverting  (2.4.13) to a surface integral over a 3-sphere of infinite rad ius , and 

n o tin g  t h a t  finite action field configurations m u st  have F = 0 a t  |x | —>■ oo, th en  

it can  be shown

A b — A /  (Ncs(t = + oo )  — Ncs{t = —00)) =  N jA N cs  (2.4.15)

Here, Ncs  is ! h e C hern-S im ons num ber ,  from  which the  C hern -S im ons  cu rren t  

derives. T h e  C hern-S im ons n u m b er  is a  topological num b er ,  derived  by consider

ing th e  m app ings  from 4-spa.ce to th e  configuration space. We will no t  p u rsu e  this 

defin ition  fu rthe r .  It is sufficient for us to depic t how Ncs  varies w ith  field con

figuration and  po ten tia l .  D iagram  2.3 represents the  varia tion  in C hern-S im ons
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n u m b er  with field configuration. T he  m in im a  correspond to v acuum  configura

tions; as the  configuration develops away from  the  vacuum , th e  po ten t ia l  energy  

increases, resu lting  in barriers between vaccua. T he  sphaleron is the  lowest energy 

configuration which bridges the  po ten tia l b a rr ie r  betw een two ad jacen t  vacuua. 

T h e  sphaleron has one negative m ode, corresponding  to a saddle  p o in t  in th e  

barrier.

N n+ T N„c=n+T N„<f  n + -

sph

c n

O)

Changing field configurations

F igure  2.3: R epresen ta tion  of the  varia tion of po ten t ia l  energy an d  C hern-S im ons  

n u m b er  with field configurations. T he  tops of the  barriers  rep resen t  sphaleron  

configurations, w ith  Ncs of half integer values, and  the  m in im a  rep resen t  vacuua, 

w ith  in teger Ncs.

T h e  vacuum  configurations, where V is m in im ised , all have in teger values of 

Ncsi  a nd  hence  m oving  from one vacuum  to a no the r  resu lts  in an in teger change 

in N cs , an d  hence an integer change in B +  L.

2.5 Baryogenesis scenarios

This  thesis  concen tra tes  on the  conditions in the  broken sy m m e try  phase  im m e 

d ia te ly  a f te r  the  phase trans it ion  occurs. T he  sphaleron  ra te  can be p red ic ted  in 

the  broken  phase  by calcu lating  the  s treng th  of the  t rans it ion ,  th e  crit ica l tern-
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perature, size of the VEV, and so on. I impose conditions on the rate in order 

to preserve any baryon number which exists in the immediate aftermath of the 

EW PT. This requirement is an essential constraint on the EW PT itself, and is 

independent of the detailed scenario for the production of the BAU during or be

fore the phase transition. Hence I do not investigate the baryogenesis scenarios in 

any detail, such as the levels of CP-asymmetry present, nor attem pt to estimate 

the size of the BAU resulting from any particular model.

The aim of my method is to study the parameter space with a view to deter

mining the possibility of preserving a BAU, however generated, after the EW PT 

in the two-Higgs-doublet model. As explained above, this does not require a study 

of the detailed scenarios, but I describe them briefly here for completeness.

2.5.1 Electroweak scenarios

Cosmological phase transitions are expected to proceed via the process of bubble 

nucleation, assuming that the transition is first order [42]. At high temperature 

the universe is in the symmetric phase. The universe expands and cools, eventually 

approaching the critical temperature, Tc. As local temperature fluctuations reach 

Tc, the phase transition begins locally and bubbles of the broken phase form. 

Initially the free energy released by the formation of a bubble is too small to 

overcome the surface tension in the bubble wall. These bubbles evaporate, so the 

universe remains largely in the symmetric phase and will supercool. Eventually, 

at some T  < Tc, the fluctuations in free energy become large enough to defeat the 

surface tension and the bubbles can grow indefinitely, filling the universe until it 

lies entirely in the broken phase.

The phase transition is actually occuring at the bubble wall, the barrier be

tween the symmetric and broken phases. Hence, it is in this region that the 

plasma is forced out of thermal equilibrium. So, it is C/CP-violating interactions 

with the bubble wall which will fulfill the Sakharov conditions. There are various 

models of the processes involved in baryogenesis at the bubble wall, but these fall 

into two categories -  the adiabatic (or thick wall) and non-adiabatic (thin wall)
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regimes.

The rate at which particles reach their equilibrium densities will depend on 

the strength of the interactions involved. If the rate of equilibration for the fastest 

interactions (ie. the strong interaction) is much slower than the rate of change 

of the Higgs VEV during the phase transition, then the bubble wall will be thin 

compared to the mean free path of the plasma. In this case, particles colliding 

with the bubble wall are scattered like quantum mechanical particles incident on 

a potential barrier. Due to C P-asymmetry, the reflection co-efficients of particles 

and anti-particles may be different, leading to a net charge (not B ) in front of the 

bubble wall, in a process known as “charge transport” . This charge asymmetry 

can bias anomalous P-violating processes in front of the bubble wall, leading 

to production of a net baryon number in this region. This passes through the 

wall into the broken phase, where the sphaleron rate is assumed to have been 

suppressed sufficiently to preserve the baryon asymmetry.

In the case where the phase transition is slow compared to the fastest strong 

and electroweak interactions (ie., the rate of change of the Higgs VEV is slow), the 

plasma will almost remain in thermal equilibrium. However, there are quasistatic 

chemical potentials introduced by the long equilibration times of the slowest in

teractions, such as the sphaleron interactions in the symmetric phase. A slowly 

varying Higgs field can drive charge production [42] by effectively introducing a 

new fermion kinetic term which splits the particle/anti-particle energy levels, lead

ing to free energy minimisation at non-zero charge. The existence of the chemical 

potentials due to the slowly equilibrating quantum numbers, in the presence of 

the Higgs-developed charge asymmetry, leads to a chemical potential for baryon 

number. The baryons produced by this mechanism within the bubble wall enter 

the broken phase and become stable since the broken phase is assumed to preserve 

baryon number.

The details in both of these regimes are model-dependent. Notice, however, 

that in all cases the preservation of the BAU until the present epoch relies on the 

suppression of the sphaleron rate in the broken phase immediately after the phase 

transition.
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2.5.2 Non-electroweak scenarios

There are many other proposed mechanisms for baryogenesis beyond those at the 

EW PT. These range from explicit B-violation in grand unified theories to more 

exotic topological effects.

Grand unified theories (GUT’s) predict explicit 5-violation via decays of heavy 

particles. However, there are several problems with GUT’s which considerably 

weaken the case for these models. Principal among these are the predictions of 

proton decay and heavy relic particles, and the problem of cosmological re-heating.

GUT’s predict proton decay, mediated by super heavy particles. The decay 

of a proton has never been experimentally observed and the lifetime is now con

strained by rp > 1032yr, leading to a bound of A > 1016GeV on the mass of the 

mediating particle. Such a heavy particle is difficult to incorporate even in GUT 

models. GUT’s also predict heavy relics such as the magnetic monopole. Again, 

no monopole has ever been observed.

The lack of evidence for such heavy particles might not be considered surprising 

at today’s experiments. However, possibly the strongest evidence against GUT’s 

comes from cosmology. The arrival of the inflationary universe offered solutions to 

many of the problems of modern cosmology, particularly the homogeneity of the 

universe, and has been very successful. However, any BAU generated at the GUT 

scale will be massively diluted by the exponential expansion of the inflation epoch. 

The universe does undergo re-heating after inflation ends, but the tem perature 

reached generally falls well below the GUT scale. Hence it is difficult to maintain a 

GUT scale BAU in the inflationary models. The success of inflation in describing 

the universe is difficult to ignore while the present GUT models cannot boast the 

same. Hence, baryogenesis at GUT scales becomes more difficult to convincingly 

sustain.

Even if a workable GUT model is found, any BAU it generates may be threat

ened by sphaleron transitions at a later epoch. Hence, the study of the electroweak 

scenarios might still play an important role even in GUT baryogenesis. One pos

sible get-out clause here, however, is a GUT-developed B  — L. Since the standard
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model conserves B  — L, while violating B  +  L, the BAU would not be wiped 

out. On balance, however, it seems that GUT theories raise more questions for 

baryogenesis than they answer.

There are other models which introduce heavy particles with baryon violating 

decays. Such models suffer many of the same problems as the GUT’s, particu

larly avoiding dilution by inflation. One example is heavy gravitino decay. The 

gravitino is the super-symmetric partner of the graviton. In some models, grav- 

itinos are very heavy, O(lOTeV) or more, and very weakly interacting. To avoid 

the number density dilution effects of inflation, they must be generated in the 

re-heating of the post-inflationary universe. Since they are so weakly interacting, 

they are out of thermal equilibrium at temperatures lower than their mass, and 

the decay temperature will be of order IMeV, which is very late and hence is not 

threatened by inflation or sphaleron transitions. However, to produce a significant 

number density of such heavy particles the re-heating temperature must approach 

the GUT scale and, perhaps more problematically, the gravitinos decay during the 

nucleosynthesis epoch and can distort the standard nucleosynthesis model. As 

mentioned in the introduction, nucleosynthesis is one of the great achievements 

of modern nuclear physics and cosmology and it is difficult to tamper with it.

There are more exotic mechanisms suggested, particularly in the field of topo

logical defects. Domain walls, strings and monopoles can radiate heavy particles 

with baryon non-conserving decays, for example, or can act as catalysts for baryon 

non-conservation. Also, black holes can contain any number of baryons but the 

number cannot be measured from the external universe, so they are able to “hide” 

the anti-baryons, leaving a baryon excess. There are proposed mechanisms to al

low black holes to radiate a surplus of baryons, with or without baryon charge 

conservation. Consider a heavy boson with baryon number conserving decay chan

nels to one light and one heavy baryon/anti-baryon, with C P-violation leading to 

a surplus of the light baryons over light anti-baryons, and a corresponding surplus 

of heavy anti-baryons over heavy baryons [5].

rA —► l h  -  r A —> h l  = r As (2.5.16)
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The black hole radiates A  bosons, and they decay as above. However, the prob

ability of re-capture of radiated particles by the black hole is dependent on the 

mass, and the heavy bosons are more likely to be captured. Hence, the flux of 

particles from the black hole consists of more light particles than heavy, and the 

light particles carry a surplus of baryons over anti-baryons. Hence, the universe 

develops a positive BAU, while the black holes hide the corresponding negative 

asymmetry.

There are many other proposed mechanisms for generating the BAU. However, 

many of these mechanisms -  the black hole example above, say -  are designed 

purely with baryogenesis as their aim, and hence lack a convincing argument 

for their existence. The baryogenesis of the electroweak and GUT scenarios, on 

the other hand, and of the topological defects to some extent, developed as conse

quence of attem pts to explain the wider aspects of particle physics and cosmology. 

Hence they are more appealing, and the electroweak scenarios look particularly 

strong in the light of recent study.

2.6 A n in tu itive  approach to  n on -perturbative  

effects

The violation of baryon number by anomalous currents is a fairly opaque mecha

nism. Being non-perturbative, it is impossible to explicitly describe an interaction 

(or Feynman diagram) which violates baryon number. However, there is a model 

due to Schwinger which is helpful in developing a physical picture of how anomalies 

can lead to violation of symmetries conserved in the classical Lagrangian. I will 

describe this picture here [7, 10] to complement the brief mathematical description 

above.

2.6.1 The Schwinger M odel

In order to develop an intuitive understanding of how non-perturbative effects 

can violate baryon number, even in a theory with no B-violation in the Feynman
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graphs , let us consider a  m odel due to Schwinger. Take 2 -d im ensional Q E D , 

coupled to  a  massless ferm ion with charge e. Since th e  ferm ion  is massless, its 

energy and  m o m e n tu m  are sim ply rela ted  by E = ±p. Let us also assum e th a t  

the  sys tem  is localised in a length  L, and  th a t  we have an ti-per iod ic  b o u n d a ry  

conditions. These  assum ptions  are in troduced  sim ply to clarify th e  a rg u m en ts  

by providing d is t inc t  s ta tes  for the  fermion, w ith  no degeneracy  a t  E  =  0. So, 

th e  m o m e n tu m  is quan tized  in units  of /r /L , and  since the  D irac eq u a tio n  has 

negative  energy solutions, as well as positive, th e  energy levels of th e  ferm ion  can 

be dep ic ted

p m P Q E 0
Q \ / P

P P
X P •
X •  P 0 •  P

p m p
X m. P

P p p
A: Energy levels in the Schwinger model B: A chirality conserving excitation

C: A chirality non-conserving transition D: Chirality violation via a  se ries of 
chirality conserving transitions

F igure  2.4: T h e  energy and  m o m e n tu m  levels in th e  Schwinger m odel (A). Al

th o u g h  th e  m odel only allows chirality  conserving t rans it ions  (B), ch ira li ty  is 

v io la ted  by an  infinite series of allowed trans it ions  (D).

T h e  ch ira l sym m etry ,  ^  —»• exp (iO'y5) t/>, holds for th is  Lagrangian, an d  the  

s ta te s  w ith  E = ±p  have ch ira li ty  ± 1 . T h e  sy m m e try  is, however, anom alous.

It is easily seen th a t  th e  lowest possible energy configuration here  is th e  one
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with all of the negative energy states filled -  ie. with a full Dirac sea -  and 

all of the positive energy states empty. Following Dirac’s intuitive description of 

pair-production using the Dirac sea concept, a physical particle corresponds to an 

excitation of the vacuum, while an anti-particle can be described as an empty state 

in the Dirac sea. So, imagine a left-moving, negative energy particle being excited 

into a right-moving, positive energy state. This will leave behind a ‘hole’ in the 

Dirac sea, with equal but opposite energy to the particle. This hole corresponds 

to a right-moving,positive energy anti-fermion -  this is the intuitive picture of 

pair production. Note that the excited particle remained on the same diagonal 

in diagram 2.4(B), and so the particle and anti-particle have equal but opposite 

chiral charge, and hence chirality is conserved.

However, if the particle was excited from one of the diagonals onto the other, 

the resulting process violates chiral charge, as seen in diagram 2.4(C). This chiral 

charge violating process appears then to be impossible, but in fact this effect 

can be produced by an infinite series of chirality-conserving transitions. To see 

this, consider the Dirac sea in a uniform electric field, directed to the right, as 

depicted in diagram 2.4(D). The fermions in the sea will shift as their momentum 

is changed. The left-moving fermions will move up the E = +p diagonal, and the 

right-moving fermions will move down the E  =  —p diagonal.

Consider firstly the E = diagonal. If the electric field is allowed to act for 

long enough, so that the change in momentum is exactly /i/L, then one particle 

will break the surface of the Dirac sea to occupy the first, right-moving positive 

energy level. However, the hole it leaves behind will be immediately filled by the 

particle excited up from the second energy level in the sea, and that hole filled 

from the third level, and so on - it is tempting at this point to say ad infinitum. 

Similarly, on the E = —p diagonal, we imagine a hole being left in the first 

negative energy level, while the fermions are shifted into lower energy states even 

infinitely deep in the Dirac sea.

The remainder of this chirality-breaking argument relies on the words ad in

finitum. If the Dirac sea is finitely deep, then our argument will collapse since we 

would leave a hole at the bottom of the Dirac sea on the E = -\-p diagonal, and
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we would be unable to shift fermions down into the sea on the E  =  —p diagonal 

-  ie., we are relying on the concept of an infinitely deep Dirac sea. Infinities are 

a long-standing problem in particle physics and it is well known that a theory 

with infinities requires to be regularised. If we introduce a cut-off scale (—A) in 

the depth of the Dirac sea, then the Schwinger model and regularisation insist 

that we must be able to ignore the effects of the anti-particle ’’hole” as we let A 

tend to infinity. Following detailed analysis, it turns out that any well behaved 

regulator we introduce into a chiral gauge model must break the chiral symmetry. 

It is this fact that allows us to safely continue in the Schwinger model, free of 

worries about the behaviour of the infinities. The net effect has been to produce a 

non-zero change in the chiral charge of the universe. And yet this has come about 

through a series of chirality-conserving transitions, and hence it will be impossible 

to draw a Feynman diagram for the transition just described.

This model can be generalised to allow the spatial extent to tend to infinity, 

and allow arbitrary electric fields. The final result is the same -  a non-zero change 

in the chiral charge of the universe but no explicit chirality changing Feynman 

diagrams. We have demonstrated that non-perturbative effects are responsible for 

breaking the chiral symmetry in a theory which classically conserves the symmetry.

2.6.2 V iolating baryon number

The Schwinger model has demonstrated intuitively that it is possible for non- 

perturbative effects to break a symmetry which is apparently perfect at tree-level. 

It has not, however, demonstrated how the non-perturbative effects bring about 

baryon number violation.

In the Schwinger model, chirality was violated but particle number was in

variant. It is a general result that, in gauge theories with vector coupling, only 

chiral symmetries are anomalous [40]. However, if we introduce chiral couplings, 

then we can also introduce non-chiral anomalies. SU(2) electroweak theory is 

such a theory -  only left-handed fermions couple to the gauge fields. In terms of 

the Schwinger model, this corresponds to decoupling the right-moving, negative
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energy fermions from the electric field. Then the net effect of the transitions de

scribed above is to produce only a fermion, violating both chirality and particle 

number.

If the Schwinger model is extended to include extra species of massless, charged 

fermions, then each species is shifted in the Dirac sea independently of the others. 

Drawing analogy again with SU(2), this would result in independent shifts of 

*SU(2) doublets. Hence, a unit shift of the Dirac sea would result in the production 

of one electron or neutrino, and one up or down-type quark of each colour. So, 

with the three families of the standard model, we produce changes in baryon and 

lepton number of A B = A L =  ±3. Note that B  +  L is violated, but B  — L is not.



Chapter 3 

The Effective Potential

In a study of a phase transition, we are principally interested in the vacuum 

state or other meta-stable states which form false vacuua. An understanding 

of the nature and subsequent mechanics of the phase transition comes from an 

understanding of how these states develop with time and temperature.

For example, consider a model with a temperature-dependent potential. Let us 

say that, as the universe cools, the potential develops a secondary, local minimum, 

at some distance from the global minimum. If this secondary minimum (or false 

vacuum) becomes degenerate with the global minimum (true vacuum), then the 

population of both states becomes equally likely. At this point, there will be 

a potential barrier between the two vacuua, but it is possible for transitions to 

occur between them via tunnelling processes or thermal fluctuations which carry 

the configuration over the barrier. If the secondary minimum drops below the 

original vacuum, as T  develops with time, it will become the true vacuum and the 

phase transition from the original vacuum state to the new vacuum state will be 

first order since we have a discontinuous change in the field strength between the 

two states. The rate of this phase transition, however, will clearly be determined 

by the height of the potential barrier which will suppress the rate of transition 

processes.

In a classical Lagrangian, the vacuum state is given by the minimum of the 

potential V,  where V  is the negative sum of the non-derivative terms in the 

Lagrangian. However, we are working with quantised theories and so we will want

40
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to consider the quantum corrections to the Lagrangian and its potential. Hence, 

we look to the effective action -  this is a field theory extension of the classical 

definition of the action as the integral of the Lagrangian along the trajectory of 

the system. From the effective action, we can develop the concept of the effective  

potential.

In order to clearly understand the roots of the effective potential, and how 

it is useful in the study of spontaneously broken symmetries, I will develop the 

formalism in the typical manner of the literature. I will then go on to consider the 

loop expansion technique and the inclusion of finite-temperature effects, before 

deriving the form of the effective potential in the 2-Higgs-doublet model.

3.1 Form alism  o f th e  effective p oten tia l,

Following a simple and commonly used example in the literature (eg. [29, 20, 40]), 

I will develop the formalism and define the effective potential in a theory with one 

scalar field (f>(x), with Lagrangian density d^cp). Introducing a source J(x)  

transforms the Lagrangian to

jC —y C, +  J (#)(/>(£) (3.1.1)

The effective action for this Lagrangian is a functional given by

r(& (s)) =  W(J(x))  -  j  di xJ(x)<t>c{x) (3.1.2)

where 4>c is the classical field.

W ( J ) is the connected generating functional -  that is to say, it generates the 

connected Green’s functions for the theory. It is defined in terms of the transition 

amplitude from the vacuum state at t —y — oo, to the vacuum state at t —> + 00 , 

in the presence of the source J  -

e'W(j) _  (o+\0~)j (3.1.3)

and can be written as a functional Taylor series

W (J ) =  £  • • • d4xnG ^ ( x . . . ,  xn)J(Xl) . . .  J ( xn) (3.1.4)
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The G here are the connected Green’s functions. In other words, is the 

sum of all connected Feynman graphs with n external legs. Hence, W  generates 

the G via
dnw  ( ,
a F  =  G(") (3.1.5)

In particular, the classical field is defined as

'<0 + |# t ) |0 -> 'd W { j{ x ) )  
U x )  = dJ(x) <0 +|0 -> (3.1.6)

The effective action can also be expanded as a functional Taylor series -

r  ( 0 c )  =  “7  [  d *x  1 ' - d 4xn ^ n){x1 .  . . x n)(j)c(x i ) .  ..<t>c(xn ) (3.1.7)
n 71. J

It can be shown that T is the generating functional for the one-particle-irreducible 

(1PI) Green’s functions. Hence, the are the sum of all 1PI Feynman graphs 

with n external legs. Note that the 1PI graphs are conventionally evaluated with 

vanishing external momenta.

Now that we know what the effective action represents, in terms of Feynman 

graphs, it is useful to consider another expansion. An expansion in terms of 

powers of momentum is equivalent to an expansion in terms of the derivatives of 

(f)c around the point cj)c — constant. This has the form

1
- i <Fx (3.1.8)

In the integrand above, by comparison of (3.1.8) with (3.1.7), it is clear that the 

n ih derivative of V(<f>) is just the sum of all 1PI Feynman graphs with n external 

legs and vanishing external momenta.

V(4>c(x)) is known as the effective potential -  the potential as derived from 

the effective action. I will refer to the effective potential as Vê . Clearly, at tree 

level (ie. considering the non-derivative terms of Kfr(^c)), this will reduce to 

the classical potential -  the sum of the non-derivative terms from the classical 

Lagrangian.

Consider the conditions necessary for spontaneous symmetry breakdown. We 

require the field to develop a non-zero vacuum expectation value (VEV), even 

for J(x)  =  0 -  ie. dr/d(f>c =  0 for some non-zero <j)c = But since we will
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insist that the VEV is translationally invariant (in order to preserve conservation 

of linear momentum) this will reduce to dV/d(f)c = 0, for some non-zero (0). The 

stability of the vacuum clearly requires that (0C) lies at a minimum in Veff.

The effective potential can be expanded around any point by redefining the 

quantum field

0  —> 0  — 0

which leads to a corresponding redefinition of the classical field

0 c  0 c  0 c

(3.1.9)

(3.1.10)

W ith 0C =  (0C), we are expanding about the vacuum state. Following the typical 

definitions of the renormalised couplings gives

d2Veff
Mb =  - r 2(P; =  0) =

\ R = -r%  = o) =

dd>l

<f4Keff

d<t>i

4>c—o

4>c—o
(3.1.11)

(This definition can be expanded to handle more complex theories, with analogous 

results.) By defining the couplings in this way, a shift in the quantum (classical) 

field leaves the form of these expressions unchanged. So, for example, if the field 

is redefined as 0 C —»■ (j>c — (0 ), then the couplings are given by the expressions 

(3.1.11) evaluated at (0). In particular, this applies to the mass spectrum of 

the model -  the expressions for the masses can be derived generically and the 

actual values are determined simply by evaluating at (0C). Similarly, determining 

the value of (0 C) is simply a question of minimising V>ff, but the couplings will be 

the renormalised values.

3.2 Kff — th e  loop expansion

The effective potential is a useful tool for studying the vacuum states in theories 

with spontaneous symmetry breaking. However, Veff is an infinite summation of 

1PI Feynman graphs, which is a computational impossibility with present tech

niques. Hence there is a need for an appropriate technique of approximating the 

effective potential.
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The most commonly used approximation to Veff is known as the loop expan

sion -  an expansion in terms of the number of loops appearing in the Feynman 

graphs. Hence, the nth order term in the expansion is the sum of all 1PI Feynman 

graphs containing n loops. We will demonstrate here that the loop expansion is 

equivalent to a power series expansion in terms of an expansion parameter.

Consider introducing a parameter a  into the definition of the Lagrangian, thus

C -+ oTlC (3.2.12)

This introduces a factor of a~l for every vertex in a Feynman graph, and a factor 

a  for every internal propagator, since we are working with 1PI graphs which are 

evaluated with no propagators for the external legs. So, the power of a  in any 

graph is given by

P = I  — V  (3.2.13)

where I  is the number of internal lines, and V is the number of vertices.

The number of loops in a graph will be equal to the number of independent 

momentum integrations. Each internal line contributes one such momentum; each 

vertex imposes a condition which constrains the number of independent momenta; 

and there is one overall condition for conservation of total momentum and energy. 

Hence, the number of independent momenta, and the number of loops, is given 

by

L =  / -  V +  1 =  P  +  1 (3.2.14)

So, a loop expansion is equivalent to an expansion in powers of a, which is what 

we set out to show.

Since the units of the Lagrangian density are those of Planck’s constant, and 

the Lagrangian is multiplied overall by h, the loop expansion can be described as

a power series expansion in H. Hence, the use of the loop expansion in making

perturbative studies of the effective potential is justified.

Another important point to note here is that the expansion parameter mul

tiplies the whole of the Lagrangian. Hence, we are free to perform shifts on the 

fields, with no effect on the form of the loop expansion. We are also able to split
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the Lagrangian into free and interacting parts, and to work with the expansion of 

each independently. This ensures that, at any order of the loop expansion, we are 

able to make use of these properties of the effective potential which are useful in 

surveying the vacuum states.

3.3 T he effects o f fin ite tem perature

We begin by stating without proof [20] that a field theory at finite (non-zero) 

temperature behaves as a thermodynamic ensemble of finite-T Green’s functions. 

This leads to a definition of finite-T  operators as a thermal average of the zero-T 

operators, known as the Gibbs’ average.

a  / _  T  X _  T r e - 11"  B ( x x 2)
(x i , . . . ,  x 2) — Tre-/0// (3.3.15)

where (3 =  1/T, and we are using units where Boltzman’s constant has been set 

to 1.

Consider the numerator on the RHS of eqn(3.3.15). We can generally write 

this as

Tr (e~0HA (x i , t i )B (x 2, t 2) . . .  C(xn, t n)J (3.3.16)

In the Schrodinger representation, A(xi , t i )  = eiHtlA ( x Hence we can 

write eqn(3.3.16) as

Tr (■e-f3HeiHtlA (x 1,0)e- iHtleiHt2B{x2,0 ) . . .  eiHtnC{xn, 0)e~iHtn) (3.3.17)

Using the fact that e~(3He(3H =  1, and the cyclic property of trace, we then have

Tr {e~0HeH^ +ei)A{xu 0)e~iHtl . . .  eiHtnC(xn, 0)e~H{itn+f3) (3.3.18)

Comparing this with eqn(3.3.16), we realise that setting itj —> itj +  (3 has no 

effect on the operator 0 . Hence, the finite temperature Green’s functions obey the 

same equations as those at zero-T, but they have periodic boundary conditions 

in Euclidean time. (This contrasts with the “usual”, zero-T  causal boundary 

conditions at tj =  ±oo.)
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These results were determined for Bose particles. With Fermi statistics, the 

corresponding boundary conditions are anti-periodic. In both cases, the period is 

clearly (3.

Hence, to derive the finite-T form for the effective potential, we should replace

/  d4XE —► Jo dr J d3x (3.3.19)

where r  =  it is the Euclidean time; or, in terms of momentum,

k0 —> 27rnT(bosons), k0 —»■ (2n +  l ) 7rT(fermions) (3.3.20)

which is a statement of the boundary conditions at finite-T, and

f d k 0 ^ i 2 T Z n  (3.3.21)

3.4 C alcu lation  o f Veg

1 will proceed to demonstrate how the effective potential is evaluated: first at 

zero-T in a simple scalar model; then we will introduce a finite temperature to 

the theory; and lastly we will extend these techniques to the standard model with

2 Higgs doublets.

Let us take an example Lagrangian, for definiteness.

C = l-(d.4>f-grln\  (3.4.22)

The tree-level potential is just the negative sum of the non-derivative terms in 

the Lagrangian -  Vo =  gcf)^/N\.

The one loop potential is the sum of all graphs with 1 loop, r vertices, and 

(n — 2) external lines on each vertex. Each internal line contributes a factor 

of (k^  +  ie)-1. The external lines contribute Each vertex contributes

g/(n  — 2 )!, the (n — 2 )! being a combinatoric since interchanging the external 

legs will have no effect. We must integrate over the momentum in the loop and 

introduce a 1 /2 r  combinatoric factor since the loop is an r-sided polygon and has 

2r  symmetries under rotation and reflection.
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Hence,

« -

-  ^ 4 / I H 1+<£Se) ( t 4 -a |

Note that, defining U(<j>c) =  g<f>cln ^ then this can be written

=  W  + y  In ( i  +  ^ 4 )  (3.4.24)

Although we have only demonstrated the form above to hold in one particular 

example, it does in fact hold true for any polynomial with no derivative terms. In 

generalising this form, it is also important to take note of the number of degrees 

of freedom in the model. In the 1-loop diagrams, there will be one loop counted 

for each degree of freedom of the fields, N.  Hence, the general form of the 1-loop 

potential is

-

This integral is divergent, so we must introduce a cut-off at k2 = A2. The 

resulting integration gives

U"\  1N A 2 N(U”)2 
V(<f>c) =  u(4>d + ^ ~ ,U "  +  (U > ln \ A2 /  2

+ constant (3.4.26)
32tr2 64tt2

The cut-off terms, l/(327r2)[f///A2 — {U")2 ln(A)] must be absorbed into the 

renormalised parameters of the Lagrangian. Hence, U" and (U")2 must contain 

only terms of the same order as those in U. This clearly limits U to be a quartic 

polynomial at most.

Re-writing the integral as

i / ( 0 r { ,°» (^ )+ los(<’a+t/")} (3A27»
and, introducing finite-temperature effects as described in (3.3.19,3.3.20,3.3.21), 

we have

7vr rn  oo p

constant -\ h—  jP  J l°g (k 2 +  (2nnT)2 + U"'j (3.4.28)
n =  — oo
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for bosons, and

(3 k
—̂ Tog {l^ + (272 + 1)ttT2 + Mf'j (3.4.29)

for fermions, where Nf, (Nf )  are the number of bosonic (fermionic) degrees of

freedom, and Mj  is the sum of the fermion squared-masses. After a change of

variables [30, 20], this can be written in the form

v t=° + !§■ r d x x 2 108 { 1 -exp (Vs+̂) J
N t T 4 r°° { (  t m  \  1

-  ~ ^ r j 0 ^ 2 i°g j i  +  exP ( J |  (3.4.30)

where the first integral relates to the boson contribution, the second integral 

relates to the fermion contribution. Unfortunately, these integrals cannot be eval

uated analytically and we are forced to resort to approximations.

To summarise what has been demonstrated :

-  the effective potential was defined exactly

-  Vg^-was calculated to 1-loop exactly

-  the expression for VejJ  at 1-loop must be calculated using approximations. 

The fact that Veff has not only been approximated by expanding to first order

in a power-series expansion, but also by approximating the calculation of that 

first order term, may seem disconcerting -  ie., can the calculation be trusted with 

so many approximations? We will see shortly that this is indeed unsatisfactory 

and that higher order Feynman graphs must be included in the calculations (go

ing beyond the 1-loop expansion.) However, these higher order corrections are 

introduced with a formalism very similar to the form developed above.

3.5 T he effective p oten tia l w ith  2 H iggs-doub lets

The results of the preceding sections can now be applied to the scalar sector with 

2 Higgs-doublets. First, the most general form of the tree-level potential will be 

described, and then the expansion to one loop at high temperature. I will then 

incorporate the W ± and Z° bosons and the heaviest fermions into the potential,

N tT  ^  r d 
constant -|---- —

OO A

? . / (2
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and I will demonstrate a need for higher order corrections to I4ff, introducing the 

most important of these.

3.5.1 The general tree-level potential

Consider a scalar sector with two compex scalar doublets, which can be defined

as

The 4>i are real scalar fields.

In developing the most general form of Vo, we must bear in mind the re

quirements of renormalisability. This leads us, as stated already, to restrict our

selves to a quartic polynomial at most. The most general quartic polynomial is

Vo = — $1 — /̂ 2̂ 2^2 + ^1 $ 1̂

+ a 3 ( 4 * 2 )  +  ^  ( * t a )

+A5 (oi<&2) "I- -̂ 6 ( ^ i ^ i )

+term s of odd-numbered order in

-l-terms of form where m ,n  are odd (3.5.32)

(The signs used here are conventional and will be convenient later.)

Note that there are terms “missing” here -  there are no terms which are of 

odd-numbered order, and no terms containing odd-numbered powers of the 4>*. 

Such terms are considered dangerous for the following reason [20].

In the two-doublet model, the Yukawa interaction of the Q = —1/3 quarks 

might look like

CY =  2 (3.5.33)

where i and j  are the generation indices. The mass matrix is then

Mij =  h]jV 1 +  h?jV2 (3.5.34)

Diagonalising M  will not generally diagonalise h1 and h2. Hence, the Yukawa in

teractions are not flavour diagonal and flavour changing neutral currents (FCNC’s)

1 /  </>i +  i<h \

1 (f)3 + i(f)4 J
1 /  ^5 +  *'<̂ 6

^  \ <j>7 + *<^8
(3.5.31)
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are possible. These are not observed and would lead to large mass differences in 

the kaon system. The acceptable levels of FCNC’s are tightly constrained by the 

small K l ~  Ks  mass difference [20] which is observed, and hence it is usual to im

pose a discrete symmetry to avoid FCNC’s. Let $1 be the doublet which couples 

to the up-type fermions. 1 Then the Lagrangian is defined to be invariant under 

the translation

, {u{)r ~{ui)R (3.5.35)

where the (Ui)n are the right-handed, up-type fields.
1" j" 1*This disqualifies any terms with odd powers of $*, such as ($] $ 2) or ($J 3>2)($2  ^ 2), 

thereby explaining the limited number of terms which appear in the general quar

tic given above.

Most of the coupling parameters can be constrained in the following manner.

<I>J must be real, and the potential must also be real, so we can constrain 

/if, /if, Ai, A2, A3 to be real also. Since then A4 is also constrained

to be real. The remaining couplings can be complex, a priori, but can still be 

constrained further as shall be seen shortly.

Consider the terms with couplings A5, \ q. Since Vo must be real, then the sum 

of the A5)6 terms must also be real. Applying the properties of complex conjugates 

-  in particular, (ab)* =  a*b* -  then we must have A5 =  Ag. However, at this point,

A5 may still be complex.

As discussed earlier, in chapter 2, it is considered desirable to introduce a 

further source of CP-violation, in addition to the Kobayashi-Maskawa couplings.

In order to do this, a term is introduced which breaks the discrete symmetry 

imposed above to avoid FCNC’s. The terms introduced are of the form

(3.5.36)

Note that, although these terms break the discrete symmetry explicitly, they 

do not introduce FCNC’s at tree-level. Hence, they are said to break the symmetry

:As mentioned in the introductory chapter, it is attractive to couple the up-type and down- 

type quarks each to only one of the doublets. This is discussed in section 3.5.3.
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softly and the FCNC’s introduced are suppressed since they only occur at higher 

orders [20]. The quartic terms which would also break the discrete symmetry 

(with odd-numbered powers of as described above) would introduce FCNC’s 

at tree-level -  these would not be suppressed and so they are not acceptable. 

Hence, I do not allow such terms in the potential.

Following the same line of argument used for A5)6, it is easy to demonstrate 

that

n l = ( f i y  (3.5.37)

Again, a priori, this still allows fi\ to be complex.

Consider the violation of CP-conservation in the potential. The CP-transformation 

of scalar fields has the form

$. ei0i$* (3.5.38)

Hence, the terms are trivially invariant, and it follows that the only possible 

sources of CP-violation in the potential described above are the terms

A5 (< d $ 2) 2 +  a; (< d $ i) 2 - i 4  ( $ 1 $ 2)  -  ( u l r  ( 4 * i )  (3.5.39)

Without loss of generality, we can choose A5 to be real. In this case, by considering 

the CP-transformation of these terms and comparing with the expression given 

above, some simple manipulation demonstrates that CP-invariance requires f.i\ to 

be real or pure imaginary. In other words, by insisting on A5 real, we introduce 

CP-violation by allowing complex values of p \.

Hence, without loss of generality, we have constrained all of the coupling pa

rameters in the tree-level potential to be real, except for the CP-violating coupling 

which we will allow to be complex.

So, our definitive general form for the tree-level potential is
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V o  —  —  / 2 ,  ( $ , < V l )  —  fl2 ( $ 2 ^ 2 )  +  A i  ( $ i $ l )  + A 2 ^ 2 ^ 2 ^  

+A3 (<l>i^l) ($ 2  $ 2)  +  A4 ( $ , $ 2)  ( ^ 2^ l )

+  y  ( ( $ t a ) 2 + ($ J $ i

—Ail (* !* * )  -  (a*!)* (* 1 * i )  (3-5.40)

with fjL\,(i\,\i all real, and ^3 complex.

3.5.2 The potential at 1-loop

The 1-loop expansion is, from eqn (3.4.30),

where the first integral is the bosonic contribution, the second is the fermionic 

contribution, and U" , U'j are the second derivatives of the bosonic and fermionic 

parts of the tree level potential. 2

Actually, the second derivative of the tree level potential is a matrix of deriva

tives of the form d 2 /(dcfiidcfrj), and its eigenvalues represent the mass spectrum of 

the model. Hence, the matrix is known as the m ass m a trix . So, we are more 

correctly interested in the trace of the mass matrix,

t r  T-
Tr (Ml)

rp 2

=  E m? (3.5.42)
i

where Mq is the tree level mass matrix and m2 are its eigenvalues. The expressions 

above (3.5.41) were determined in the case of a simple model with one scalar field

2Note that there are no fermion fields in the tree level potential described in the previous 

section. However, as mentioned above, I will eventually introduce the heaviest fermions into the 

effective potential and hence it will be useful here to consider both cases.
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-  the integral represents the integral over the loop momentum for this one scalar 

field. However, we now have 8 scalar fields and hence it is more correct to write

Vi =  VT = 0  +  S ( W » ) « 2 ^ 2  J0 dxx2loS | l  ~ e x P  f - y  +  x ‘

~  d r a 2 k > g j l  + e x p 3.5.43)

where the summation over i (j ) is the summation over the boson (fermion) fields, 

and (Nb)i, (N/)j  are the numbers of degrees of freedom associated with each mass 

eigenvalue. I will drop the summation for the purposes of clarity in the derivation 

which follows, and re-introduce it in the final result. Note that the mass m atrix 

will play an important role in the higher order corrections discussed in the next 

section.

I will now evaluate V\ using a high-temperature expansion. For the moment 

I will simply assume that the high-T approximation holds. Having developed the 

expansion, I will go on to justify its use.

For small rrii/T (ie., for temperatures much larger than the mass spectrum of 

the model), Vi can be expanded in a Taylor series -

dVi

y 2 = 0  ^ y  y 2 —  0
Vi = H 2=0 + dy:

2 <92Viy + dyl y* +  • • . (3.5.44)

where y 2 =  M q /T 2. Note that the Taylor series is actually an expansion in 

Let us consider the bosonic contributions first. The first term is

r j -14/ roo , x
H ’=o =  NbW J o  t o 2 l n (1 - e^ )  

7r 2T 4
= - N f

90 (3.5.45)

Although this term is temperature dependent, its effect can be removed by redef

inition of zero potential and hence it will generally be ignored hereafter.

The second term is

dVi
d r

T4 r
W‘S t/.

rj-i 4

y
j 2  = 0

dx-
x 1

(x 2 +  y2) 2 exp ( \ / ? + 7 ) -  1 

=  ( 3 -5 -46 )
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Hence,

dVi
y 2 =  Nb^ - M 2  (3.5.47)

y2=  ody

Evaluation of the next term in (3.5.44) is considerably more complicated. Con

sider the derivative part of the third term -

d2Vi T4 dx 1 ,
— _L =  — Nb — — I ------------ r 7 ----- ------------- fT------r  (3.5.48)
dy 8tt Jo (a?2 +  j/2) 2 exp ((x 2 +  y 2 ) i ) — 1

At x = y =  0, the integrand has a pole and a logarithmic singularity. Dolan and 

Jackiw [30] overcome these difficulties by introducing a regularisation factor x~e 

into the integral and then allowing e —> 0. The resulting expression is

d2vx
dy<

T  1 /  M 2 \
= (3.5.49)

Note that the Mq term is negative -  it is this term which allows a secondary 

minimum to develop at non-zero {<j>c)>

Hence, combining the first 3 terms in the expansion, and re-introducing the 

summation over field indices, gives

Vl(T)  =  H (T  =  0 ) - ^ -  +  ^ - T r ([Mo] 0 - ^ r Tr([M o]^)
12

Nbir2T 4 , N bT 2 N t T ,
- 9 0 -  +  I T 1* -  1 5 7

- ^ Tr ( W i )  Tr (log +  . . .  (3.5.50)

where Vb(T =  0) and [M0]& are the relevant bosonic parts, and Nf, is the number of 

bosonic fields. Following essentially the same process for the fermion contribution 

returns

V,(T) =  V}(T = 0) -  - N,7 l l —  +  ^ T r  ([M0]2f )

+ 6 ^ Tr ([Mo]4) Tr (log + • • • (3-5-51)
where the subscript /  refers to fermionic parts.

Note that there is no M q term from the fermions -  they are not involved in 

generating the symmetry breaking vacuum. The —T M 3 term for bosons is the
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dominant term arising from the infrared divergence of the integral in (3.5.48). It 

is easier to understand why there is no equivalent fermion term by considering 

the prescription for working with field theories at finite temperature. As stated 

earlier, the following substitutions should be made -

ko —> 27rnT(bose), ko —> (2n -f l ) 7rT(fermi), f  dko —v i2T ^  (3.5.52)
J  n

Hence,

/I f   ̂ (bosons)
/ V  ^  i2r? (2n + l ) « T  (fermi°ns)

(3.5.53)

and so the bosonic integrals have a pole for the zero frequency modes (n = 0), 

while the fermions never have a pole.

Hence, the pole leads to an infrared divergence and results in the —T M 3 term 

due to the zero frequency, or long range, bosonic fields. The fermions do not 

display the same behaviour and so the first order E W P T  derives purely from 

long range bosonic interactions.

3.5.3 Including W ± 1Z °  and the heaviest fermions

Since the W ± and Z° bosons are the weak force carriers, the critical temperature 

of the EW PT is likely to be of order Myy/z• Hence, Feynman diagrams with 

W ± and Z° bosonic loops are likely to be important in the effective potential 

near the phase transition. Also, the top quark mass is now known to be of order 

175GeV, and hence the top quark fermionic loops are also likely to make an 

important contribution. For the sake of thoroughness, I will also include the effects 

of the next heaviest fermions, the bottom quark and the r  lepton, although their 

contributions will be very much smaller than their heavier counterparts.

There is an important point to note in the way which I have chosen to couple 

the quarks to the scalar doublets. There are good reasons to consider coupling 

the up-type and down-type quarks differently. By coupling up-type only to 4>i,
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say, and down-type to $ 2? then the differences between masses of the up and 

down-type quarks can be explained in terms of the two different VEV’s of the 

scalar doublets. This is an attractive feature which is also a natural requirement 

of the minimal supersymmetric model. Hence, we will join the up-type quarks to 

4>i and the down-type to $ 2- 3

The masses of these particles are derived from the VEV of the scalar field and 

have the forms

m w =  gv o / 2  , m z  = \Jg2 + g'2 v0 / 2

m t = gtv i/y / 2  , m b = gbv 2 /y/ 2

m T = g Tv2 /y/2 (3.5.54)

where v0  is the overall VEV of the scalar fields; Vi and v2 are the VEV’s of $1 

and $ 2; g and g' are the SU(2) and U(l) gauge couplings; and the gi are the 

appropriate Yukawa couplings. 4

There is one loop diagram for each degree of freedom in the bosonic and 

fermionic fields. For each of the EW vector bosons there are 3 degrees of freedom 

corresponding to the 3 spin states. For each of the quarks, there are 12 degrees of 

freedom -  particle/anti-particle; spin up/down; and 3 colours; giving 2 x 2 x 3  =  12. 

And for the leptons, there are 4 degrees of freedom -  particle/anti-particle and 

spin up/down.

Hence, the contributions of the W ±, Z ° , and 3 heaviest fermions to the trace 

of the zero-temperature mass matrix are

-f 3 m(v)2z  +  12 [m(v ) 2 +  m(v)2] +  4 m{v)2T (3.5.55)

where the m(v)i are the masses evaluated at the VEV of the scalar fields.

3It is more common in the literature to couple the down-type quarks to $ 1 . However,

for historical reasons, I have chosen to couple up-type to $ 1 . I work consistently with this

convention throughout the thesis and still define the angle /? -  the phase between the VEV’s of

the two doublets -  as tan(/?) =  vup- type/vdown-type,  thereby maintaining consistency with the

conventional definition of j3.
4Recall that the up-type fermions couple to $ 1 , with VEV vi, and the down-type to $ 2 , with

VEV v 2 .
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3.5.4 Higher order corrections

Since the early days of the study of symmetry restoration, it has been realised [31, 

30] that there are important corrections required when using the 1-loop expansion 

of the effective potential. Consider again eqn(3.5.41) -  if U" is negative, then the 

integral becomes complex and so too does V\(T). Since the potential cannot be 

complex, this indicates that the 1-loop approximation is not adequate under these 

conditions. In terms of the high-T expansion, U" < 0 is equivalent to having a 

negative eigenvalue in Mq , which will result in a complex eigenvalue for Mq -  so 

the complex term will be proportional to M 3 T.

The critical temperature can be defined as the highest temperature at which 

one of the eigenvalues of the mass matrix (curvature matrix) becomes negative at 

the origin, turning the origin into a saddle point from which the fields may run 

in the direction of the negative curvature towards the new minimum. But if the 

potential cannot be evaluated reliably under exactly these conditions, then the 

accuracy of the Tc calculation is also called into question.

However, it has been shown by Takahashi [38, 39] that the complex term pro

portional to m 3T  is exactly cancelled by infrared terms in the ring diagrams which 

are the next to leading order terms beyond the 1-loop potetial. (The inclusion of 

these terms will be discussed below.) 5

These arguments can be viewed in various other forms [30, 31, 38, 9, 35], 

usually as considerations of infrared divergence problems. The dominant terms 

in the 1-loop expansion result from infrared divergences and it is well recognised 

that finite tem perature field theories with massless particles suffer from severe 

infrared problems. But near the origin, the W  and Z  bosons are very light, 

and for temperatures near Tc so too is at least one of the Higgs bosons (which 

is equivalent to the argument above that U" becomes negative at or near Tc, 

depending on definition of critical temperature.) Hence, the higher order infrared 

terms (the ring diagrams) should be included in the effective potential.

It has been shown that the effect of the ring diagrams is to introduce a tem

5 As will be mentioned later in the discussion of numerical work, I will use this argument to 

ignore complex terms arising in evaluation of the effective potential and critical temperature.
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perature dependent effective mass [9, 38]. In order to clearly see how this works, 

let us consider the potential of one self-interacting bosonic field -

V(<t>) =  ~^<f >2  +  (3.5.56)

Temperature dependence is introduced into the 1-loop potential, as already seen, 

in the form

M 2 T 2  M 3T
V(4>,T) =  V0  + - ^ --------------------------------------- (3-5.57)

where Mq is the second derivative of the tree level potential, namely —fi2  +  \<f)2/ 2 . 

However, expanding (3.5.57) and considering the second order terms gives

V ( t , T )  =  y ( v  +  ^ r ) + . . .  (3.5.58)

and so we see that, at finite temperature, there is an effective dimensional coupling 

(—n 2 +  AT2/24). Hence, the effective mass matrix also carries a temperature de

pendency but this is not reflected in (3.5.57) -  the expansion is not self-consistent.

By defining M 2 (T) as the second derivative of the temperature-dependent 

potential, T), and substituting M 2(T) for Mq into the M 3T  term in (3.5.57),

the expansion is made consistent. As already stated, it has been demonstrated 

[9, 38] that this is equivalent to including the ring diagrams (or “daisy diagrams”) 

in the expansion -  see figure 3.1.

Hence, the resulting form of the expansion is

v  = Vo + £ - T rM °2 -  i l r TrM3(T) +  • • • (3-5-59)

where

M02

M 2 ( T ) ]

d2Vo 
*i d(j>id<f>j ’

d 2 VT
ij d4>id<])j

where VT = Vo + ^ r T r M 2, (3.5.60)
z47rz

and so on.
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Figure 3.1: A typical ring (or “daisy”) diagram. These diagrams form the next- 

to-leading order contribution to the loop expansion of the effective potential.

A thorough examination of the question of higher-order corrections is found in 

a paper by Dine, et al.[35] In particular, they identified an important correction 

to the m 3T  term which had gone unnoticed until that point.

From expressions (3.5.55,3.5.50), the contribution of the W ± boson is

(  7r2T4 rn^ iy^T 2 m?J/(u)T \
2 x 3 x  2^ ------------i k r - + - )  (3-5-61>

The numerical factors of 2 and 3 correspond to the degrees of freedom -  two charge 

states, and two transverse and one longitudinal polarisations.

The cubic term arises due to the zero frequency modes when calculating the 

loop diagrams. The vector field propagator at zero frequency looks like

^ 0 0  (^ i )  fc^+771 W ( v ) 2

Diiik) = (3-5.62)

where DqO is the longitudinal or Coulomb propagator, and the Dij are the trans

verse propagators. However, the Coulomb field at zero frequency develops the 

Debye mass, m 2D ~  g2 T 2 -  this is analogous to the development of an effective
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mass, due to screening effects, in photons propagating in a plasma. The result is 

a correction to the Dqq propagator -

The Debye squared-mass is much greater than the squared-mass of the kF-boson, 

so the propagator is heavily suppressed and the contribution of the longitudinal 

mode to the loop diagram effectively vanishes. The same situation exists for the 

Z-boson, and hence its longitudinal contribution also disappears.

The zero frequency transverse modes, on the other hand do not develop such 

a mass [36]. Hence, the contribution of the W  and Z bosons to the cubic term in 

the 1-loop effective potential is actually reduced by a factor of 2/3, and becomes

2 x (2m%r(v) +  m |(v ))  (3.5.64)

where the first numerical factor of 2 represents the two transverse modes.

The effect of this correction is to reduce the contribution to the —T M 3  term, 

thereby reducing the strength of the phase transition. This in turn lowers the 

Higgs mass upper bound, leaving electroweak baryogenesis impossible in the min

imal Standard Model.

3.6 Sum m ary o f w ith  two H iggs doublets

For reference purposes, and for clarity, the results of this chapter as applied to 

the two Higgs-doublet model are reproduced here.

I described the most general form of the tree-level potential, subject to the 

following conditions:

-  the imposition of a discrete symmetry , $1 —>• —$ 1, (u{)r —> — (u*)ji, where 

the (Ui)n are the right-handed, up-type fermion fields. This symmetry avoids 

experimentally unobserved flavour changing neutral currents (FCNC’s).

-  the inclusion of an explicitly CP-violating term, — /^§(^1  ̂ 2) +  h.c., which 

softly breaks the discrete symmetry above. This will not introduce FCNC’s at tree- 

level, and hence the FCNC’s can be suppressed in agreement with the experimental 

limits.
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The resulting expression is

Vo — — ji\ — 2̂ ^ 2^ 2̂  + Ai + A2

+  A3 ( $ J $ 2)  +  A4 ( 4 $ !

+ Y  ( $ f $ 2) 2 +  ( $ l$ i

- /* § ( * l* 2) - ( / < | ) * ( * J * i )  (3.6.65)

with all real, and complex.

At high temperature, defined by rrii(T)/T < 1, where mz(T) are the mass 

eigenvalues of the scalar fields (this will be discussed in more detail in chapter 6), 

the 1-loop expansion of the effective potential can be approximated by

I ' m  i '  Ntw2T4  7N' * 2Ti
Vl(T) -  90 T 2 T ~

NbT 2_  ,  ,n N tT 2

24 Tr M  +  i s - Tr M
NbT,

-Tr ([Mo]?) +  . . .  (3.6.66)
12tr

where the subscripts 6, /  refer to bosonic and fermionic parts, and the mass-matrix 

Mq is defined as [Mq]^ = 8 2 Vq/dfacftj.

The effects of the vector bosons and the heaviest fermions (top and bottom 

quarks, and the tau lepton) were taken into account by including their masses in 

the trace of the mass-matrix. Hence, the T 2Tr(M 2) term has the following form

^ T r  ([Mq}2) +  ^ p T r  ([M0]2)

— j - 4 ( p i  +  p i )  +  (6A1  +  2A3 +  A4 +  3g 2 +  - g 2 +  —g,2) ^  <f>l

+ (6A2 +  2A3 +  A4 +  3gl +  g2 -f- —g2 +  ^ f/2) |  (̂ -®-67)

I also introduced a higher order correction to the potential by defining a 

temperature-dependent mass matrix, M (T)2, viz:

-  a m ;  (v"+ ^ r Tr + t t 11 C""®) t3“M>
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This matrix is introduced at the TTr(M 3) term, and is equivalent to adding ring 

(or daisy) diagrams to the 1-loop effective potential. The resulting expression is

^ r Tr([M 0]3) =  - ^ £ [ ra* ( r f  +  4
127T i=1

a2 8 

. ^ i=1
+ 2 o2 +  o'2 8y ' y j.2 

— —̂ 2^ ^ -i=l
(3.6.69)

where the m?(T) are the eigenvalues of M ( T )2, which generally cannot be derived 

analytically and must be determined numerically. Note that the fermion masses 

do not appear here since the fermion fields do not develop a linearly T -dependent 

term.

The full forms of the mass-matrices Mg and M ( T ) 2 can be found in appendix

B.



Chapter 4 

The coupling parameter space

Having introduced the most important tool in the study of the EW PT -  namely, 

the effective potential -  and developed the most general form of the potential in 

a two-Higgs-doublet scalar sector, I will now consider the parameter space of the 

model.

There are 9 distinct coupling parameters in the general form of the effective 

potential, as demonstrated in the tree-level potential Vo -

Vo — — $1 — ^2̂ 2^2 + Ai +A2 ^ | ^ 2̂

,t+ A3 ^$2*̂ 2̂  T A4 $2

(4 .0 .1)

+rHH$2)2+

However, there are only 8 free parameters since there is one experimental 

constraint which must be imposed, namely

v0  = 246 GeV (4.0.2)

Hence, there is an 8-dimensional parameter space to be investigated.

I will not be interested in the entire parameter space. It is reasonable to expect 

that there are regions in the parameter space where the effective potential does 

not satisfy the most basic physical requirements (such as being bounded below), 

and hence is not acceptable. We will see in this chapter that such regions do 

exist. Hence it is reasonable to restrict attention to the region where the effective

63
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potential is physically acceptable. Such a region will be bounded by imposing 

physical constraints on the effective potential. This region will form the basis 

space for further study, and it will be referred to as “the basis space” henceforth.

W ithin the basis space, I am particularly interested in those regions which 

support models of electroweak baryogenesis at the E W P T  (ie., first order phase 

transition) and preserve any baryon asymmetry after the phase transition is com

plete. Such a region will be bounded by imposing the requirements of baryogenesis 

and i?A£/-preservation at the E W P T  -  namely a strongly first order phase tran

sition -  and the limits on sphaleron mass at the critical temperature of the phase 

transition. The volume of this region relative to the volume of the basis space, 

and the characteristics of the region, are the primary interests of this study. This 

region will be referred to as the “baryogenesis region” or “baryon preserving re

gion”.

In this chapter, I will consider appropriate representations of the parameter 

set. In particular, it is necessary to derive the relationship between the coupling 

parameters in eqn(4.0.1) and the VEV of the scalar fields, Uo, in order to impose 

the constraint (4.0.2). I will develop physical constraints on the coupling param

eters in order to identify the boundaries of the basis space. I will also impose the 

requirements of electroweak baryogenesis and sphaleron mass limits in order to 

locate the baryogenesis region.

4.1 C onstrain ing th e  basis param eter space

Let us first develop some of the notation to be used in describing the basis pa

rameter space. Then let us consider symmetries in the effective potential which 

will allow us to restrict the region of study without loss of generality. I will follow 

this with an argument which constrains the position of the global minimum of the 

effective potential -  ie., constrains the VEV’s of the scalar fields.



4.1.1 N otation

The parameter set, as it appears in eqn(4.0.1) above, does not allow the direct 

imposition of the condition in eqn(4.0.2). The general form of the potential is 

a complicated expression and the overall VEV of the scalar fields is dependent 

on the VEV’s of the 8 scalar fields <j>i ...8 as defined in eqn. (3.5.31) However, 

the number of field variables required in the potential can be reduced by making 

appropriate rotations. 4>i can always be rotated into the the simple form shown 

here, but then <I>2 will still generally have 4 non-zero fields, thus-

/ 1>5 + ive \
(<D2) =  . (4.1.3)

\  v7  +  iv8  j

However, it will be demonstrated later in this chapter that it is a necessary con

dition in the vacuum state that the VEV’s of the two doublets be parallel. Hence 

we can generally reduce the number of fields we are working with to only those 3 

which develop non-zero VEV’s, as shown here -

0) <*2)=( °. ) (4.1.4)
\  V 7  +  I V 8 J

Note that the variables have been labelled according to their corresponding 

scalar fields and will be used specifically to refer to the VEV’s of those fields. I 

will also write the potential in terms of the fields themselves, using the 3 variables 

<rz-, defined below
/ 0 \  (  0 \

$2 =  . (4.1.5)
cr 7 +  to- s

I will also often use the notation (<ri,cr2,#), where

0 )  $2 =  eie  ̂° j (4.1.6)

and this has a corresponding notation for the VEV’s, (ui,u2,0o)- It should be 

clear by the context which notation is being used and I will not normally explain 

which is in use.

Another parameter which is commonly used is the phase angle between the 

two scalar doublets. This is defined as
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with a corresponding vacuum expectation value of tan(/?o) =  ^2/^ 1-

4.1.2 Sym m etries in the effective potential

There are several symmetries present in the general form of the scalar potential. 

These symmetries will allow us to place restrictions on the ranges of the parameter 

space search, and help to develop the details of constraints on the basis parameter 

space. So, let us begin with the tree level potential in the following form —

Vo — +  X*7! +  "4 ^ 2  +  +  A4 +  A5 cos(20)] g \g 2

a4 cos(0) - / 4 sin(0)] ^1^2 (4.1.8)

2 4 1 r \  1 \  I \ _____________ _ 2 ^ 2

I will state the symmetries at tree level without proof since they are fairly 

obvious and simple to check. I will then discuss how the symmetries extend to 

higher order terms in the effective potential.

Vo is invariant under

c  1 —y —cr 1, <72 —y —<J2

G{ —y —(jj, 6  —y 7T T  9

H2r  -¥ 0  —y 7r — $

fi] —y — /zf, 6 ^ — 6  (4.1.9)

where represents <Ti or <j2.

It is not obvious, a priori, that these symmetries will also hold in the higher 

order terms, since each of these terms arises from derivatives of all of the lower 

order terms in the effective potential and taking derivatives will change the order 

of crj1 terms, for example. However, since the symmetries hold in the tree level 

potential then they must also hold in each term of the second derivative matrix 

(because the curvature of the potential must be of the same size and sign at any 

two points related by any of the symmetries above.) Since the symmetries will 

hold term  by term in the curvature matrix, they must also hold in the trace of the 

m atrix and hence we see that the symmetries also hold at the Vo +  T 2/ 24Tr [M2] 

level. We can then follow a similar line of argument to show that these symmetries
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will hold at the Vo -f- T2/24Tr [M 2] — T/(127r)Tr [M 3] level, and so on.

By combining the symmetries above, it is always possible to set the signs of 

vi,V 2 ififi and yu2 by adjusting the value of 0 and without loss of generality. In 

order to simplify the constraints, I will insist that

> 0 (4.1.10)

by convention. Note that this implies we must have ( 5 q  (the phase angle between 

the VEV’s of the first and second doublets) in the first quadrant.

W hat is not so clear is the resulting effect of the convention in eqn.(4.1.10) on 

0 q . I will now explain that, under this convention, 0O must lie in the fourth 

quadrant.

4.1.3 R estricting 0 q

Eqn.(4.1.8) above can be written as two parts, one of which is dependent on 6 , 

the other independent of 9. Let us define the 0-dependent part to be Vq. Then 

we have

Vq = ^-{A5(Jia2 cos(20) — 2 y?R cos(0) +  2//2 sin(0)} a ^ 2 (4.1.11)

Naively, one might suggest that we can minimise the potential by simply minimis

ing both the ^-dependent and ^-independent parts of the potential individually. 

However, they are not independent of one another since both parts are dependent 

on (<7i , <J2), and hence this naive approach will generally fail. On the other hand, 

for any given values of (<71, 02) we can minimise the contribution of Vq to the po

tential by varying 0. Hence it is certainly true that 6 q  is just the value of 0 which 

minimises V q with (<71, 02) =  (^1,^ 2)-

Following this argument, it is clear that minimisation of the tree level potential 

Vo, with respect to 0 , is exactly equivalent to solving

= ( —2A5 sin (20) vxv2 +  2fi2R sin (0) +  2 (i] cos (0)) viv 2 = 0 (4.1.12)

This is im portant to the argument here because, assuming that eqn(4.1.12) has 

valid solutions 1 then 0O always lies at the global minimum of Vo, with iq and v2

1We shall see that there are a l w a y s  valid solutions.
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held constant. So, any range of 0 in which Vg must achieve its minimum must 

contain 6 0.

Following this line of argument, I will show below that

@o £ A" ~ 
- 2 ' °

(4.1.13)

by considering the signs of the terms in eqn.(4.1.12) w ith the convention de

veloped in eqn.(4.1.10) of the last section.

The expression for 6 q reduces to

\l2r sin(0o) +  cos(^o) -  A5 sin(0o) cos(0o)t>i^2 =  0 (4.1.14)

Unfortunately, this cannot be solved analytically 2 but we can determine which 

quadrant contains Oq.

So, let us first consider whether or not there exist legitimate solutions to 

eqn.(4.1.12). Re-write in the following form

fi2 cos( 6  +  a) =  X5 V1 V2 sin(20) (4.1.15)

where fi2 =  +  fij, and tan(a) =  — ̂ / ^ 2, using simple trigonometrical

identities.

Note that f i \ ,/z2 > 0, so tan(a) < 0, and that fiR sin(0) + / / 2 cos(0) is increasing 

at 9 = 0, so a  6  [—7t / 2 , 0].

Since a  is in the 4th quadrant, the LHS of eqn.(4.1.15) is monotonically in

creasing in the 4th quadrant, and certainly changes sign in the 4th quadrant.

The RHS of eqn.(4.1.15) is equal to zero at —7r/ 2  and 0, and non-zero every

where else in the 4th quadrant (except for A5 =  0, in which case the RHS is zero 

everywhere.)

Since the RHS of eqn.(4.1.15) is zero at —7r /2  and 0, and continuous in the 

range [—tt/2, 0], and the LHS is continuous in the same range and certainly changes 

sign at some point in the range, then the two sides are certainly equal for some 

6  € [—7r / 2 , 0]. (See figure 4.1.) Hence, there is always a solution of eqn.(4.1.15) 

in the 4th quadrant.

2Actually, we can solve analytically, by rearranging the expression as a quartic equation in 

cos(0) and solving using the analytic solutions to quartic polynomials. However, the resulting 

expressions are so complex and long-winded as to be unusable.
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Figure 4.1: ±y4sin(20) and B  cos(0 +  a) plotted for 9 and a  in the 4th-quadrant. 

The cosine is plotted for a = 0, — 7t /2  and a typical value a = — 1. It is easy to 

see from this diagram that, with a  in this range, these two curves m ust intersect 

in the 4th-quadrant.

However, this only proves that we have a stationary point of some description 

in the 4th quadrant. It must also be shown that this is the global minimum.

Consider again Vq -  to minimise with respect to 6 we must minimise the 

expression

A5<Ti<72 cos(20) — 2fiR cos(0) + 2/iJ sin(0) (4.1.16)

This can be re-written as

b̂CTi(T2 cos(20) +  2fi2 cos(0 +  a) (4.1.17)

by using trigonometrical identities, giving fi2 =  +\Jp* +  Pr and tan(a) =  fi]/fi2R. 

Since > 0, then —fi2R cos(0) + /Lfjsin(0) is rising at 0 =  0, and so a  £

[ - 7 T , - 7 t/ 2 ] .

Note that the first term, proportional to cos(20), is symmetrical about 0 = 0, 

while the second term, proportional to cos(0 4- a), is not. Consider 9$ -  there are 

4 points, 0i £ [—7r ,7r],z =  1 . . .  4, say, such that cos(20;) =  cos(20o)- Thanks to 

the symmetry in cos(20), these 4 points lie one in each quadrant, so let us number
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them accordingly -  0,- lies in the i^-quadrant. In terms of 6 4 , the points are given 

by

9i = —04

02 — 7T T 9 A

03 = - 7 T - 9 4  (4.1.18)

and $o =  9ji for some j  between 1 and 4.

Since the cos(20) term is identical at all four 0f-, the term  2fi2 cos($ +  a) must 

be the deciding factor in identifying which of the 0{ is the minimum. Now, we 

already have a  in the 3rd quadrant, and hence cos(^- +  a) will be smallest for 

i = 4 for any four points related like the those in (4.1.18). (Consider figure 4.2 

to see this.)

-ii

Figure 4.2: Plots of ± A  cos(29) and B  cos(0+a;) for a typical a  in the 3rd-quadrant. 

The 0i,i = 1 .. .4 are 4 typical points, one in each quadrant, where ±Acos(20;) 

are identical. The yi are the values of B  cos(9i +  a), i = 1 . . .  4. For a  in the third 

quadrant, y 4  is always smaller than yi, i = 1 . . .  3. Hence, the global minimum of 

±Hcos(20) +  B  cos{9 +  a) must lie in the 4t/l-quadrant when a  E (—7r, —7t / 2).

Hence, in the sign convention ui,U2,Az5?,At/ > ^  r̂ue that 90  is constrained
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to lie in the 4^-quadrant -  ie.,

0O € [ - tt/2,0] (4.1.19)

4.1.4 Conditions for a physically acceptable potential

It has already been noted in this chapter that we cannot analytically determine 

the boundaries of the baryon preserving regions. Hence the need for a numerical 

search of the parameter space.

However, it must also be noted that there are regions of the parameter space, 

lying outwith the baryogenesis regions, where the potential becomes completely 

unphysical -  eg., where the potential becomes unbounded below and thereby has 

no global minimum or stable vacuum. It is obvious that the baryogenesis regions 

must be wholly contained within regions where the potential is physically accept

able (I will refer to these regions as “physical regions.”) These physical regions 

will form the basis parameter space and I will be specifically interested in what 

proportion of the physical region is contained in the baryogenesis region. In order 

to restrict attention to the physical region, we must decide what constitutes a 

physically acceptable potential.

The simplest approach to deciding what constitutes a physically acceptable 

potential is to decide when a potential is unphysical. The next few sections will 

explain the various ways in which the potential can become unphysical and derive 

the conditions which form the boundaries between the physical and unphysical 

regions. Of course, such conditions have been considered and derived before in 

many references. However,to my knowledge they have never been derived in the 

most general two-Higgs-doublet model before this work. 3

4.1.5 Stability o f the vacuum

When the potential is unbounded below then there is no stable minimum and, 

hence, no stable vacuum. The fields would tend to roll ever further from the

3The general conditions were reported by Kastening in [24] while this work was in progress, 

providing a useful check on my own work and indicated an error in one of my derivations.
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origin and take on infinitely large VEV’s, resulting in an infinite energy density in 

the vacuum. This is, of course, entirely unacceptable. So, under what conditions 

does the potential take on these unfortunate characteristics?

It is useful to prove the following result at this point -  

Let

$2=("3) (4L2°)

So,$I$i =  |ui|2 +  |u2|2, $2$2 =  M 2 +  M 2, $I$2 =  +  v^vlA.1.21)

Then we have

($ 1$ !) ($*$2) -  ($ J0 2) ($*$ ,)

=  |^ 2 1 2 |^3 1 2 +  |^1 1 2 | ^ 4 | 2 “  U iU 4^ U 3 -  U1U4 U2U3

=  ( V 1 U4  ~  V 2 VZ)  ( U l « 4  ~  ^ 2 ^ 3 )

=  — ^2^312 > 0 (4.1.22)

So, the result is

( * I$ 1)($5$2) >  ($ I$ 2)($ J$ i) (4.1.23)

This will be put to use in the following series of derivations.

Let us now introduce a notation to be used in deriving the necessary conditions

on the parameters of the potential. The notation will be

$ i$ i  =  A, = B, <S> \ § 2  = X  + i Y  (4.1.24)

where A, B , X , Y  are all real, and applying this to the result (4.1.23) above leads 

to the condition A B  > ( X 2 +  Y 2).

The behaviour of the potential at large fields depends only on the quartic 

terms. For the potential to be bounded below requires that the quartic terms 

are positive at large fields or, equivalently, that the gradient of the quartic terms 

should be positive (negative) at large positive (negative) fields. So, it is necessary 

that

X1 A 2  +  X2 B 2 +  X3A B  -f (A4 -f X$)X2 +  (A4 — A5) y 2 > 0 (4.1.25)
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Firstly, consider the two directions A = 0 and B = 0. It is quickly realised 

that the following conditions are necessary

Ai > 0

A2 > 0 (4.1.26)

Now, consider the last two terms in (4.1.25). If (A4 ±  As) > 0 , then the sum 

of these terms is certainly bounded below by zero since X 2 , Y 2  >  0. However, 

if one of, or both, (A4 ±  A5) < 0, then the sum of these terms is bounded below 

by min(A4 +  A5,A4 — \$ )AB,  since X 2 , Y 2 < A B  by condition (4.1.23). So, the 

condition for stability of the vacuum at large fields reduces to

^\/a7-'4 — -f ^ 3  +  Arnin +  2\JAiA2̂  A B  > 0 (4.1.27)

where Amin =  min(0, A4 +  As,A4 — A5) However, when A / B  = a/A2/Ai, then it is

necessary that A3 +  Amtn +  2 \/AiA2 > 0.

This can be re-written to provide the necessary condition

min(A3, A3 -f A4 -f A5, A3 -f A4 — A5) -j- 2\JAi A2 > 0 (4.1.28)

4.1.6 Conservation of E.M.

The true vacuum is the state which provides the spontaneous breaking of the 

SU(2)l x U(l)y  symmetry which is required in the Higgs’ mechanism, but must 

not break the U( l ) em symmetry. It can be shown [41] that a charge conservation 

law of the form d^j^{x) = 0 implies that the vacuum is uncharged. Hence, the 

broken symmetry vacuum must be uncharged. If the doublets are aparallel in the 

vacuum then one of them must have a non-zero VEV in its charged fields, leading 

to the breaking of electromagnetic charge conservation. So, conservation of EM 

charge is equivalent to the condition that the VEV’s of the two doublets must 

be parallel. So, it is necessary to derive the conditions on the parameters of the 

potential such that the global minimum must lie in some direction with the two 

doublets parallel.

In order to simplify the derivation of the necessary conditions, it is useful to
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rewrite the tree level potential in the following form

+ A i i A2 - f r Au s 2 - f r An ^ -  4 j

+A4 | x 2 +  Y 2  -  ^  {(Jf +  i Y f  +  (X  -  i Y f  -  cos(20o) ^

+ zY) -  /i§*(X -  iY)  +  (//jjcos(^o) -  ^ s in (0 o)) t>ii>2

where the global minimum is defined to lie at the point

Then clearly V'  > 0 for all fields and 4>2 and it is possible to derive necessary 

conditions on the parameters of the potential by considering the sign of the tree 

level potential at various points away from the global minimum.

Consider the point

'' i(J| (4.1.30)

All terms in V7, except the soft symmetry-breaking term, are zero at this point. 

The soft breaking term becomes

{/i 2R cos($0) +  fi] sin(^o)} vxv 2 +  {fiR cos(0o) -  fi2 sin(0o)} Viv2  

= 2fi2R cos(^0)uiu2 (4.1.31)

and hence, in our sign convention, it is necessary that

cos{ 6 0 ) > 0 (4.1.32)

Similarly, by considering the point where 0O —¥ —6 0  and the Vi remain un

changed, the soft symmetry-breaking term is the only changed term again. In our 

sign convention, this leads to the result

{—2 fi2j sin(0o)} viv 2 > 0

—y sin(0o) < 0 (4 .1.33)
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These two results combine to constrain Oq to the fourth quadrant (as has 

already been demonstrated.)

Consider now the case

vnv w  UJ (4'1-34)
Then all terms in V ' involving go to zero and the resulting potential has

the form

Ui — vr

^1

1 f i 2 I 2 2 ( ^ 2

> 0 (4.1.35)

where E+ =  A3 +  A4 +  A5 cos(20o)- 

Hence, the necessary condition is

£+ -  — )  <  2 \A i^2  (4.1.36)
uiu2/  v

The last necessary condition required is most simply derived by considering 

the physical mass spectrum.

4.1.7 Reality of the physical masses

Since we have defined that we are working at the global minimum then it must 

be true that the curvature matrix, evaluated at the minimum, is semi-positive 

definite — ie. the mass spectrum has only non-negative masses. We have 8 scalar
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fields and hence the mass (ie. curvature) matrix is an 8 x 8 matrix but it can be 

arranged in a block diagonal form as shown below —

^1256
M 2 =  (4.1.37)

\ ^4 ^3478 /

where the submatrices M12256 and M| 478 are formed from the bases {0 i, 0 2, 05 , 0 6} 

and {0 3, 0 4, 07 , 0 g} respectively, and have the forms

t  «1256 0  C1256 <^1256 \

0  &1256 —dl256  C1256

C1256 — ^1256 &1256 0

\  01256 Q 2 5 6  0  &1256 /

■̂ 1256 (4.1.38)

M,3478 (4.1.39)

I  «3478  ^3478 03478 #3478 \

^3478 &3478 — #3478 ^3478

03478 — #3478 c 3478 J3478

\  #3478 ^3478 .73478 03478 /

For completeness, the full form of these matrices can be found in appendix B.

We can easily diagonalise the matrix M 2256, as seen in appendix B, which leads 

to the eigenvalues

0

M l  = —  
+ 2 ^ 4  +  ^ 5  COs ( 2 # q ) —

fj,2R cos(0 o) -  sin(^o)
ViV2

(4.1.40)

where M 2± correspond to the would-be Goldstone bosons x ± and M+. corresponds 

to the charged scalars H ±.

Since M 2 must be positive, then we have the condition

A4 +  A5 c o s ( 2 0 o ) <

-» (A4 +  A5 c o s ( 2 0 o ) )  < (4.1.41)

Since (j,R, [i2,Vi and v2 are all positive, and 6 0  lies in the fourth quadrant, then 

the RHS of this inequality is certainly positive. Mathematically, the value of 71 

can be placed in the range

mill (fiRiVi) < 7 i <  1.41max (ft/nMr) (4.1.42)
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but it should be remembered that the value of 60 is determined by the physical 

requirements of the model and not simple mathematical possibilities — eg., if 

fij = 0 , then $o — 27r and the lower limit given above can then appear very loose. 

Nevertheless, these limits are useful in understanding the effect of the constraint 

in eqn.( 4.1.41). (Since and fj,2 will be restricted to be less than 22.5 x 103GeV2 

in our computations, then 71 is certainly always less than about 30 x 103G eV2. 

For given values of (x2R and fi2, the minimal values of 71 occur for 0O around 3n/2  

or 27r.)

The largest possible value of (viv2) is Uq/2, which is of the order 30 x 103G'eV2. 

This maxmimum value occurs for values of (3q around 7r /4 . The minimum value 

of (viv2) in our allowed range lies at /30 = 7r / 2 , which would result in the RHS of 

(4.1.41) becoming very large in any case (except, of course, in the case of =  0, 

where 6q is no longer a required parameter of the model.)

Hence, at large values of /?o, and in cases of large |^§| with 60 lying in the 

interior of the fourth quadrant, the RHS of the condition will tend to be larger 

than the upper limit of the LHS of the inequality. In these circumstances, the 

condition is clearly very weak. However, for smaller I/i2], and especially with (30 

around the region of 7r / 4 , the condition can become quite tight.

4.1.8 N ecessary and sufficient conditions for a physical po

tential

In all, 7 necessary conditions have been listed — eqns (4.1.26) (two separate 

conditions), (4.1.28),(4.1.32),(4.1.33),(4.1.36), and (4.1.41). Kastening [24] has 

shown that these same conditions are also sufficient for the existence of a stable 

vacuum with the correct symmetry-breaking properties.

In determining whether a particular point in the parameter space lies in the 

basis space, it is essential to check that it satisfies each of these conditions.

The reader should note that the symmetry-breaking conditions have been de

rived at small fields but the vacuum stability conditions depend on behaviour at 

large fields. Hence, conditions (4.1.26) and (4.1.28) might be derived using the
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renormalisation group equation to provide “running” parameters, ensuring that 

the vacuum is stable at least up to the scale of new physics — the SUSY scale, 

say. However, such detailed considerations might be unjustified considering the 

uncertainties which exist in the numerical values of the limits which should be 

imposed on m(Tc)/Tc and v(Tc)/Tc, which will be discussed later.

4.2 C onstraints on th e  baryogenesis region

Within the basis space I hope to find a BAU-preserving region (or baryogenesis 

region.) This region must allow a first order E W P T , and must sufficiently sup

press the sphaleron transition rate in the broken symmetry phase to preserve any 

BAU generated during or before the E W P T .

Immediately after the phase transition, the broken symmetry phase is at the 

critical temperature, Tc, of the phase transition, or very close to it. The sphaleron 

rate in the broken phase depends on the mass of the sphaleron relative to the

temperature of the plasma. As will be explained in chapter 5, I will define the

critical temperature to be the maximum temperature at which one of the curvature 

eigenvalues of the effective potential goes to zero at the origin. This is actually the 

lower limit of the critical temperature and so it defines the latest time by which 

the sphaleron rate must be suppressed.

As for any thermal process, the likelihood of a thermal fluctuation generating 

the sphaleron configuration is controlled by a Boltzmann term, exp( — Msph/T),  

where Msph is the sphaleron mass. The rate is approximately given by [4],

^ P *1 =  Q l ~ d T  (4.2.43)
/  A£nh(Tc) \

nonumber «  Tcexp f  ^  j  (4.2.44)

and must be much less than the expansion rate of the universe immediately after 

the electroweak phase transition, which is given by the Hubble “constant”

rp 2

H a — 1(T17TC (4.2.45)
Mpi
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where Mpi is the Planck mass. So,

exp io -17 «  exp(2.3 x —17)

=*- M‘̂ (Tc) >  39.1 (4.2.46)

Hence, Msph(Tc)/T c > 40 for sufficient suppression of the sphaleron rate. A more 

precise calculation of the rate by Shaposhnikov [11] yields an even tighter con

straint_______________________________________________________________

Msp^ Tc  ̂ >  45 (4.2.47)
c

The sphaleron mass is given by (eg. [6 , 4, 11, 14, 13])

M sph = 4vB^ XK (T) (4.2.48)

where g is the SU (2) gauge coupling, v(T) is the Higgs VEV at temperature T, 

and B (A) ranges from B(0) =  1.56 to B{oo) =  2.72 and is dependent on the 

coupling constants of the scalar fields. Replacing the mass in the M /T  limit by 

the expression above gives______________________________________________

> 1.1 (4.2.49)
J- c

This limit determines the minimum strength of the first order phase transition 

which will be required to suppress the sphaleron rate. Unfortunately, since no 

explicit expression for v(Tc) is available to us in the most general form of the 

two-Higgs-doublet effective potential, this constraint is as much as we are able to 

determine about the boundary of the baryogenesis region. Hence, the limit must 

be applied numerically in a computational search of the parameter space in order 

to find the baryogenesis region.



Chapter 5 

The Critical Temperature

5.1 D efin ition  o f th e  C ritical T em perature

The critical temperature of a phase transition is one of its most fundamental 

properties. However, the definition of Tc in the EW PT is not a clear cut question.

How should the EWPT critical temperature be defined? In the simplest terms, 

this is the temperature at which the phase transition occurs. However, from the 

brief discussion of the various models of the phase transition and their dynamical 

considerations in chapter 2 , it is clear that the beginning of the phase transition 

is open to interpretation.

In particular, for the typical model of transition by bubble nucleation, there is 

some temperature T?, say, at which the true and false vacuua become degenerate -  

transitions into the false vacuum become energetically favourable for temperatures 

below 7\, but the rate is suppressed by the potential barrier between the two 

vacuua. At some lower temperature Tsc say, (SC  - sub-critical) the bubbles first 

begin to nucleate but these are initially sub-critical and collapse under their own 

surface tension, delaying the onset of the true phase transition and leading to a 

supercooled universe. At some temperature T2 < T sc? the bubbles release enough 

free energy to overcome the surface tension and begin to expand indefinitely -  

this would be considered the start of the true phase transition. It is expected 

that eventually the origin turns over to become a saddle point at temperature 

T3. At this temperature the fields are free to move away from the origin with no

80
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suppression due to a potential barrier. At this temperature it seems unlikely that 

bubble nucleation will be required, the transition will proceed quickly and so the 

phase transition will end at this time if it has not already done so.

I will now consider each of these cases in more detail.

(z). The phase transition might be said to occur at the tem perature T\ at 

which the global minimum of the scalar potential (or the true, symmetric vacuum) 

becomes degenerate with the secondary, local minimum (or false, asymmetric 

vacuum.) At higher temperatures the false vacuum will lie at a higher potential 

than the true vacuum, and population of the false vacuum is not energetically 

favourable. At T\ and below, the transition to the new, broken symmetry vacuum 

is favoured. However, there will be a potential barrier between these two minima, 

requiring the fields to tunnel through the barrier, or be carried over the top by 

thermal fluctuations, resulting in a suppressed transition rate.

Hence, 7\ is the maximum temperature at which the phase transition can 

begin but the rate suppression will tend to delay the onset of bubble nucleation 

and the “true” critical temperature is likely to lie somewhere below T\.

Evaluation of Ti is not simple. The potential at the origin is easily given as 

a function of T ; this must be equated with the potential in the false vacuum and 

solved for T\. However, in order to determine the potential in the false vacuum it 

is first necessary to locate it. This means minimising the potential with respect 

to the VEV’s of the fields. (The techniques used are described in chapter 6 .) In 

the fully general form of K//,w hich I will be using, the minimisation cannot be 

done analytically and hence X\ must be evaluated numerically.

(z’z). At some temperature Tsc < T\ the suppression of the bubble nucleation 

rate due to the potential barrier is weak enough to allow the process to begin. 

However, as mentioned above, initially these bubbles are too small for their free 

energy to overcome the surface tension in the bubble walls and the bubbles simply 

collapse on themselves. As the temperature drops further, the universe becomes 

supercooled 1 and the free energy of the typical nuclear bubble increases. Eventu

1 which leads to a departure from thermal equilibrium, as required in Sakharov’s conditions 

for baryogenesis - see chapter 2.
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ally, at some T2 < T sc , the bubbles reach the critical size to overcome the surface 

tension and they are able to expand indefinitely -  the phase transition has now 

certainly begun. The bubbles expand to fill the entire universe, at which point 

the phase transition is complete.

A detailed definition of the temperature at which the nucleating bubbles be

come critical and can expand indefinitely is model-dependent. Hence, it requires 

a study of the bubbles of the new vacuum, which I have already explained is be

yond the scope of this thesis. Hence, we can do no more than constrain T2 to a 

range of values. Certainly, T2 < Tsc < T\ -  the simplest lower bound on T2 is 

the temperature at which a saddle point develops in the potential at the origin, 

as described now.

(Hi). It is certain that the scalar fields have a non-zero VEV at zero tem

perature, as witnessed by the massive gauge bosons. (Assuming that the Higgs 

mechanism properly explains particle masses.) Hence, the effective potential is al

most certainly not a local minimum at the origin and is hence a local maximum or 

saddle point. However, at high temperature the scalar field is expected to have no 

VEV, and the spontaneously broken symmetry is restored. So, there is certainly 

some temperature T3 at which the effective potential at the origin changes from 

a minimum to a saddle point in at least one direction in the scalar field space.

The saddle point represents an unstable equilibrium and the fields will be 

energetically free to follow the route of the negative curvature away from the origin 

towards the new minimum (which obviously must lie below the origin otherwise 

it could not be a saddle point.) Since there is no potential barrier to suppress 

the rate of this transition it will proceed quickly and the phase transition will 

complete quickly if it has not already completed.

Hence, T3 forms the lower bound on the critical temperature. It might be 

possible, in any given model, to put a tighter lower bound on T2 by considering the 

bubble wall structure and propagation, but T3 is dependent only on the parameters 

of the effective potential itself and, as it turns out, can be derived analytically, at 

least in a perturbative fashion.

These three situations are represented in diagram (5.1).
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We must decide on one of these definitions as our critical temperature. T\ 

does not make a good choice for our purposes since it is generally higher than the 

temperature at which the phase transition actually occurs and we are interested in 

conditions immediately after the phase transition. Certainly it will be true that a 

first order phase transition will start at some X2 > X3 and will finish (if it has not 

already done so) at T3, since there is no longer any suppression of the transition 

at this point. This thesis is specifically interested in the possibility of avoiding 

the wash-out of any baryon asymmetry -  however generated -  in the immediate 

aftermath of the phase transition. This requires the study of the sphaleron rate in 

the broken phase -  ie., inside the bubbles of new phase, after the bubble wall has 

passed. However, the bubble wall is where the phase transition actually occurs, 

and the temperature in the bubble interiors will continue to fall as the universe 

expands. So, I am interested in temperatures which lie in the range T3 < T  < T2 .

I will use the definition

Tc = T3, (5.1.1)

for the following reasons. T3 forms an approximate lower bound on the critical 

temperature, and hence forms a bound for the suppression of the sphaleron rate 

-  the sphaleron rate must be suppressed sufficiently to preserve the baryon asym

metry by the time T  = T3 since the transition will be complete by the time the 

universe cools to T3. Also, as will be demonstrated in the following sections, T3 

can be approximated analytically purely by considerations of the effective poten

tial and without resorting to the dynamics of any particular baryogenesis scenario 

in the bubble walls. This analytical derivation also gives some physical feel for 

the critical temperature.

5.2 D erivation  o f th e  critical tem perature

Tc is the highest temperature at which the curvature of the scalar potential be

comes negative in some direction at the origin, ie. at which the curvature matrix, 

evaluated at the origin, becomes non-positive-definite. Hence, we evaluate the cur

vature matrix and note that it is considerably simplified at the origin as compared
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to the general form, allowing us to diagonalise the matrix analytically, which is not 

possible for the general form. Having determined the diagonal form, or essentially 

determined the eigenvalues, we can go on to evaluate Tc.

Let us begin by defining the curvature matrix in question. I will call the matrix 

Co, and define it as

d 2 T 2Vo + ^ x T V (5.2.2)
o r i g i nd(f>idct>j

Note that only terms up to the M 2T 2 term are considered. This approach was 

suggested by Dolan and Jackiw [30] who pointed out that the M 3T  term can 

introduce an imaginary element into the calculation. (The existence and possible 

cancellation of these imaginary terms in the potential was discussed in chapter 3 , 

section 3.5.)

Then Co has the form

Co =

f A 0 0 0 -7 1 72 0 0 >

0 A 0 0 - 7 2 - 7 i 0 0

0 0 A 0 0 0 -7 1 72

0 0 0 A 0 0 -7 2 -7 1

-7 1 - 7 2 0 0 B 0 0 0

72 _ 7i 0 0 0 B 0 0

0 0 -7 1 -7 2 0 0 B 0

V 0 0 72 -7 1 0 0 0 B j

(5.2.3)

where

T 2 rj-i 2

A  —  — f i \  +  —  (6Ai +  2A3 +  A4) +  —  ( 3 g 2 + g ' 2 +  4 g 2)

B  — ~lA  + ^2 TfT S'2 ^  3 ^ )
'yj =  ^ c o s ( 0) —/i2 sin (6)

72 =  fiji sin(0) +  g 2 cos(6) (5.2.4)

This can be rotated to the form

Co = (5.2.5)
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S = (5.2.6)

where S is the matrix
/  A  —71 0 72 \

—71 B  —72 0

0 - 7 2  A  -7 1

\  72 0 -7 1  B  )
Clearly then, Co has at most 4 distinct eigenvalues, which are just the eigen

values of S. I derive these eigenvalues by considering the characteristic equation 

of 5, namely det[5 — x l4] = 0. This gives

2

and so we obtain

('x2 -  (A  +  B)x  -  (7 1 -f 7J) +  AB}  =  0 

(A + B ) ± V'( A - B ) ’ - 4 (7l2 +  7 i)

(5.2.7)

(5.2.8)

However, this form is not conducive to determining the critical temperature. 

Recall that we are interested in finding the highest temperature at which one of 

these eigenvalues is zero. Clearly, the smaller eigenvalue will go to zero first (ie., 

the one with the negative square root term.) Hence we can proceed by writing

(A  +  B f  = ( A - B ^ - 4  (7l2 +  72)

=> A B  +  (/i^ +  (ij) = 0 (5.2.9)

If we re-write A  in the form A = —fi\ + A ’T 2, and similarly for B , then eqn(5.2.9) 

reduces to

A 'B 'T 4 — (ji\B' +  ^ 2A?) T 2 +  (̂ fx2R +  fi]} +  nlfil — 0

which leads to

rp  2 __ {n\B' + h22A') ±  yj(n\B ' -  f ijA1)2 + 4A'B' (fi2R +
2A’B'

(5.2.10)

(5.2.11)

Hence, there are four distinct possibilities for the critical temperature. How

ever, two of them will be negative (assuming T 2 above is positive, which I will 

discuss in a moment), which cannot be considered physical. So, the definition of 

Tc will be the positive temperature such that

T 2 — max
2A'B'

(5.2.12)
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Note that we must ensure that Tc is physical by considering the possibility of 

T 2 above becoming negative, leading to a purely imaginary temperature, or the 

term inside the square root becoming negative, leading to a complex temperature. 

It should be clearly understood, however, that these constraints say nothing about 

whether or not the parameter set in question describes a physically realistic po

tential, only whether the origin is always (or never) a minimum of the potential. If 

Tc is not real, and the origin is always at least a local minimum, then it is possible 

that the phase transition might still proceed by tunnelling and bubble nucleation, 

and it would certainly be first order, though possibly very weakly.

I will complete this section with a comment on the critical temperature in the 

special cases where fi2 and/or f.iR zero, which are the cases generally considered 

in the literature. When f i 2 =  0, then the critical temperature will look almost 

exactly the same as the definition above, with |/i| | 2 replaced by jj,r . When yL2R 

is also zero, then the solutions for critical temperatures reduce drastically to the 

forms + A'[B']T2 = 0 Hence, the introduction of a +  h.c. term

has an effect on the critical temperature. Note, however, that there are still 

four mathematical solutions for T, it is still possible to have unphysical critical 

temperatures and the matrix Co would still have two distinct eigenvalues. This 

can be explained by the properties of the matrix S  which is defined above and 

discussed in considerable detail in appendix A on an analytical attem pt to make 

corrections to the critical temperature.
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Figure 5.1: R epresentation  of th e  t ru e  and  false vacuua at te m p e ra tu re s  a round  

th e  crit ical tem p e ra tu re .  At tem p e ra tu re s  above Tj the  secondary  m in im u m  lies 

above th e  t ru e  vacuum . At 7 \ ,  th e  two m in im a  becom e degenera te . At som e 

Tsc below Tj bubbles of the  broken phase begin to condense b u t  they  are  sub- 

critical size and collapse 011 them selves. At T2 the  bubbles becom e critical and 

can expand  indefinitely to fill th e  universe -  th is  is th e  te m p e ra tu re  a t  which 

the  phase  t rans it ion  is first able to proceed to its conclusion and  hence can  be 

considered as the  true  critical tem p e ra tu re .  At T3 the  cu rva tu re  a t  the  origin has 

ju s t  reached zero and  it is no longer a  m in im u m  -  fields can now roll freely down 

to  th e  new m inim um .



Chapter 6 

Com putational m ethods

As pointed out already, particularly in chapter 4, we are forced to resort to com

putational methods in order to investigate the parameter space of the general 

two-Higgs-doublet model. For example, the form of the most general tree-level 

potential results in a neutral mass matrix which cannot be usefully diagonalised 

analytically, forcing us to turn to numerical evaluation of the scalar mass spec

trum. Also, since the expressions for the mass-squared eigenvalues are not avail

able, the Tr(M 3) term cannot be given explicitly. In any event, in the most 

general form, with the temperature-dependent masses inserted, the potential is 

a long, complicated expression which is virtually impenetrable when it comes to 

minimisation. Hence, numerical minimisation techniques are also required when 

determining the nature of the phase transition.

Having been forced to turn away from analytical techniques, a survey of the 

parameter space requires a numerical search in order to identify the baryogene

sis region and its structure and properties. Hence, it is necessary to develop a 

methodology for the search, and to decide what information should be extracted 

from the numerical computations. Armed with this information it is possible to 

take the results of the preceding chapters and to develop a computational method 

to describe the baryogenesis region.
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6.1 Searching th e  scalar sector param eter space

The initial aim is to investigate the parameter space in the extended scalar sector 

in a search for a region, or regions, which will avoid the washout of a baryon 

asymmetry by sphaleron transitions after the phase transition. This requirement 

is equivalent to insisting on a first order phase transition. Hence, at any point in 

the parameter space, we should be able to determine the nature of the E W P T  

and measure the rate of sphaleron transitions after the phase change.

Consider the most general scalar potential possible, containing 9 parameters, 

as already stated. Only one of these parameters is known -  ie., the VEV of 

the scalar fields is experimentally measured as v0 = 246GeV. This leaves 8 free 

parameters, and hence an 8-dimensional parameter space with which to work. 

Visualisation of such a space is essentially impossible, of course.

In chapter 4, analytical conditions were derived on the parameters of the tree- 

level effective potential which form the boundaries of the physical regions of the 

parameter space. These regions will form the basis space for the numerical search. 

However, due to the complicated form of the high-T approximation to the ring- 

corrected 1-loop expansion of the effective potential, it is not possible to draw 

conclusions on the boundaries of the baryogenesis region beyond the simple re

quirement of a strongly first order phase transition, as described in eqn(4.2.49) -  

namely, v(Tc)/T c > 1.1. The application of all of these conditions will be discussed 

shortly.

Also, since the temperature-dependent mass spectrum can only be determined 

numerically, it is not possible to analytically ensure that the high-temperature 

expansion of the 1-loop potential will hold. Hence, the validity of the expansion 

must be checked as part of the numerical process. The details of this condition 

will also be described shortly.

These requirements -  application of constraints to identify the basis space; 

application of numerical techniques to determine the nature of the E W P T ; val

idation of the high-T expansion; the search of an 8-dimensional space -  are the 

minimum requirements to determine whether there does exist a baryogenesis re
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gion within the physical basis space. However, it is also of interest to investigate 

the size and shape of the baryogenesis region -  this will allow a discussion of the 

relative ease with which the two Higgs-doublet model is able to avoid the experi

mental lower bounds on the Higgs mass, and how the model is able to evade this 

bound. So, it is important for the computational model not only to indicate the 

existence of a baryogenesis region but to deliver details of the coupling parameters 

within the region.

Hence, I developed a random sampling approach to the investigation of the 

parameter space, applying the various constraints -  fundamental physical require

ments, E W P T  requirements and validity of the approximations -  at each point 

in a random sample, and recording details of those which lie in the baryogenesis 

region. The methodology was initially envisaged as follows -

1 . Choose a point at random in the parameter space, ensuring that the point 

meets the conditions defining the basis parameter space.

2 . Derive the details of the potential at this point, determining the nature of 

the E W P T  and whether the high-T approximations are valid.

3. Hence determine this point’s suitability for electro weak baryogenesis. De

tails of suitable points are recorded for further analysis.

This is clearly a simplistic view of what is likely to be encountered in such a 

process. It must take account of a good deal more than is immediately apparent 

here. For example, we require an appropriate method of selecting random points 

in the parameter space while implementing the appropriate physical conditions. 

The nature of the E W P T  relies on the VEV of the potential at Tc, so numeri

cal minimisation of the potential is required. Evaluation of the potential for the 

purposes of minimisation will require numerical evaluation of the mass-squared 

eigenvalues in order to determine the mass-cubed eigenvalues. Also, as discussed 

in chapter 4, the value of 0O (the vacuum expectation value of the phase angle be

tween the two Higgs doublets at zero temperature) is located in the 4^-quadrant, 

but cannot be determined analytically, requiring yet another numerical solution.

Clearly, the numerical investigation of the two Higgs doublet parameter space 

is a computationally intensive procedure.
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Also note that the constraints derived above, which define the physical regions 

of the parameter space, will be fairly undemanding -  they avoid the disastrous 

consequences of a bottomless potential, or a vacuum which violates EM charge 

conservation, but they do not take account of more subtle expectations. For 

example, we expect the theory to be weakly coupled at the electroweak scale, so 

the Ai should be small. This is not one of the constraints derived in chapter 4 

because it derives from our expectations of electroweak scale physics rather than 

fundamental requirements.

On a purely mathematical footing, the region of the search in the parameter 

space must be limited in order to maintain the validity of the high-T expansion 

and because we cannot numerically search an infinitely large space.

So, it is also important to take these factors into consideration when designing 

the search criteria. All of the points raised above will be discussed in detail in the 

remainder of this chapter.

6.1.1 Imposing the experim ental constraint on vq

The first constraint to be imposed is the experimentally observed VEV of the 

scalar fields -  u0 =  246GeV. In the “typical” notation of the scalar potential, 

as described in chapter 3 the parameters of the potential are considered to be 

the coupling parameters yu?, At-, fJL2R and fi2 -  Vo does not appear explicitly as a 

parameter. So we must begin by determining relationships between u0 and the 

parameters in the “typical” notation (which will hereafter be referred to as the 

coupling parameters or coupling parameter set). Only then is it possible to impose 

this constraint.

At the minimum of the potential, the derivatives with respect to the field 

variables must be zero, leading to the following conditions -

2 , \ 2 i ^ 3  T A4 T  A5 cos(20o) 2 ^2 n / Z  1 1 \- y ^  +  A iuf + ------------- -------------- v2 - j ! — = 0 (6 .1.1)
Z

2 I \ 2 I ^ 3  +  A4 +  A5 cos(20o) 2 n  fa i- / 4  +  A2u* + --------------- ---------------- U i - 7 i — =  0 (6-1.2)
2 v2

fiR sin(0o) +  cos(0q) — A5 sin(0o) cos(0o)^i^2 =  0 (6.1.3)
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Using these conditions we can derive expressions for n\ 2 in terms of the VEV’s 

of the scalar fields and the other couplings. This is a useful re-parameterisation 

for various reasons. Firstly, it allows us to impose the experimental measurement 

of the VEV v0 by recalling that the phase between the VEV’s of the two doublets 

is conventionally referred to as /?, giving

vi =  v0sm(/30) v2 =  Vo cos(/?0) (6.1.4)

Secondly, although the dimensionless couplings (A,-) are expected to be small and 

hence can be constrained typically by |At-| <C 1, the dimensionful couplings (1n?) are 

not so obviously restricted. The re-parameterisation afforded by the expressions 

above will allow us to avoid restricting the /ij 2 artificially with some estimated 

upper limit, and replace this problem with that of defining a sensible range for 

the parameters describing the position of the zero-temperature minimum, (30 and 

6q. I have already explained that Oo is restricted to the 4^-quadrant (chapter 4), 

and I will explain below how (30 can be restricted.

However, in solving the conditions above, note that they contain 12 different 

parameters between them, including uo,/?o and 6q- Since Vo is fixed, I may choose 

any 8 other parameters to be free and then solve for the remaining 3. There are 

many possibilities here but it might be useful to solve for 2, so I will not choose 

these as free parameters.

It seems somewhat inconsistent to derive one of the and choose the other 

four. It is also desirable to impose small coupling restrictions on the A;, so I will 

use these as free parameters.

This leaves us to consider f i R , f i 2 and the angles /?o and 0o. There are strong 

arguments, which will be discussed later, to restrict the range of (3q, so it makes 

an obvious choice for another free parameter.

Again, it seems inconsistent to choose the value of one of fi2R and fi2, and derive 

the other. However, since these couplings act as a possible source of extra CP- 

violation over and above the Yukawa interaction, I am particularly interested in 

studying the effects of these terms on the baryon-preserving nature of the E W P T .  

Hence it is useful to deliberately choose values for jji2R and (i2 (unlike the other
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dimensionful couplings pi\ 2) and so I choose these two as the last free parameters.

This leaves us to derive the angle 9q. A s already stated in chapter 4 , 60 cannot 

be determined analytically and so a numerical solution must be obtained.

So, I will re-parameterise the model using the expressions above. The new pa

rameter set will be referred to as the “computational” parameter set and consists 

of '

An fi2R, fi] (6.1.5)

and, of course, vq = 246GeV.

6.1.2 Limiting the region of the search

The search will obviously be limited to part of the physical region of the parame

ter space. There are two sets of limits to be imposed -  those derived in chapter 4, 

which are the fundamental restrictions necessary and sufficient to make the poten

tial physically acceptable; and those imposed by our expectations for electroweak 

physics, such as weak coupling for the scalar fields at the scale of the E W P T .  

Let us consider these latter conditions first.

We expect the scalar couplings to be weak, so the dimensionless couplings 

in the tree level potential should be small. However, defining an upper limit to 

“small” can be rather arbitrary. It is typically taken to mean less than 1/2 [32, 4], 

but the SU(2) gauge coupling g ~  2/3, for example.

Hence, I have decided on an upper limit for the small couplings of 1.

This is essentially as arbitrary as any other upper limit but it may be interest

ing to allow couplings larger than or of similar size to g for the following reason. 

The aim of this search is to investigate the possibility of avoiding the experimental 

lower limits on the Higgs mass, and relatively strong couplings may be a factor in 

this by increasing masses. If couplings of order 1 really are too strong, then the 

baryogenesis regions are unlikely to stretch out as far as this because the scalar 

masses will tend to be too large to maintain the validity of the high-T expansion. 

In this case, the extra volume contained in the basis space will tend to diminish 

the relative size of the baryogenesis region compared to the basis space as a whole.
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This should be borne in mind when considering the results of the search.

So, the ranges of A; for the search are restricted to

0 < Ai,2 < 1, - 1  < A3)4,5 < 1 (6.1.6)

As mentioned earlier, the value of (3q can also be constrained. Since I have 

defined as the doublet which couples to the up-type quarks, then the top mass 

is given by m t = gtvi/y/2. To avoid having to make gt overly large, then it is 

desirable to have v\ > u2, or tan ((3) > 1. A more thorough examination of this 

limit is described in a paper by this author in collaboration with Davies, Frog- 

gatt and Moorhouse [32]. Requiring the perturbative two Higgs-doublet model to 

be valid up to grand unification scales, A «  1015(GeV) say, then the top quark 

mass is restricted to be less than or equal to its quasi-fixed point value as deter

mined by the renormalisation group equations. The quasi-fixed point is given by 

m fp ~  230sm(/?o)Gev, giving an upper limit on the top quark mass of 150GeV 

for tan(/?o) =  0.9. Since the top quark mass is now thought to be of order 150 

GeV or greater, I take

tan(/?0) > 0.9 (6.1.7)

Consider now the fundamental physical conditions derived in chapter 4 to 

define the boundaries of the physical region. Implementation of these conditions 

is fairly straightforward.

The two conditions on Ai and A2 -  Ai)2 > 0 -  are implemented in the model 

by simply restricting them both to the range 0 < Ai)2 < 1, as already stated in 

condition (6 .1.6).

The two conditions which are used to place 6q in the fourth quadrant -  sin(0) < 

0 , cos(0) > 0 -  are imposed by restricting the search for solutions for 60 (see chapter 

4) to the fourth quadrant.

The other three conditions are (4.1.28,4.1.36,4.1.41)

m i n ( A 3 , A3 - f  A 4  - f  A 5 ,  A3 +  A4 — A 5 )  -(- ‘l y j \ \  A2 >  0

( s + - — ) < 2/ m
V  V 1 V 0 J  v

2
V i V 2 .

A4 +  A5 cos(20o) <  2^ COS(go ) - ^ S in W
VlV2
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These are all difficult to impose at the time of choosing the parameter values. 

Hence their validity is simply checked for each point chosen in the random sample. 

(In fact, condition (4.1.41) is tested numerically by checking that all four physical 

mass-squared values are positive -  this overkill provided a safety net in case of 

numerical or coding problems.)

The last free parameters in the computational parameterisation are fji2R and 

/i2j . Since I am particularly interested in the effects of these couplings on the 

baryon-preserving nature of the E W P T , it is desirable to have more control over 

their values in the search. In order to do this, a grid of 16 x 16 equally spaced 

values in the ^ ,^ - p l a n e  will be used, such that

0 < fJ?R < 2.25 x 104

0 < fij < 2.25 x 104 (6.1.8)

The upper limits on these ranges were chosen to give maximum values of /lr, (J,i of 

the same order as the top mass and critical temperature of the phase transition.

The method used to choose and count points in the basis space and baryoge

nesis regions will be described later.

6.2 C alculations at th e  critical tem perature

Up to this point in the choice of parameters and imposition of constraints I have 

implicitly been working only at tree level since the constraints were derived from

knowledge of the physical vacuum in the present universe, essentially at zero

temperature. However, it is the properties of the scalar potential near the crit

ical temperature which are required to determine the nature of the EW PT and 

whether the potential can support baryogenesis. Hence, all further calculations 

and conditions described in this chapter are carried out at high temperature.

Clearly, the critical temperature, its definition and calculation, are of major 

consequence to the determination of the nature of the potential and the resulting 

E W P T .  Hence, a chapter has already been devoted to the description of this 

part of the work and an analytical expression for the critical temperature was
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developed. This expression is simply evaluated for each given point in the search 

sample in order to determine the critical temperature for the E W P T  in the scalar 

sector described at the point in question.

6.2.1 M inimisation of the scalar potential at T  =  T C

We are unable to diagonalise the tree level mass matrix because we cannot diag- 

onalise the submatrix formed from the neutral scalar fields (see appendix B for 

further details.) Hence, we are also unable to diagonalise the mass matrix with the 

first loop correction term in the potential, ie. the “T 2” term. So, it is necessary 

to resort to numerical evaluation of the mass eigenvalues at the T 2 level in order 

to calculate the Tr [M3] term. Obviously, then, there is no choice but to perform 

a numerical minimisation of the potential since evaluation of the potential is not 

analytical.

One of the most notorious problems in numerical minimisation is finding a 

global minimum -  how can one be sure that the minimum found is not simply 

local? We face this problem now since we must find the global minimum of the 

scalar effective potential at the critical temperature. Described below is the pro

cedure developed to perform this minimisation and some of problems encountered 

in finding a stable minimisation procedure -  the discussion of this problem helps 

to highlight a source of error in the evaluation of the potential.

The minimisation routine used is provided in the National Algorithm Group 

(NAG) library. It is designated “E04JBF” and a full description of the proce

dure (and minimisation techniques in general) can be found in the NAG library 

documentation. For my purposes here, the important points are the following

-  the routine requires an initial estimate of the position of the minimum

-  the routine does not require an evaluation of the derivatives of the function 

being minimised

-  the convergence criteria can be controlled by the user.

The first point will be discussed presently. The second point is important 

because we are not able to provide an analytical evaluation of the derivatives since
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we cannot determine the Tr(M 3) term explicitly. The last point will be addressed 

in the next section as part of the discussion of problems with the minimisation 

method.

The numerical minimisation routine requires a first estimate of the position 

of the minimum, from which it follows the route of fastest descent in an attem pt 

to find the minimum. Such an initial point is not necessarily an estimate of the 

position of the minimum. We might try instead to provide some point from which 

we feel confident that the route of fastest descent will lead to the minimum -  eg. 

in the case of minimisation at zero temperature (or, equivalently, at tree level) we 

know that the minimum lies in the quadrant with Ui,U2 > 0 and 60 £ [37r/2,27r], 

and hence we might choose some point lying in the direction Vi = V2 = v with

00 =  77r/8  and set v = Vq/ \ /2 .  Since this point lies in “the centre” of the quadrant 

where we know the minimum must lie, we might feel confident that the route of 

fastest descent from this point will lead to the minimum although we have not 

attempted to estimate where the minimum lies within the quadrant.

However, it is very difficult to see how such an initial point might be reliably 

chosen beyond the tree level due to the complexity of the problem. In particular, 

since I wish to minimise the potential at T  =  Tc, where the temperature dependent 

parts of the potential certainly play an important role, it seems unlikely that one 

could rely on the position of the minimum at zero T  as a good estimate for 

that at Tc. (Indeed, the constraints on 9q were also derived at zero-T  and we 

cannot guarantee that 6tc is similarly constrained to lie in the 4^-quadrant.) So,

1 developed a procedure involving multiple minimisations, each started from a 

different inital point which is chosen at random. The best minimum found by 

these multiple attempts is taken as the best estimate of the global minimum.

Minimisation of the potential is a numerically intensive calculation because of 

the need for repeated evaluations of the potential, each of which involves numerical 

diagonalisation problems. Hence, it is desirable to perform as few minimisations 

as possible in the search for the global minimum.

To this end, I undertook a simple study of the number of randomly chosen 

initial points required to achieve the best approximation to the global minimum.
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The study consisted of running and re-running the search with the same “random” 

sample in each run (the random number generator used is pseudo-random and can 

be forced to repeat a sample.) The number of initial points used in determining 

the minimum of the potential was varied for each run and the results compared 

to determine the optimal number of initial points. It was found that using more 

than 3 initial points resulted in no appreciable improvement in the depth of the 

minima detected. Hence, the minimisation procedure is based on 3 attempted 

minimisations, each starting from a different point, all of which have Vi(T),V2 (T) 

located at field values between 0 and 200 GeV, and with P(T) between 0 and 27r.

6.2.2 Problems with minimisation

A subtle problem was encountered in the original attempts to minimise the ef

fective potential. The numerical minimisation procedure was found to return a 

point as its best estimate of the minimum but also returned an error status -  

failure to meet all of the conditions for a minimum even though no lower point 

can be found. This led me to make numerical investigations of the potential at 

several points in the parameter space, using the computer model to evaluate the 

potential on a grid of points in (<7l5 <r2,0)-space. These investigations were centred 

on the “failed” points returned by the numerical minimisation procedure in order 

to determine why the procedure was failing. The resulting figures demonstrated 

very clearly that the minimisation procedure had indeed found a minimum and it 

became clear that there was a lesson to be learned herein.

Evaluating the potentials on ever finer grids it eventually became apparent 

that there were several local minima located in the regions being investigated. 

However, this fact could not be reconciled with the form of the potential. The 

local minima were found to lie in a very small region around the point originally 

returned by the minimsation procedure -  the width of the region being several 

orders of magnitude smaller than the values of the fields in the region. This implies 

that the potential should have a high frequency component in its form but that is 

clearly not the case since it is a multi-dimensional, fourth order polynomial. So,
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it appeared that some uncertainty in the evaluation of the potential must be the 

source of the apparent rapid variation behaviour.

Since the evaluation of the potential derives from a largely analytical form, 

there appear to be only two possible sources of this uncertainty. The first is the 

numerical precision of the machine itself. However, since the calculations involved 

in the evaluation of the potential are mostly simple evaluations of polynomials, 

and were performed using double precision FORTRAN, we can rely on them to 

approximately 14 significant figures while the variations observed in the potential 

were at a level many orders of magnitude larger than this. This leads us to the 

second possible source of error -  the evaluation of the Tr [M3] term. This relies 

on numerical estimation of the eigenvalues of the curvature matrix at the point 

of evaluation. However, the procedure used to find these eigenvalues is known to 

converge to the eigenvalues slowly (only linearly, in fact) and to converge even 

more slowly when there are repeated eigenvalues or zero eigenvalues. Of course, 

there are repeated eigenvalues and even repeated zero eigenvalues in the curvature 

matrix evaluated at the global minimum. Hence, the evaluation of the Tr [M3] 

term is likely to be considerably less accurate than expected from arguments on 

machine precision.

It is a feature of minimisation routines in general that they must be given 

a series of conditions on which to base the decision to halt the search. These 

conditions compare the value of the function and its (estimated) derivatives at the 

test-point and a group of “nearby” points. When the function is found to be lower 

on the test-point than on its neighbours, and the derivatives also have appropriate 

values (in particular, the matrix of second derivatives is positive definite,) AND the 

“nearby” points are within a stated distance of the test-point, then the routine will 

halt its search. When we have a well-behaved function, which can be evaluated to 

accuracies close to the machine precision, then the tolerances set on the distances 

between the test-point and its neighbours can be very small. However, when 

uncertainties in the evaluations are much larger than the machine precision then 

the tolerances need to be much larger than we might at first expect. In the case 

in hand, it was apparent that we should try relaxing the test conditions for the
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minimum by increasing the tolerances.

Tests of the minimisation procedure with larger tolerances proved very suc

cessful -  the procedure no longer complained of apparent failure and the minima 

returned were the same as those found before. However, it became apparent that 

the optimal values for the tolerances varied over the //j-grid. Hence, the fi

nal version of the minimisation procedure adapts the tolerances according to the 

values of fi2R and fi2.

6.2.3 Determ ination of the nature of the E W PT

Having minimised the effective potential at the critical temperature we are now 

in a position to determine the nature of the E W P T .  With the global minimum 

found to lie at (ui(Tc), V2 (TC), 0(TC)) then, as described in chapter 4, the condition 

for a first order phase transition is v(Tc)/T c > 1.1 where v{Tc)2 =  Ui(Tc)2 +  u2(Tc)2.

Since the derivation of this limit does involve approximations, it will be relaxed 

slightly to give

> 1 (6.2.9)

Having imposed this relatively relaxed limit when running the numerical search, 

it is a simple process to consider the effects of tightening the limit when analysing 

the results.

The nature of the E W P T  is easily checked in the numerical search using this 

limit since Tc and the VEV of the field at Tc are evaluated at every point in the 

sample. Points at which the E W P T  satisfies this criteria are defined to lie in the 

baryogenesis region and will be counted and recorded as such. Points which lie 

in the basis space but fail to provide a strongly first-order phase transition are 

counted as part of the basis space but their details are not recorded.

6.2.4 Validity of the high-temperature expansion

As pointed out in chapters 3 and 4, the expansions used in evaluating the effective 

potential are only valid in the high temperature limit, which is normally considered 

to be m (T ) /T  <C 1.
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The high-T expansion was used to approximate the integrals in the exact 1- 

loop potential as given in eqn(3.4.30). They have the form

u (?2~) =±Io dxx2Xo& j 1 T e x p  { - ^ X) |  (6.2.10)

Singleton [19] fits a 10^-order polynomial to the integrals in order to make numer

ical evaluations of the potential. Comparing these fits with the high temperature 

expansion shows that the validity of the expansion typically holds to within 10% 

for m (T )/T  as high as 1.6.

Hence, I have pushed the limit of the high-T expansion up to

m,-(Tc)
T r .

< 1 .6  V i = 1, . . . ,  8 ; -ftop quark (6 .2 .11)

The m;(Tc) are calculated numerically as the eigenvalues of the curvature ma

trix at the global minimum and hence, as explained in the previous section, the 

values do contain uncertainties due to the inherently slow convergence of the 

method used in the NAG library routine to solve the eigenvalue problem. How

ever, these uncertainties are at least one or two orders of magnitude smaller than 

the eigenvalues, except in the case of very small eigenvalues which are, in any case, 

going to meet the condition of eqn(6 .2 .11). So, these uncertainties will not have 

any noticeable effect on the number cases passing or failing on condition 6 .2 .11.

6.3 Sum m ary o f th e  m odelling procedure

I can now provide a summary of how the parameter space search is performed.

1 -  Choose a point in the parameter space -  these points are chosen on a grid 

in the (/i^,/u|)-plane. The grid is a 16 x 16 square, with spacing of 1.5 x 103GeV2 

in both directions, giving a range of 0 —> 22.5 x 103GeV2 in both and //2. A 

set of n points is examined at each point on the grid. The points are chosen in 

the form of the computational parameter set, described earlier in this chapter. 

They are then converted to the coupling parameter set, by solving for and

60 using the expressions (6 .1.1).
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2 -  Check that the chosen point lies in the physical region -  I only wish to 

consider points which lead to physically acceptable potentials. Hence I check that 

the chosen point meets the criteria which define the physically acceptable region 

of the parameter space.

NB! If the chosen point is found to lie in the unphysical region then it is 

immediately abandoned and is not included in the count of the number of 

points examined. Hence, all points counted do lie in the basis space.

3 -  Determine the critical temperature -  as described in chapter 5.

4 -  Minimise the effective potential at the critical temperature -  described 

above in section 6 .2 .1.

5 -  Check the validity of the high temperature expansion -  equivalent to 

imposing the condition (6.2.11). If the high-T expansion is found to be invalid 

then I abandon the point but I do include it in the count of the number of points 

examined since it does lie in the physical basis space.

6 -  Determine the nature of the phase transition -  the global minimum at 

T  — Tc must meet the condition (4.2.49) in order for the phase transition to be 

first order and to suppress the sphaleron rate after the phase transition.

Points which are found to be physical, to validate the use of the high tempera

ture expansion and to provide a first order phase transition are recorded for later 

analysis.

The unphysical, physical and baryogenesis regions of the parameter space have 

already been defined. Note, however, that there is, in fact, a fourth type of region -  

the region, contained in the physical region, where the high temperature expansion 

is invalid. This region, which will be referred to as the “invalid region”, cannot 

be studied by the methods developed in this chapter and so it is unknown what 

proportion of this region might support baryogenesis. Points which are found to 

lie in the invalid region are counted, as explained in part 5 above, and hence we 

must be clear that the proportion of the physical basis space which is found to 

support baryogenesis is actually a lower limit.



Chapter 7 

R esults of the numerical search of  

the parameter space

As stated in the introductory chapter, the primary aim of this thesis is to investi

gate the possibility of avoiding disagreement between the theoretical upper limit 

and experimental lower limit on the Higgs boson mass. The disagreement arises in 

the Standard Model because the requirement of a strongly first order electroweak 

phase transition (for the purposes of baryogenesis) can only be accomodated with 

a light Higgs, of mass ~  60GeV or less, while the experimental 5M-Higgs searches 

have M u  > 60GeV.

In considering the two Higgs-doublet extension to the Standard Model, it was 

hoped that the extra degrees of freedom provided by the second scalar doublet 

would allow a strongly first order E W P T  even with relatively heavy Higgs parti

cles. The experimental lower bounds are also weakened in the two Higgs-doublet 

scalar sector, and so the S M  problem is being attacked on two fronts -  hopefully 

allowing the Higgs masses to rise while driving the experimental limits down.

Hence, our first area of interest in these results is the existence of a baryogenesis 

region -  is there a region in the basis parameter space of the two Higgs-doublet 

model where the E W P T  is first order? Secondly, and just as importantly, does 

this region (or part of it) lie above the experimental bounds on the two doublet 

Higgs masses?

If we find a viable region for the preservation of the B A U  in the aftermath of
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the E W P T , it becomes interesting to consider the size and structure of the region. 

The size of the region as a proportion of the basis parameter space gives a measure 

of the difficulty (or ease) of sustaining baryogenesis in the two Higgs-doublet 

model. The structure of the region will indicate what factors contribute positively 

to the preservation of the B A U , and what factors are likely to make the hypothesis 

difficult to sustain. In particular, the explicit CP-violating term in the tree-level 

potential is an attractive feature of the model for many baryogenesis scenarios 

and it will be interesting to consider how the size of the C P -violating coupling 

affects the strength of the phase transition and the size of the baryogenesis region.

With some knowledge of the size, location and structure of the baryogenesis 

region, it should be possible to derive some physical understanding of how the 

two doublet model manages (or fails) to accomodate the baryogenesis hypothesis 

in agreement with experiment.

Before proceeding to present the results, let us briefly consider the experimen

tal bounds on Higgs masses in the two scalar doublet model. Also, please note 

that many graphs which are too large to appear in the text have been placed 

together at the end of the chapter.

7.1 E xperim ental bounds w ith  tw o H iggs-d ou b lets

The experimental mass lower bound on the SM Higgs boson is well established 

at over 60GeV. However, with two scalar doublets present the situation becomes 

considerably more complicated and the experimental bounds are not so clear. 

[32, 44]

For the charged scalar particles, which might be produced in reactions such 

as e+e~ —> Z  —>• H +H~, a lower bound on the mass can be clearly established at 

42GeV. However, the neutral sector does not succumb so easily to analysis. The 

most commonly treated case is that of the CP-invariant potential (ie., fi\ pure 

real or imaginary in our notation.) In this case there are two CP-even scalars 

(defined as h and H , the lighter and heavier scalars respectively) and one CP-odd 

pseudo-scalar (defined as A.)
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The CP-even states mix 4>3 and (f>7 with a mixing angle a .  There is a reduction 

in the rate of Z  —> hZ* by a factor of sin2({3 — a) over the Standard Model case. 

This allows for lower values of the lighter scalar mass mu while remaining within 

experimental limits on the rate. In this case, the bound can be viewed as a curve 

in the m^, ra^-plane. However, the intension in this work is to allow complex /i2 

and hence the potential will generally not be CP-invariant. This introduces three 

mixing angles into the neutral sector, (a 1} <23) say. The mass eigenstates are

no longer CP-even or CP-odd and the h, H  and A  labels are no longer applicable. 

The experimental bound becomes a surface in m i,m 2, m3-space, where m; are the 

neutral masses.This is a complicated bound to impose in detail and so I propose 

to make a simplification. In the vein of the CP-invariant case, where the neutral 

masses were generally allowed to be lower than in the one-doublet case, I will 

impose the same lower limit on all of the Higgs masses. I will take this limit to be 

40GeV which is approximately the lower limit on the charged masses and is well 

established, as mentioned earlier.

This simplification goes against the grain of the general nature of the rest of 

this study. However, it will be seen that the results justify this simplification since 

the baryogenesis region extends to masses well beyond the limit imposed even in 

the Standard Model case, and very little of the mass spectrum of the baryogenesis 

region lies in the neighbourhood of these limiting values.

7.2 T he ex isten ce  o f a baryogenesis region

As described in chapter 6 , the search of the parameter space took place on a grid 

of /ji2RifJ,2 values. There are 16 x 16 equally spaced points in the grid, extending 

from 0 —y 22.5 x 103GeV2. There are 1000 sample points chosen at random within 

the physical basis space at each point on this grid. This gives a total of 256,000 

points sampled in the basis space, which is enough to provide reasonably reliable 

statistics.

The results of the search for a baryogenesis region are summarised in graphs 

7.1. These show the number of sample points found to lie in the baryogenesis
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Without experimental cuts With experimental cuts

Size of basis 

space sample

16 x 16 x 103 =  256,000 16 x 16 x 103 =  256,000

Size of baryogenesis 

region

12833 12732

%-age of basis space 

in baryogenesis region

5.01% ±  0.04% 4.97% ±  0.04%

Table 7.1: Total size of sample in basis space and baryogenesis region. (Uncer

tainty determined as zt-y/n, where n is the number of points counted.)

region for each point on the grid. The number is given as a fraction of the

total number of points sampled at each point in the plane.

The first point to note is that a baryogenesis region does exist. As can be seen 

in table 7.1, of over one quarter million sampled points in the basis space, 12833 

(12732 after experimental cuts) points were found to lie in the baryogenesis region 

-  so, the region occupies about 5% of the basis space.

Note that the effects of the experimental Higgs mass bounds on the overall 

size of the baryogenesis region were very small -  only 0.04% of the sampled points 

were cut from the region, which is less than 1% of its size. The detailed effects of 

the experimental cuts can be seen in graph 7.2. This depicts the number of cases 

cut at each point on the grid.

There appears to be a notable localisation of the cut cases near =  0. How

ever, assuming a typical ±y/n  uncertainty, and the maximum number of cases 

cut at any point on the grid being 9, the error bars on this graph would be large 

and it is difficult to draw any firm conclusions. However, it will be demonstrated 

later, in the discussion of the mass spectrum of the baryogenesis region (section

7.4.1), that the Higgs masses tend to increase with This would explain the 

bias towards small in the experimental cuts.

Turning attention again to graphs 7.1, consider the shape of the baryogenesis 

region as a function of This clearly shows that the introduction of the

explicitly CP-violating term fil($\<&2 )-srh.c. has increased the available parameter
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each point in n2R,(i]~grid.
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Figure  7.2: N um ber  of cases cu t from th e  baryogenesis region by th e  e x pe r im en ta l  

lower m ass bounds, p lo tted  against P resen ted  as a fraction of the  to ta l

n u m b er  of points  in sam ple  ( 1 0 0 0 ) a t  each point in /.i2R,fi2r grid.

space to suppo rt  baryogenesis. This  is encouraging for electroweak baryogenesis 

w ith  two scalar doublets, and  pa rt icu la r ly  for those scenarios which require new 

sources of C P -v io la t ion .

It is in teresting  to  consider th e  d is tr ibu t ion  of ba.ryogenesis-supporting cases 

in m ore  detail.  Note in p a r t icu la r  th a t  baryogenesis is especially favoured by 

re la tive ly  small fi\ and  th a t  fi\ =  0 is heavily suppressed by com parison. T he  rap id  

fall-off in 7T4f/-preserving cases a t  large m igh t be expla ined  by the  increase 

in Higgs masses w ith  (section 7.4.1) which will ten d  to  take  th is  region of the  

p a ra m e te r  space beyond the  a rea  of validity of the  h ig h - te m p e ra tu re  expansion. 

In order  to m ake  an  au th o r i ta t iv e  s ta te m e n t  on th e  source of th is  behaviour it is 

necessary  to unde rs tand  how the  baryogenesis constra in t  of a  strongly  first o rder  

E W P T , and  the  purely m a th e m a tic a l  l im it on m / T ,  shape  the  baryogenesis region
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depicted in graphs 7.1. To this end, it is useful to make a brief study of the basis 

parameter space which will help to explain what part each of these constraints 

plays in forming the baryogenesis region.

7.3 T he physical basis space

In order to produce data for the basis space it is simply necessary to run the 

computational model with no cuts on m(Tc)/T c and v(Tc)/T c. These constraints 

were developed purely from considerations of the validity of the high-temperature 

expansion and the requirement of a first order phase transition, and as such they 

play no part in determining whether a given set of parameters lies in the basis 

space. A set of data was calculated in the following manner -  50 basis space 

points were sampled at each point on the ji2R, /zf-grid and the resulting details of 

the effective potential and E W P T  (v /T ,m T , mass spectrum, etc.) were recorded 

for each point. Where it proves useful or revealing, this “physical data set” will 

be compared with the “baryogenesis data set”.

The major strength of this approach is in revealing the effects of the m (Tc)/T c 

and v(Tc)/T c constraints. It is important to understand how the effects of these 

two constraints differ from one another since the condition on v(Tc) /T c is truly 

physical -  it has been developed by considering the order of the phase transition 

-  while the condition on m(Tc)/T c represents only a limit in the mathematical 

approximations. Hence, behaviour controlled by the v(Tc)/T c constraint can be 

considered as the true physical nature of the model, while behaviour governed by 

the m(Tc)/T c condition is simply a limit in the validity of the mathematics.

It is also interesting to compare the effects of the various conditions on vacuum 

stability and the symmetry-breaking pattern of the vacuum state, which form the 

boundaries of the basis space (see chapter 4). The relative importance of these 

constraints is simply studied by counting the number of points which fail under 

each of the basis space constraints while we are in the process of choosing the 

basis sample. This study can be used to explain the observed distributions of the 

coupling constants in the physical data set.
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I will now discuss how the physical constraints, developed in chapter 4 as 

boundaries of the basis space, shape the distributions of the coupling constants in 

the basis space. Then I will go on to consider how the v /T  and m /T  constraints 

shape the baryogenesis region.

7.3.1 Effects o f the basis space constraints

The distributions of the A; in the basis space are reproduced in graph 7.8. All 

of these distributions can be explained in terms of the constraints (4.1.26,4.1.28, 

4.1.32,4.1.33,4.1.36,4.1.41) derived in chapter 4. The appropriate conditions will 

be reproduced here for the sake of convenience.

Let us turn first to the distributions of Ai and A2. Recall that both of these 

couplings are constrained to be positive -  hence the sudden cut-off in frequency 

as the couplings become negative. The observed steady increase in frequency of 

physical cases as both Ai and A2 increase can be attributed to conditions (4.1.28) 

and (4.1.36), namely

min(A3, A3 +  A4 +  A5, A3 +  A4 — A5) > —2yjAiA2 (7.3.1)

( £ + - — )  <  2 ( 7 . 3 . 2 )V Vi v2J v

(A3 T A4 i  A5) lies in the range [—3,3]; since 7 i/(u iu 2) > 0, and £+ lies in 

the range [—3,3], the left-hand side of the second condition above lies in a range 

[—£,3], where —x < —3; and 2 y / \ i \ 2 lies in the range [0,2]. Hence these condi

tions will tend to be more easily satisfied at larger Ai and A2. This leads to the 

decreased frequencies at small Ai and A2 which are seen in graph 7.8.

Also, since both constraints are symmetrical in Ai and A2, their effect on the 

respective distributions will be identical. This will result in similar distributions, 

as observed.

The distributions of A3 and A4 are similar and it is seen that both rise steadily 

over their entire range of [—1,1]. To explain these distributions, turn to condition 

(4.1.41) which ensures that the charged mass-squared is positive — ie.,

A4 T A5 cos(20o) —------ ^  0 (7.3.3)
viv2
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This constrains the LHS of condition (7.3.2) above to be less than 1. This is 

easily seen by re-writing (7.3.2) in the form

A3 T ( A4 T A5 cos(2^o) —  ^ 1 5-: 2\JAi A2 (7.3.4)
V v i v 2J v

and noting that the term in brackets was constrained to be negative above and 

that A3 lies in the range [—1,1].

Since the RHS of (7.3.2) is contained by [0 , 2], and we have constrained the 

LHS to be less than 1 by using condition (7.3.3), it is to be expected that (7.3.2) 

will not be a tight constraint and should have relatively small impact on the 

shape of the basis space. In the computational model, (7.3.1) was imposed before

(7.3.2) and the tables 7.2 demonstrate that, as expected, condition (7.3.2) plays 

a relatively minor role after the imposition of the tighter constraint in (7.3.1).

Having seen that condition (7.3.2) plays a minor role in shaping the physical 

region in the computational model, the suppression of cases with larger negative 

A3 and A4 values should be put down to the effects of condition (7.3.1). In the 

same way that this constraint depressed the frequency of smaller values of Ai and 

A2, it will also suppress larger negative values of A3 and A4.

Lastly, note that the distribution of A5 is essentially symmetrical about zero. 

Considering the conditions above (7.3.1, 7.3.3), the possibility of a symmetrical 

behaviour in the distribution of A5 becomes apparent. In (7.3.1), for example, the 

“minimum function” term can be written as A3 +  min(0, A4 — |A5|). The inclusion 

of the modulus brackets around A5 make it clear that the behaviour of A5 in this 

expression will not depend on its sign -  ie., will be symmetrical about zero. In

(7.3.3), A5 is paired with cos(2#0)- With 60 in the fourth quadrant then cos(20o) 

lies in the range [—1,1], Hence, the sign of the A5 term can once again be positive 

or negative, depending on the value of 90, and so the effect on the distribution of 

A5 is to make it symmetrical about zero.

Condition (7.3.2) has a A5 cos(0o) term and hence will not contribute a sym

metrical factor to the distribution of A5. However, as already seen, this constraint 

does not play a major role in the formation of the basis space and so its effect will 

be secondary in the distribution graphs.
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T h e  conditions on A^A^ and  Qq are im posed  a t  th e  t im e  of choosing th e  pa 

r am e te rs  and , hence, in the  com pu ta tiona l  m odel these  conditions are  never tes ted  

as such. Therefore  they  are never seen to fail. However, a  com parison  of th e  fail

u re  ra tes  on tes ts  of the  o ther  conditions d e m o n s tra te  the ir  re la tive  im p o r ta n c e  

in shaping  the  physical region a n d /o r  the  “overlap” in the ir  effects. Tables 7.2 

give th e  failure ra tes  for the  conditions (7.3.1) and  (7.3.2) in a  typ ical ru n  of the  

c o m p u ta t io n a l  m odel, w ith  150 sam pled  poin ts  in the  basis space a t each po in t  

on th e  fi'2R, /i^-grid. Condition  (7.3.3), ensuring a real, positive charged m ass, was 

n ever seen to fail a fter  im posing  the  others .

A ssum ing th a t  there  is an  overlap in th e  effects of th e  ind iv idual conditions , 

these  failure ra tes  are likely to  depend  on th e  order  in which the  conditions  are 

tes ted .  However, it certa in ly  appears  th a t  the  conditions which ensure  s tab i l i ty  

of th e  vacuum  -  ( eqns (7.3.1,7.3.2 ) along with Ai, A2 >  0  -  are enough to  ensure  

th e  conservation of e lec trom agnetic  charge and physically accep tab le  masses, 

f lie  d is tr ibu t ion  of (3q in th e  basis space appears  in g raph  7.3.

0.03

I  0 .025

a  0.015

0.01

0 005

CO CM CD CD 00 CM CD t- ^ CJ CM  ̂ CO CO

F igu re  7.3: D is tr ibu tion  of (30 in the  basis p a ra m e te r  space. T he  d a ta  are  p resen ted  

as a  frac tion  of the  to ta l  num b er  of /3q values m easured .

This  d is tr ibu t ion  is rela tively  flat across the  allowed range, except for a  wide 

dip  for 0.7 <  /30 <  1, and a narrow , deep drop  close to  (30 =  7r / 2 .
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Number of failures for condition 7.3.1

/if (GeV2)

0 4500 9000 13500 18000 22500

f*R
(GeV)2

0 1022 423 273 245 246 244

4500 265 254 278 218 214 219

9000 284 226 203 255 229 231

13500 221 208 185 189 203 229

18000 246 185 230 222 199 235

22500 214 167 225 228 189 213

Number of failures for condition 7.3.2

/if(GeV2)

0 4500 9000 13500 18000 22500

Vr

(GeV)2

0 24 29 18 14 18 21

4500 20 27 24 27 25 29

9000 17 19 22 16 22 25

13500 21 19 24 20 20 19

18000 27 23 15 23 29 18

22500 24 22 24 24 22 21

0 4500 9000 13500 18000 22500

Table 7.2: The number of points which failed conditions (7.3.1,7.3.2) in a typical 

run of the computational model for a sample size of 150 points at each point on 

the /if ,̂ /if-grid. (The values of y?R and /if have been restricted to make the table 

clearer. The conclusions are still clear from this restricted data set.)
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The dip at smaller angles is generated by the condition (7.3.2). Since tan(/?0) =  

v i/v2, then V\V2 = Vq sin(2/?o)/2, which will maximise for /30 = 7r/ 4  «  0.78. 

Hence the term —cl') \ lv \v2 will tend to be suppressed for /30 in the range 0.7—>-1, 

making it more difficult to satisfy condition (7.3.2) in this region. Also, since 

Vq/2  «  3 x 104GeV2, all but the very largest values of 71 will be suppressed 

heavily.

7.3.2 Relative importance of the constraints

The condition m;(Tc)/T c < 1.6, where the rrii(Tc) are the masses of the particle 

content of the model, is a limit on the validity of the high-temperature expansion 

of the 1-loop effective potential. Hence, it does not describe any physics. So, 

the role of m /T  in shaping the baryogenesis region should be understood before 

attempting to explain its structure. Graphs 7.4 show the number of points in the 

physical data set which failed the v /T  condition only, the m /T  condition only, 

or both conditions. It is the relative importance of the v /T  and m /T  constraints 

which determines whether the shape of the baryogenesis region can be considered 

as a physical phenomenon. Note that points in the sample which fail on both the 

v /T  and m /T  conditions should be considered as failures under m /T  since the 

v /T  value should be considered unreliable. So, in the following discussion I will 

consider the m /T  cut to include failure under both conditions.

Fortunately, graphs 7.4 demonstrate that the v /T  constraint dominates over 

the m /T  cut in a large area of the grid. In particular, at small \n\\ (less

than 10 x 103GeV2), the v /T  constraint cuts 60 — 80% of the sample points, while 

the m /T  condition cuts less than 30%. We conclude that, for sm all |^ ||, the  

shape of the baryogenesis region is physical.

The v /T  and m /T  constraints are of roughly equal importance for \fi\\ around 

18 x 103GeV2, and above this the m /T  cut begins to dominate. This is not 

surprising as we will see (section 7.4.1) that the scalar masses tend to increase 

with I//3I, which will tend to increase the value of m /T .

The dominance of m /T  in shaping the baryogenesis region at large \n\\ ex-
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plains the rapid fall-off in graphs 7.1, as was suggested in the preceeding section. 

However, the fall-off in baryon-preserving cases begins in the region of |/x§ | about 

6000 GeV2 which is dominated by the physically relevant v /T  cut. So, the fall-off 

might well have a physical driving force as well as the limits of the mathematical 

procedures. Evidence for this physical driving force can be found in section 7.5, 

on the strength of the electroweak phase transition.

7.3.3 The role o f v / T  and m / T  in the mass spectra

Analytical diagonalisation of the neutral scalar mass matrix is not possible in 

the most general form of the effective potential, even at zero temperature. (See 

appendix B.) Even if it was possible, we would still be limited in what can be 

learned, in an analytical fashion, about the mass spectrum. This is because the 

detailed shape of the spectrum derives from the effects of the constraints on the 

ratios m(Tc)/T c and v(Tc)/Tc, which are imposed at the critical temperature. It 

has already been stated that no useful analytical approach has been found for 

determining the minimum of the potential in the most general two Higgs-doublet 

model, and hence the v /T  and m /T  constraints are applied numerically.

However, in the preceding section, it was seen how these constraints act as a 

function of The v /T  constraint does dominate over a large area of the

/^ ,/ij-g rid , implying that the shape of the baryogenesis region discovered in the 

numerical search is the result of physical effects rather than mathematical limits 

(at least in the region where v /T  dominates.) In considering the scalar mass 

spectrum in the baryogenesis region, it will be important to reconsider the m /T  

and v /T  cuts as a function of the scalar masses -  otherwise we cannot determine 

whether the mass spectrum has been shaped by physics or mathematical validity 

limits.

The graphs 7.5 and 7.6 show the relative importance of the v /T  and m / T  cuts 

in the physical data set (as described in section 7.3) for each of the scalar masses.

From these graphs it is clear that the mass distributions will be shaped by two 

factors. The v /T  constraint tends to dominate at low masses and m /T  dominates
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at large masses. This is not surprising -  the large masses are in more danger of 

exceeding the m /T  limit. However, in the case of the lightest neutral scalar, there 

is no clearly dominant constraint at any mass. This is easily explained by the way 

the cuts for m /T  are made -  if any of the scalar masses exceeds the mass limit, 

then the case is considered invalid. Hence, even the lightest examples of the light 

neutral scalar might be cut by the presence of a particularly massive heavy scalar, 

and this tends to spread the effects of the m /T  condition over the entire range of 

masses for the lightest neutral scalar. The heaviest scalar will only fail the m / T  

condition when it is heavy, so the distribution of cuts is more localised.

However, apart from the lightest neutral Higgs, the shape of the mass distri

butions will be defined at their leading edge by u /T , and at their trailing edge by 

m /T .

7.4 S tructure o f th e  baryogenesis region

7.4.1 The scalar mass spectrum

Consider now the mass distributions in the baryogenesis region, as presented in 

graphs 7.7. These graphs show the frequencies of measured masses in the baryo

genesis region for the five physical scalar particles at T  =  0. These five particles 

are the charged scalars (denoted M+ -  both positively and negatively charged 

particles have the same mass), and the lightest, mid-weight, and heaviest neu

tral scalars (denoted Mi, M2, M3 respectively.) The graphs are derived from the 

baryogenesis data set; ie., the cases found to lie in the baryogenesis region.

The first important point to note from these distributions is that the masses 

extend well beyond the experimental lower bound, which is more encouraging 

news for electroweak baryogenesis. Their ranges are summarised in table 7.3.

The mass data for the graphs have no t been cut to remove the experimentally 

disallowed cases but instead the cases are displayed and the experimental bound 

is shown. Even for the lightest neutral scalar, the masses lie in a range which 

extends above 200GeV and only a very small fraction of cases would be cut by
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Mass (GeV)

Lower limit Modal value Upper limit

Charged 40 200 300

Light neutral 40 140 240

Mid-weight neutral 60 190 300

Heavy neutral 90 250 300

Table 7.3: Scalar mass ranges in baryogenesis region after experimental cuts.

the experimental bound. Extending the experimental bound -  even to go so far 

as doubling it to 80GeV -  would have very little impact on the total size of the 

baryogenesis region. This justifies the sim ple approach taken in applying  

the experim ental bound.

In order to understand the shapes of the distributions, it would be helpful to 

have explicit expressions for the masses. The expressions for the physical (T =  0) 

scalar masses can be considered separately for the charged and neutral sectors. 

The charged sector can be diagonalised in the general form but the neutral sector 

cannot. The charged sector provides masses

M?,± = 0
7>̂  T 9  f //■£. m u f f i n }  — //.? s in f f ln 'U

(7.4.5)
o V

Mff± =  - - \ I \ nn-fnfl \ 2 (/ijj cos(flo) - / < / sin(0o))A4 T A5 cos( Zuq ) — ----------------------------------
V 1 V 2

(7.4.6)

where the x ± are the charged would-be Goldstone bosons “swallowed” by the W ± 

bosons.

The neutral sector, in the simplified case with real /ig, provides 

M l  0 =  0

= (/ifl -  A5i>iu2) viv2
v 2

_____________ ’2v i v 2

± Aiu? -  A2vl +  )  +  (S+V1V2 -  Hr )2 (7.4.7)
2viv2 )
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where x°  is the neutral would-be Goldstone boson “swallowed” by the Z° boson; 

A  is the pseudo-scalar; and H , h are the heavier and lighter scalars. (Recall that 

with fi\ complex, the scalar/pseudoscalar distinction is no longer possible and the 

scalars will only be identified by their relative masses -  lightest, mid-weight and 

heaviest.)

Graphs 7.5 and 7.6 show the mass spectrum in the basis space (on the curves 

marked “All cases”) and hence the steeply rising leading edges in the mass dis

tributions of the baryogenesis region could be explained in part by the same 

behaviour which appears in the basis space. However, about 95% of the sample 

in the basis space is removed by the cuts in v /T  and m /T , and hence it is more 

believable that the v /T  constraint is the primary factor in shaping this part of 

the distribution.

Part of the explanation might lie in the CP-v iolating parameter ji\. Consid

ering the expressions above for the physical scalar masses we see that the masses 

tend to increase with Admittedly, the expressions above for the neutral

masses do not include complex but the analytical masses do increase with 

y?R and the graphs 7.10 and 7.11 demonstrate numerically that the mean scalar 

masses increase with \y,\\ in the more general complex case.

7.5 S trength  o f th e  electrow eak phase tran sition

The strength of the phase transition is the most important factor in determining 

the suitability of a region for preservation of the BAU. Since v(Tc) cannot be 

determined analytically, it is necessary to derive an understanding of the behaviour 

of the transition order parameter v(Tc)/T c from the numerical search.

Graph 7.12 shows the mean scalar VEV in the baryogenesis region as a function 

of Graph 7.13 shows the mean critical temperature in the baryogenesis

region against ( /^ ,^ |) .

It has already been seen that the physical masses tend to rise with |//§| (section

7.4.1) and that this can be explained analytically for the charged scalars (and semi- 

analytically for the neutral scalars.) The rise in mean Tc can also be explained
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analytically.

The expression for the critical temperature is

\  ( f i B 1 +  f i A ' )  ±  -  f i A f  +  4 A'B< |^ § |2

T‘ =  maX { --------------------------- 2WB<---------------------------

where

A' = 6Aj +  2A3 +  A4 +  3g2 +  g'2 -t- 4 g2 

B' =  6A2 -f 2A3 -f A4 +  3g2 +  g'2 +  4g2 T —g2 (7.5.9)

A! and B f will tend to positive since only the A3 and A4 terms can be negative. 

Hence, the g 2R and g2 dependency of T 2 above will tend to increase Tc with \g\\.

However, for (A 'B ') < 0, it is possible for g 2 to decrease the critical tempera

ture, so the rate of increase in the mean critical temperature will be slowed by this 

possibility. Certainly, the mean value of Tc rises more slowly with \g\\ than the 

mean value of the charged or mid-weight neutral Higgs masses (graphs 7.10,7.11.) 

Hence the masses “catch up” with Tc as \/i2\ increases, and the m /T  limit becomes 

stronger, as observed.

Comparison of the mean VEV and mean Tc graphs leads to a prediction of 

the effects of on the strength parameter. The range of |u(Tc)| over the g2R,ii2- 

grid is only 175 —> 205GeV, while Tc ranges from 150 —> 210GeV. Hence, it is 

expected that the phase transition will get weaker with \fi\\. This behaviour can 

be observed in graph 7.14.

This behaviour might be considered unexpected, since tends to increase 

the scalar masses, thereby increasing their contribution to the TTr [M3] term and 

strengthening the first order E W P T .  However, it is clear that g 2 tends to scale 

up all of the energies involved in the effective potential -  the masses, the critical 

temperature, and the VEV of the scalar fields. It is the detailed interplay between 

all of these factors which determines the strength of the phase transition.

Note that the decreasing strength of the phase transition will act as the physical 

driving force to reduce the size of the baryogenesis region at larger as suggested 

in subsection 7.3.2.

(7.5.8)
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7.5.1 Sensitivity to limits on v / T

Consider the graph 7.15, which shows the distribution of the transition strength 

parameter as a fraction of the total number of cases sampled in the baryogenesis 

region. The distribution is heavily biased towards weak phase transitions. There 

is also a long tail which stretches out well beyond v /T  =  1.5, but it is barely 

visible on the scale of the graph.

This distribution poses a serious threat to electroweak baryogenesis in the two 

Higgs-doublet models. The constraint imposed on v /T  was chosen to be 1 for this 

work. However, this is not a precise figure. Indeed, the derivation of the limit 

presented in chapter 6 suggested a lower limit of 1.1, which was then eased in 

order to allow us to study the effects of varying the constraint in just this way. If 

we did force v /T  > 1.1, then graph 7.15 shows that about 70% of the baryogenesis 

region would now become invalid.

The conclusion in much of the literature is that the electroweak phase tran

sition is only ever weakly first order, whether it is tested in the Standard Model 

or its extensions. The same conclusion has been reached here, and in light of 

the weight of work suggesting that the phase transition is weak it is perhaps not 

surprising that the distribution is so heavily biased. This is disappointing news, 

however, for electroweak baryogenesis.

7.6 C onclusions

The results of this numerical search provide a great deal of encouragement for 

electroweak baryogenesis in two Higgs-doublet models. This is tempered, however, 

by the disappointingly weak phase transition and the sensitivity to the exact limit 

on the strength parameter v{Tc)/T c.

A baryogenesis region was found, with a volume of 5% that of the basis space. 

(The volumes of the basis space and the baryogenesis region were determined 

using a simple Cartesian metric - ie., the 8 free parameters represent 8 orthogonal 

dimensions.) This is a fairly small proportion of the basis space but it is not 

negligible. Also, it must be remembered that this is only a lower limit to the
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size of the region since it reaches beyond the boundaries of validity for the high- 

temparature expansion of V̂ ff. How much more of the space might be included 

in the baryogenesis region by a study using a more effective expansion can only 

be guessed at, but there is evidence (the weakening of the phase transition with 

l/igl) that the baryogenesis region will not extend indefinitely beyond the region 

of validity of this study.

The scalar mass spectrum of the baryogenesis region is also encouraging since 

it reaches well beyond the experimental lower bounds on the Higgs mass in two- 

doublet models. The region is also very insensitive to increases in the experimental 

bounds. It has been seen that the leading edges of the mass spectra are controlled 

by the physical limit on u/T , but the trailing edges are shaped by the m athem at

ical m /T  limit. So, once again, the mass spectra might extend even further if the 

region of low temperatures (m /T  > 1.6) can be penetrated.

The inclusion of the (7P-violating term with complex coupling fi\ has played 

a major part in the formation of the baryogenesis region. The graphs 7.1 demon

strate that non-zero [jl\ is favoured in the baryogenesis region. However, these 

graphs also demonstrate that this enhancing effect is dependent on the size of 

\fi\\ and not on the fact that it is complex. (The graphs are roughly rotationally 

symmetric about \n\\ = 0.) Hence, the fact that this term can be C P-violating 

does not appear to be a major factor.

The /i§ term tends to increase the critical temperature, the Higgs masses and 

the VEV of the scalar fields but we have seen that the higher rate of increase in 

Tc (over that in v(Tc)) with \ji\\ results in a weakening of the phase transition, 

somewhat unexpectedly. However, the extra freedom provided by the inclusion of 

}i\ more than compensates this weakening and results in a non-negligible baryo

genesis region.

Unfortunately, the phase transition remains generally quite weak, as shown 

in the distribution graph 7.15. This bias towards weaker transitions leaves the 

baryogenesis region under threat from the details of the limit on the strength 

parameter u(Tc)/Tc, which could dramatically cut the volume of the region with 

shifts of less than 10%.
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fraction of to ta l  num b er  of masses m easured .
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from th e  baryogenesis d a ta  set, defined in section 7.3.
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F igure  7.8: D is tr ibu tions  of th e  Xt in th e  basis space. The d a ta  are p resen ted  as 

a  frac tion  of the  to ta l  nu m b er  of At- m easured .

f igure 7.9: D is tr ibu tions  of th e  A* in th e  baryogenesis region. T h e  d a ta  are 

p resen ted  as a  fraction of th e  to ta l  nu m b er  of Xt m easured .
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Figure  7.12: M ean VEV of the  scalar fields in th e  baryogenesis region, p lo tted  as 

a  function  of ( /j,2r , f i j ) .

f i gu r e  7.13: M ean Fc of the  scalar fields in the  baryogenesis region, p lo tted  as a 

function  of (/.iR,/j,j).
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baryogenesis region.



Chapter 8 

Special case - the minimal 

supersym m etric m odel

The minimal supersymmetry model (M S S M ) is a special case of the general two 

Higgs-doublet model. Minimal SUSY requires two Higgs doublets in the scalar 

sector [32, 33, 34] and also requires the up-type and down-type quarks to couple 

separately to only one doublet, as we prescribed in chapter 3. (This was made a 

requirement in our model for the purposes of agreement with the M S S M , as well 

as the possibility of explaining the differences between the up-type and down-type 

quark masses in terms of the scalar doublet VEV’s.)

Supersymmetry can constrain some of the coupling constants in the effective 

potential to be well-defined functions of the gauge couplings at the supersymmetry 

scale, Asusy say. In turn , this will constrain the low energy values of these cou

plings. The number of free couplings in the effective potential is thereby reduced 

and the M S S M  becomes a special case of the work in the preceeding chapters.

The work in this chapter is an application of the methods and tools I have 

developed for the study of the two Higgs-doublet effective potential. It is also a 

continuation of work originally undertaken by Moorhouse, Froggatt and Knowles 

[23], where they investigated quasi-fixed point solutions of the renormalisation 

group equations (RGE) in minimal SUSY. They kindly provided the sets of cou

pling parameters used in this chapter. In what follows, I will explain qualitatively 

how these parameter sets are produced but I will not consider the mathematical

131
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details since they were beyond the scope of the work.

8.1 T he M SSM -restricted  effective p o ten tia l

Supersymmetric models predict another cosmological phase transition at energies 

much higher than the electroweak phase transition. In the same fashion as the 

E W P T , at temperatures higher than Asusy there is an explicit symmetry (su

persymmetry), and at lower temperatures it is spontaneously broken. We will 

consider the simplest possible SUSY-breaking case, with a complete spectrum of 

supersymmetric particles and perfect supersymmetry above the SUSY scale, A susy. 

It is assumed that there is a “desert” between the electroweak and SUSY scales -  

ie., no new physics comes into play before reaching the SUSY scale. Hence, below 

Asusy there will only be the known particles and the Higgs scalars.

The M S S M  stipulates the following forms for the coupling constants of the 

effective potential at the supersym m etry scale [23]—

(92s +9's2)
8

(<£ -  9's2)4
~9s 

2
0 (8.1.1)

where gs and g's are the electroweak gauge couplings at the supersym m etry  

scale. In other words, we must determine the gauge couplings at the SUSY scale 

before we can determine the A;. This is achieved via the renormalisation group 

equations, which describe how the coupling constants run with energy. Hence, it 

is possible to estimate the gauge couplings at ASUSy by running g and g' up from 

their electroweak values to their SUSY values. (Note that gs and g's will depend 

on the choice of ASUSy )

It is now possible to determine the SUSY scale values for the couplings of the 

effective potential, AJ. Note that Ai and A2 are identical at this scale, and that A5 is 

necessarily zero. In order to apply these couplings in the effective potential at the

^  =  

A* =

Â  =
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E W P T  it is necessary to use the RGE to run the couplings down to electroweak 

energies.

The A{ are now all defined parameters of the effective potential. Since A5 is 

identically zero at SUSY scales, it will remain so at electroweak energies. Thus 

it is possible to define n\  to be real without loss of generality. Note that this 

removes the explicit CP-violation in the tree level potential.

Of the 8 free parameters described in the general case in previous chapters -  

namely A;, /?0, /i|j, fi2 -  we now have six of these prescribed. Hence, there appear 

to be only 2 free parameters in the model -  f i R  and /30 . However, there is actually 

a third free parameter in this special case -  the supersymmetry breaking scale. 

This is a free parameter in the determination of the coupling constants to be used 

in the effective potential and is not a parameter of Vef f  itself. Hence, it has no 

effect on the details of the computational methods developed earlier in this thesis.

8.2 A pplication  o f th e  supersym m etry  restric

tions to  th e  num erical m ethods

The application of the supersymmetry restrictions on the effective potential in our 

numerical model is relatively straightforward. The A; are now prescribed by the 

RGE, and fi2 is zero, so we have only a 2-dimensional parameter space and the 

use of a random sample search technique is not so important now. The parameter 

space available is small enough to make a thorough and methodical search of the 

space. Hence the random sampling approach was abandoned, and instead fi2R is 

varied over a range of values for given (3q.

Since the f i \  coupling is now restricted to be real, 9 q is also restricted to 2n  for 

fiR ^  0, and 37r/2  for fiR = 0. So solving for 60 is not required in the numerical 

model.

The coupling parameter sets were provided, at the electroweak scale, for var

ious (3 . They are described below in table 8.1. The top mass was taken to be 

175GeV.
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SUSY constrained coupling parameter data sets at Asusy = ITeV

tan(/?0) Ai A2 A3 a4 A5 Po

0.5 0.1495 0.0636 0.0617 -0.2111 0 0.464

0.6 0.7001 0.0648 0.0534 -0.2104 0 0.54

0.7 0.4713 0.0648 0.0569 -0.2104 0 0.611

0.8 0.3496 0.0648 0.059 -0.2103 0 0.675

0.9 0.2787 0.0647 0.0605 -0.2103 0 0.733

1.0 0.2868 0.0637 0.0575 -0.2109 0 0.785

Table 8.1: Coupling parameter sets derived via the RGE in the minimal super- 

symmetric model. (mt =  175GeV, Asusy = ITeV)

The SUSY scale is unknown, although it has been popular in recent years 

to consider relatively low energies. Various SUSY-breaking energies were investi

gated in the range 0.5TeV to 2.5TeV. The conclusions in each case, however, were 

essentially the same. Hence, as a typical example of the results obtained, let us 

set Asusy — ITeV.

For each of the parameter sets in table 8.1 the computational model was run 

for y?R in the range OGeV2 to 104GeV2. All physical constraints, and the v(Tc)/Tc 

and rrii(Tc)/Tc limits were imposed as before.

8.3 Supersym m etry  results

The results of the search for a baryogenesis region in the minimal supersymmetric 

model are summarised in the graphs 8.1 and 8 .2 .

Generally speaking, it proved difficult to find a baryogenesis region in the 

M SSM .  Graphs 8.1 show the lines of constant (30 which were found to lie in the 

baryogenesis region. They describe how the scalar masses vary with (i2R -  note 

that the masses increase with |/i§|, as seen in the non-SUSY results of chapter

7. The kinks in the graph of the lightest neutral scalar are simply the points at 

which two of the mass eigenvalues become degenerate.

The graphs clearly show that the viable ranges of fiR are fairly restricted. It
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was also found that the baryogenesis region was restricted in tan(/?0). For tan(/?0) 

greater than about 1 there is no baryon preserving region, and large values of 

tan(/?o) also tend to force the lightest scalar mass down towards the experimental 

lower bound (as seen in graph 8 .1.)

Interestingly, the E W P T  is rather strong in the cases studied, as seen in graph 

8.2. However, it is at its weakest for large /30, which explains why it becomes 

difficult to find a baryogenesis region for tan (f30) > 1.

The transition is much stronger at smaller tan(/?o), and it is the m /T  constraint 

which cuts most of the /PR range out of the baryogenesis region in this regime. 

Hence, with an improved approximation to the 1-loop potential it might be pos

sible to reliably find HAU-preserving regions at even lower tan(/?0)- However, 

small tan(/?o) is disfavoured by the large top quark mass of 175GeV. In particular, 

assuming there is a desert beyond the M S S M  scale, up to the GUT scale say, 

then the Yukawa RGE’s imply that the top quark mass must be less than the 

infrared fixed point value, m fp [32]. For a GUT  scale of A q u t  = 1016GeV, then 

200 sin(/30)GeV, and tan (/30) < 1 would then force the top mass below 

140 GeV.

8.4 M SSM  conclusions

We have seen the specialisation of the general two Higgs-doublet model developed 

in earlier chapters to include the constraints present in the minimal supersym

metric model. This constrains the parameters of the two Higgs-doublet effective 

potential by relating them to the electroweak gauge couplings at the SUSY scale. 

This drastically reduces the number of free parameters in the effective potential, 

leaving only f i 2R  and (3q .

The search for an M S S M  baryogenesis region was conducted for various values 

of the SUSY scale A susy. The results of that search are represented here by a 

typical example with Asusy =  ITeV. A small baryogenesis region can be found 

as depicted in graphs 8.1 with an apparently healthy E W P T  at small tan(/?o). 

However, the small tan(/?0) region is disfavoured by the large top mass of around
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175GeV. This agrees with the results of Espinosa et al. [34] who found a small 

baryogenesis region beyond the limits of the basis space in our work, but did not 

report any results for the small tan(/?o) regime.

However, more recent results, using perturbative [48] and lattice [49] tech

niques, have found a window in the MSSM parameter space. By introducing a 

light right-handed stop with mass of about 150 — 200GeV, a window was found 

for tan/? «  2 with ra^o < 85GeV. Since we assume no SUSY particles below the 

SUSY scale of ITeV in the results presented here, these latest searches lie outside 

the range of our search. It is interesting to note that tan j3 «  2 is not endangered 

by the heavy top mass.

In conclusion, our results do not hold out much hope for electroweak baryo

genesis in the minimal supersymmetric model with SUSY scales of around ITeV. 

On the other hand, the more positive results of other searches suggest that rel

atively low SUSY-breaking scales might still yield a satisfactory EW PT capable 

of sustaining the BAU. However, the results of chapter 7 suggest that the extra 

degrees of freedom available in the general two Higgs-doublet model make the 

preservation of the BAU easier than in MSSM models, and next to minimal su

persymmetric theories with two scalar doublets (and further extensions) should 

also be considered.
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Chapter 9

Conclusion

The work in this thesis set out to consider the possibility of saving baryogen

esis at the electroweak scale from the rise of the experimental lower bound on 

the Standard Model Higgs mass. Broadly speaking, the results suggest that the 

two-Higgs-doublet models are  capable of incorporating the heavy Higgs scalars 

required for a strongly first order electroweak phase transition. Overall, 5% of the 

basis space sampled was found to support electroweak baryogenesis, and within 

the baryogenesis region the scalar masses were found to lie well beyond the reach 

of the experimental bounds -  even the lightest neutral scalar extends to over 

200GeV, and has a modal mass value of around 140GeV.

The decision to consider the effective potential in the most general form pos

sible for two scalar doublets has proved fruitful, since the inclusion of the CP-  

violating, complex coupling /i§ has important effects in expanding the size of the 

baryogenesis region. It is possible that this generality has contributed to the en

couraging conclusions reached here, which are not matched by similar parameter 

space searches.

For example, the search performed by Turok and Zadrozny [4] in 1991 had 

several differences from the search undertaken here. Their potential was devel

oped in the unitary gauge, which only included the 5 physical scalars (and not the 

would-be Goldstones), thereby introducing problems in their mass matrices. The 

Landau gauge used here avoids this problem. They also restricted the number of 

free coupling parameters by introducing symmetries in the At- and fj,\ 2 for the pur
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poses of algebraic simplicity, also justifying this with arguments on likely regions 

of interest in the parameter space. However, I impose no such restrictions. Turok 

was also more restrictive in the range of parameters in the basis space, failed 

to include the correction for the contribution of the W  and Z  bosons described 

by Dine et al. [35] and, perhaps most importantly, considered a CP-invariant 

potential. The inclusion of the complex coupling enhances the volume of the 

baryogenesis region found in our two Higgs-doublet model and tends to force the 

scalar masses higher.

In Turok’s conclusions, he finds a large baryogenesis region (but his basis space 

was smaller, which possibly biases the definition of large and small) but with an 

upper limit on the lightest Higgs mass of only 120GeV. The lightest Higgs scalar 

in our model can range up to 240GeV, doubling the limit found by Turok.

Last year (1996), another similar search was performed by Cline and Lemieux

[37]. They do report a significant increase in the baryogenesis regions for small, 

non-zero although they claim this is spurious and is caused by the appearance 

of a “double minimum”, one of which is a false vacuum -  for this reason they do 

not believe that their results corroborate our own here. However, they specifically 

follow the prescription of Turok and Zadrozny for the symmetrisation of their 

coupling parameters and do not consider complex //§, so it is difficult to see that 

their results are directly comparable in any case. However, in Cline’s conclusion 

they do find encouraging results for the existence of electroweak baryogenesis in 

two Higgs-doublet models and can achieve heavy scalars up to 300GeV, except 

for the case of large real fi\. These results are not in disagreement with my own 

conclusions.

The more restrictive parameter space of the minimal supersymmetric model 

did not fair so well in the search for electroweak baryogenesis. Although a baryo

genesis region was found, it was only possible to sustain the preservation of the 

B A U  at small tan(/?0), which is strongly disfavoured by the existence of the heavy 

top mass at 175GeV. These results are in agreement with the general conclusions 

drawn by Espinosa et al. [34], although they were working in a different region 

of the basis space from the search made in chapter 8 . Combining the conclu
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sions of both searches, performed in different regions of the parameter space, it 

seems unlikely that the electroweak phase transition can support baryogenesis in 

the minimal supersymmetric models. However, as reported in chapter 8 , both 

of these searches used SUSY scales of ITeV or more, and recent results [48, 49] 

suggest that, with lower SUSY-breaking scales, a window can be found in the 

MSSM paramter space which evades the Higgs experimental mass bounds and the 

constraints on tan f$ introduced by a heavy top quark. Hence, the MSSM cannot 

be competely ruled out in baryogenesis scenarios by the results presented here.

9.1 T he future o f baryogenesis in tw o H iggs- 

doublet m odels

Although the results for the general two Higgs-doublet models were positive, there 

is a dangerous sensitivity to the v / T  limit imposed to ensure a strong first order 

E W P T .  A  better understanding of the exact value of this strength parameter is 

required in order to be sure of the 5% baryogenesis region found here.

However, an even more dangerous threat might arise from non-perturbative 

effects. The perturbative approach used in my work is known to have problems 

in exactly those regions in which we are interested -  ie., at temperatures close to 

the critical temperature, and for small field values. Since we defined the critical 

tem perature in terms of the curvature of the effective potential at the origin 

(ie., small fields), it is possible that the critical temperature calculations are not 

accurate.

Early numerical investigations in this problem, notably by Shaposhnikov [47] 

suggested that the non-perturbative effects play a very important role in the 

details of the E W P T  and that the perturbative calculations were no longer to 

be trusted. In particular, he performed lattice studies of the E W P T  in the 

Standard Model and found strong first order phase transitions but with critical 

temperatures close to, but less than, the critical temperature derived from the 

perturbative calculations. (It was these suggestions which first led me to consider
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the Tc correction described in Appendix A.) These results suggested that the 

BAU was sustainable in the SM after all. However, Shaposhnikov’s later work 

in this area [50] has refined the lattice calculations and there is now a rough 

agreement between the lattice and effective potential approaches. Hence, the 

SM’s reprieve was short-lived and it certainly seems that the SM has once again 

proved unsuitable to sustain the BAU — we must continue to look for suitable 

extensions of the model if we want a consistent description of baryogenesis.

There are undoubtedly some difficult problems to overcome in the use of the 

perturbative expansions of the effective potential. In particular, the results here 

show how sensitive the baryogenesis region is to the exact value of the limit im

posed on the sphaleron rate, with small changes capable of almost wiping out the 

BAU entirely. At the same time, an extension of the region of validity of the 

expansion could stretch the boundaries of the baryogenesis region. Hence, with 

a better understanding of the limit on the strength parameter, or of the high- 

temperature expansion limit, it might be possible to extend and consolidate the 

perturbative results.



A ppendix A

A ttem pted  analytical correction  

to Tc

This appendix describes an attem pt to include the TTr[M3] in the calculation 

of Tc. Since Tc is calculated by considering the curvature of the potential at 

the origin, where the curvature matrices are easily diagonalised analytically, it 

was hoped that the correction to the curvature eigenvalues due to inclusion of 

TTr [M3] might be determined using a perturbative approach to solving the char

acteristic equation of the curvature matrix. However, as will be described below, 

the attem pt was eventually abandoned due to uncertainties about the validity of 

the small amounts arguments.

The effort did produce some interesting results on the structure of the cur

vature matrix as evaluated at the origin. Hence, it will be described here, for 

the information of anyone interested in possible corrections to Tc, and to act as a 

record of work undertaken during this project.

A .l  Form alism  o f th e  perturbative correction

In chapter 5, Tc was defined to be the largest temperature at which one of the 

eigenvalues of the matrix
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92 f Vb +  2 -Tr[M 2( ^ T ) ]}  (1.1.1)
d<!>id(j)j \  24

goes to zero when evaluated at the origin. This procedure ignores the term 

proportional to Tr [M3], as discussed in chapter 5, and this has been the typical 

approach to evaluation of Tc in the literature to date because of possible problems 

with imaginary terms. However, it has been suggested lately, as mentioned in the 

conclusions chapter, that lattice calculations point towards a poor evaluation of 

Tc as one of the main drawbacks of the perturbative approach. So, we suggest 

including the next term in the series when making the evaluation of Tc. It is 

exactly this term which provides the possibility of a first order phase transition 

and, by neglecting it, it seems at least possible that we are neglecting an important 

factor in Tc.

To include the term T f  127rTr [M3] in the evaluation of Tc, we must determine 

a correction to the matrix C2 defined above. Denote this by C'2 and define it thus

c:> r s s s s ; M ,f’» T|l} ( u -21

Since it has already been made clear that Tr [M3(</>, T)] cannot be calculated 

explicitly, it is necessary to proceed in the following manner. Write Tr [M 3(<j>, T)] = 

where r]2((f),T) are the eigenvalues of M 2(</>, T).  This may be re

written in the form Tr [M3(</>, T)] = Xw=i T )]2. Proceed to differentiate this

form

= E  ! ( • £ (* .  (■£(*, T)) (1.1.3)

and

(Tr [M3(<£,T)]) =  (1.1.4)

k=1

(1.1.5)
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At this point we make two observations.Firstly, note that all terms in the 

elements of M 2(</>, T)  are of even power in the fields fa. Hence, all terms in the 

first derivatives of M 2(</>,T)  and r/2(</>,T) must be odd powered in fa. Secondly, 

note that we are only interested in evaluating the correction m atrix C'2 at the 

origin, where all scalar fields are zero, and hence we can ignore the terms with 

factors of (vl(<l>,T)).

So, the correction matrix will effectively reduce to

0 1 /  = (1.1.6 )127r k=1 [ 2  yjYlv Yj

There is still a problem -  there are no explicit expressions for the eigenvalues 

t}l(fa T)  since we cannot diagonalise the matrix Af2(</>, T)  in general (at least, not 

such that the expressions obtained are realistically useable.) However, the ulti

mate aim of this line of reasoning is to include the Tr [M3] term in the curvature 

matrix at the origin, in order to calculate Tc. Hence, we only require the expres

sion . ( ^ ( 0 , X1)), and don’t have to worry about determining the 

explicitly.

We are able to diagonalise M 2(<̂>, T)  a t th e  origin, since this is just the 

definition of the matrix C2. Let p\(T)  be the eigenvalues of C 2. Then

det [C2 -  diag (rf(T ))] =  0 (1.1.7)

by definition. This expression contains no field-dependence (since it is evaluated 

at the origin) but, if we were to include the field-dependent parts of the curvature 

matrix ( F2(<j>, T), say) and the eigenvalues (q(</>, T), say), then we would have

det [C2 +  F 2(<f,,T) -  diag (p\(T)  +  ek(<j>,T))] = 0 (1.1.8 )

Please take care with the notation here -  we might strictly have written (p \ ( T ) +  

el(fa T))  above but we are going to work extensively with powers of £&(</>, T)  and 

have chosen the notation for clarity.

F 2((f),T) is simply defined as

F ^ fa T )  =  M?3(faT) -  C ^ T )  (1.1.9)
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and we have expressions for C 2-(T) and pk(T) for all i , j , k  in Hence,

in principle, we can evaluate q (</>, T). However, we already know that this will 

be unworkable and so we suggest making an expansion of the determinant above, 

with appropriate small value approximations.

A .2 E xpan sion  o f determ inant o f th e  curvature  

m atrix

Now,

det [C2 +  F\<j>, T)  -  diag (p\{T)  +  t k{4>, T))]

=  det [C2 -  diag (^ (T ))] +  A y (T )%  + B k(T)ek(<f>, T)  +  . . .

=  Aij{T)^i j  +  B k{T)ek((f), T)  +  . . .

=  0 (1.2 .10)

where we are using the notation of summation over the indices and is 

simply the second order field-dependent part of Ff-.

The ultimate aim is to evaluate e * T)  at the origin, so we can consider the & 

to be small. If we also assume that tk{4> = 0, T), the corrections to the eigenvalues, 

are small compared to p2k{T ), then we can make small value approximations and 

say

B k{T)ek{ ^ T )  «  0

=  ( L 2 -n )

So, it only remains to evaluate A{j(T)^ij  — the sum of terms, in the deter

minant above, which are second order in <j>{ — and B k(T) — the co-efficient of 

t k(<f),T) in the determinant. We will shortly see that the problem is not actually 

quite this simple but is still tractable, so let us continue with this line of argument.

Consider the matrix Cq(T) = C 2(T) — diag(pk(T)) in block diagonal form as 

explained previously in the discussion of Tc.

C2(T)  =  C2(T) -  diag (p2(T))  =  K ^  (1.2.12)
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where

S' =

( A - P k ( T )

- 7 i

0

V 72

- 7 i

- 7 2

0

0 72

0

_ 7 i
(1.2.13)

- 7 2

A - p i ( T )
_ 7 i

We will obtain the second order field-dependent terms by simply evaluating 

the determinants of the matrices

X l ki = [cg(r)] (1.2.14)

(Please note that Xfj is a matrix, not an element of a matrix. The indices i , j  

label the matrix, not its elements.)

In principle, this will lead to 64 terms. However, a short discussion of the 

properties of Cf(T)  will drastically reduce this number. Firstly, let us note that 

the only terms in det[X?-] which are proportional to 4/^ are just those from the 

fc,Z-th signed co-factor of Xfj,  which is exactly equivalent to the fc,/-th signed 

co-factor of C q . So, we can proceed by determining the signed co-factors of C q . 

Secondly, recall that the determinant of a matrix can be defined as the sum of 

all possible terms (with appropriate signs) which can be formed as the product of 

one, and only one, element from each row and each column of the matrix. This 

definition will prove useful in heavily reducing the workload.

Begin by considering the fc, / - th co-factors, with the fc, /- th  element lying in one 

of the off-diagonal zero-blocks. Having removed the fc-th row and / - th column, 

we are left with a matrix which no longer has block diagonal form, and it is 

impossible to choose one, and only one, element from each row and each column 

without choosing at least one zero. Hence, every term in these co-factors will be 

zero and so each of these co-factors are also zero. This accounts for 32 of the 

possible 64 terms mentioned above!

When we consider the fc, /-th  co-factor, with the fc, /-th  element lying in one 

of the main diagonal S'-blocks, then we are left with a block diagonal form after 

removing the fc-th row and /-th  column. Note, however, that we can make use of 

the symmetry in C q ( T )  here. For example, the (1, l)-co-factor will be equivalent
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to the (5, 5)-co- factor, and so on. Also, the (1, l)-co-factor of Cq will simply be 

the (1, l)-co-factor of S  multiplied by the determinant of S,  and so on. So, we 

should evaluate the determinant of S  and all of its signed co-factors.

The determinant of S  is

det[S] =  ( A B  -  (A  +  B)pl(T)  +  p*(T) +  7l2 +  72) (1.2.15)

and the matrix of co-factors is
( b - p I ( t )

S, = 7i

0

-72

71

A ~ p l ( T )

72 

0

0

72

B - p l ( T )

7i

- 7 2  

0

7i

A ~ p l ( T ) J
x ( A B  - ( A  A B)pl(T)  +  pi(T)  +  7l2 +  722) (1.2.16)

where is the i , j - th  co-factor of S .

Now, the determinant of Cq will clearly be the square of the determinant of 

S. But, by defin ition , the determinant of Cq is zero. Hence, we conclude that 

the determinant of S  is also zero and then

( a s  -  (A + B) p l (T) + pt(T)  +  7l2 +  7| )  =  0 (1.2.17)

This is the factor which appears in all of the entries of Sc and so we see that 

ALL of the co-factors of C q ( T )  and  S  are zero. In the notation of eq.(1.2.10), this 

indicates that Aij(T)  =  0 for all i , j . What about Bk(T)? Well, the co-efficient of 

ek(<t>,T) is just a special case of the work we have done. The terms proportional 

to £k((j>,T) in the expansion in eq.(1.2 .10) are just those from the determinants of 

the matrices

=  [C ftT )].j ~  M<t>, T)SkiSkj (1.2.18)

and so will behave like X%k, and the co-efficient of €k(<j>,T) will be the sum of 

the diagonal co-factors of C q ( T ) .  Hence, B k( T ) — 0 also!

A .3 T he expansion  to  second order

Where does this leave the approach to approximating Ck(<f>, T)? These results on 

Ai j (T) and B k( T ) mean that there are no first order corrections to the determi-
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nant of the curvature matrix evaluated at the origin but it does not imply that

T)  is zero — simply that we must go to higher orders in our expansion of

the determinant in order to calculate Ck((f>,T). We will now go on to show that

we must, in fact, expand the determinant to fourth order in small values before

we find non-zero co-efficients. In order to clarify the arguments that we are about

to go through, we will develop a notation for working with sub-matrices of Cq(T)

which will allow us to discuss co-factors and terms within co-factors, and so on.

We will develop this notation by considering the co-efficients of the terms in the

determinant which are fourth order in the fields or, equivalently, second order in 

m..^ ij •

W hat will the co-efficient of be? A little thought reveals that it is

the (appropriately signed) determinant of the submatrix [Co(T)\^k/ji} formed by 

removing the z-th and fc-th rows, and j - th  and /—th columns of Cq(T). We will 

simplify the notation for the submatrix to [C2]{ik/jiy and will later extend it to 

consider the co-efficients of terms like ^i j^ki^mn  by writing [C 2]{ikm/jin}•

So, we want to know the determinants of all possible matrices [C2]{ik/ji}. Note, 

first of all, that we cannot have i = k or j  = I because the determinant never 

contains terms with two factors from the same row or column. Having noted this, 

we can go on to show that ALL of these determinants are zero! Again, we can 

resort to simple arguments, as opposed to direct calculation, to prove this. There 

are only 5 situations to consider —

1. Both (z, j )  and (&,/) are in the same S-block. Then [C2){ik/ji} has a block 

diagonal form, with a complete S'-block as one of the main diagonal blocks. Hence 

the determinant will contain a factor of det[S] which is identically zero. So, all 

determinants of this form are zero.

2 . ( i , j )  and (k,l) are in different S-blocks. Then [C2]{ik/ji} has a block

diagonal form again, but now the two blocks on the main diagonal are both 

submatrices of S  and the determinant will be a product of two of the co-factors 

of S.  Since these co-factors are all zero, the determinant will also be zero. So, all 

determinants of this form are zero.

3. Both (i , j )  and (k,l) are in the same zero-block. Then [C2]{ik/ji} does not
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have a block diagonal form and it is impossible to choose one, and only one, 

element from each row and column of the [C2]{ik/ji} without choosing one to be 

zero. Hence the determinant will always be zero.

4. (i , j)  and (&,/) are in different zero-blocks. Then [C2]^k/jiy has a block 

diagonal structure exactly like that in case(2), and so the determinant is always 

zero.

5. (z,j) and (&,/) can lie one in each type of block; ie. ( i , j )  in one of the 

5-blocks and (k , l ) in one of the zero-blocks, or vice-versa. Then [C2]{ik/ji} will 

always have a structure which is not block diagonal and we have the same situation 

as in case(3). So, the determinant is always zero.

This covers all possibilities and so we see that all co-efficients of are

zero. Again, the co-efficient of T) is a special case of the results we have 

just given and so there is also no co-efficient of T). However, the case of 

the co-efficient of tk{4>-> T)^ i j  deserves comment. Recall that £&(</>, T) only ever 

appears in the diagonal terms of the curvature matrix. If 4?ij appears in the same 

diagonal term (ie. i = j  = k ) then clearly we can never form a term proportional 

to tk{4>, T)^kk  in the determinant and so we have no co-efficient for such terms. 

Every other possible placement of €k{4>,T) and is exactly equivalent to one of 

the cases described in cases(l-5) above and again we will have no co-efficient for 

these terms.

We conclude that there are no non-zero terms in the expansion of eq(1.2.10) 

which are of second order in small values. We proceed to the third order terms.

A .4 T he expansion  to  th ird  order

We now consider the co-efficients of terms like Extending the ideas

we have already seen, these co-efficients will simply be the determinants of the 

matrices [C2]{ikm/jin}- We claim now that all of these determinants are zero and 

will prove this in a manner similar to the proof given in the last section. Notice 

now that we cannot allow any pair of i, k , m  to be equal, nor any pair of j,  /, n.

1. We might have all of (i , j),  (k , l ) and (m ,n) in the same 5-block. Then
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\C2]{ikm/jin} has a block diagonal structure with S as one of the diagonal blocks. 

This introduces a factor det[S] into the determinant, which is identically zero, and 

hence all determinants of this form are zero.

2 . We might have two of {k,l) and (m , n ) in the same S-block and 

the third in the other iS'-block. Then [C 2]{ikm/jin} has a block diagonal structure 

with a submatrix of S as one of the diagonal blocks. This introduces one of the 

co-factors of S' as a factor in the determinant and these co-factors are all zero. 

Hence, all determinants of this form are zero.

3. We might have all of (z,j), (k , l ) and (m ,n) in the same zero-block. Then 

[■C 2]{ikm/jin} does not have a block diagonal form and it is impossible to choose 

one, and only one, element from each row and each column of [C2\{ikm/jin} without 

choosing one of them to be zero. Hence, all determinants of this form will be zero.

4. We might have two of (z,i), (k , I) and (m, n) in the same zero-block and the 

third in the other zero-block. Then \C2]{ikm/jin} does not have a block diagonal 

form and the determinant will be zero by the same line of argument used in 

case(3). Hence, all determinants of this form will be zero.

5. We might have two of (i , j),  (k , l ) and (m ,n) in the same S-block and the 

third in a zero-block. Then [C 2]{ikm/jin} does not have a block diagonal form and 

the determinant will be zero, as in cases(3,4). Hence, all determinants of this form 

will be zero.

6 . We might have two of («,j), (k, I) and (m ,7i) in the same zero-block and 

the third in an S-block. Then [C2]{ikm/jin} does not have a block diagonal form 

and the determinant will be zero, as in cases(3-5). Hence, all determinants of this 

form will be zero.

7. We might have two of («, j) ,  (k,l) and (m ,n) in different S-blocks, (ie. one 

in each S'-block), and the third in a zero-block. Then [C2]{ikm/ijn) does not have 

a block diagonal form and the determinant will be zero, as in cases(3-6). Hence, 

all determinants of this form will be zero.

8 . We might have two of (k , l ) and (m ,n) in different zero-blocks, (ie. 

one in each zero-block), and the third in an S-block. Then \C2\{ikm/ijn} does not 

have a block diagonal form and the determinant will be zero, as in cases(3-7).
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Hence, all determinants of this form will be zero.

Consideration of the co-efficients of T), e|(< ,̂ T )^ i j  and £&(</>, T)^ i j ^k i  

follow on directly from cases(l-8 ) and the discussion at the end of the last section. 

Again, all of these co-efficients are identically zero.

So, we have proved, as pointed out in section A.3, that we must go to fourth 

order in small values, in our expansion of the determinant of the curvature matrix 

at the origin, before we are able to evaluate Ck(4>,T).

A .5 T he expansion  to  fourth  order

We come now to the fourth order terms like The co-efficients of

these terms are not all zero, although most of them are. However, there are so 

many non-zero terms that this would be effectively impossible to handle if we did 

not make the following observation. We are ultimately interested in evaluating the 

terms (ejfc(<̂ , T)) at the origin. So, we are only interested in terms in tk{4>, T )

which are of second order in the scalar fields. In the fourth order expansion of the 

determinant of the curvature matrix at the origin we have,formally

et  +  el ^ i j  +  — 0 (1.5.19)

Since we will evaluate the second derivatives of £&(</>, T)  at the origin, we can be 

sure that the \Ptj are as small as we like and hence it is justifiable to say that the 

terms of 2nd or higher order in W are negligibly small and so

4  + 4 * i j =  0 (1.5.20)

This leads to

ek = - * i j  (1.5.21)

but remember that this is a formal representation of the true expression, and that 

there coefficients present on both sides.

The non-vanishing co-efficients are generated by the following arrangements of

(* ,j) ,(M ),(m ,ra ),(p ,g ) -

1. Each of ( i , j ) , .. •, (p, q) in a different block of the curvature matrix.
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2 . Any two of (z, j ) , . . . ,  (p, q) in each of the S  blocks.

Every other arrangement of rows and columns results in a zero co-efficient 

in the same fashion as the examples of the previous sections. Even with only 

these few cases, the resulting number of co-efficients is enormous (numbered in 

the thousands) and, even after the observation that we are only interested in the 

co-efficients of e4 and e3^ ,  the number of distinct co-efficients still numbers in 

the hundreds.

This enormous number of co-efficients leaves the perturbative expansion on 

dangerous ground. The aim of this exercise was to determine an analytical ex

pression for the correction of the critical temperature, and although hundreds 

of co-efficients can be manipulated by computer algebra packages (MAPLE was 

used here) the resultant expressions will be unfathomable to the reader and their 

accuracy difficult to check.

For this reason, it seems pointless to continue with this line of argument and 

the correction to Tc was never implemented.



A ppendix B

The zero-T mass matrices

B .l  T he charged sector m ass m atrix

The full form of the zero temperature charged sector scalar mass matrix is -

^1256

^1256 0 C1256 ^1256^

0  <*1256 — ̂ 1256  ^1256

^1256 &1256 0

0 &1256 )

#1256

^1256

1̂256

1̂256

C1256 

\ d i 2 5 6  ^1256

~iA. Aiu2 + ^3/2^
— fj, 2 +  A2^2 +  A3/ 2U1

A4/ 2uiU2 +  A5/ 2 cos(20o)^i^2 — ^ r Cos(90) +  ju2 sin(0O) 

H2r sin(^o) +  l*\ cos(^o) -  A5 sin(20o) ^ 2

This sector diagonalises readily. First, form the characteristic equation

(2 .1.1)

det ^1256 171 4̂ =  0 (2 .1 .2 )

to give

(m4 — (a +  b)m2 +  ab — (c2 -f d2fj  = 0  (2.1.3)

where the indices 1256 have been dropped for clarity. This returns the solutions 

for the squared masses, m 2, as

m 2 = (2.1.4)

154
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Having substituted from the full form of the matrix we arrive at the masses 

M 2X± = 0
„,2

where the x ± are the would-be charged Goldstone bosons, “swallowed” by the 

W ± bosons, and the H ± are the charged Higgs bosons.

A, +  A5 cos(20o) -
«1«2

(2.1.5)

B .2 T h e neutral sector m ass m atrix

The full form of the zero temperature neutral sector mass matrix is -

/  «3478 e 3478 /3 4 7 8  #3478 \

e 3478 £>3478 “ #3478 ^3478

/3 4 7 8  “ #3478 ^3478 J3478
M3478

\  #3478 h 3478 J3478 d-3478 /

a3478 =  —#1 T 3AiUj +  — (A3 +  A4 +  A5 COS(2^o)) v 2

£>3478 — —#1 +  AiUj +  — (A3 +  A4 — A5 COS(2#0)) v 2

c3478 — —#2 T 3A2U2 +  — (A3 +  A4 +  A5 COs(20O))

<^3478 —  — # 2  T A 2 ^ 2  +  — ( A 3 +  A 4  — A 5  COs(2#o)) v i

63478 — A5/2  sin(2#o)^2

/3478  — (A3 +  A4 +  A5 cos (2 ^o)) v i v 2 —  cos(#o) +  # /  sin(#o)

#3478 =  -A5 sin(2^0)^i^2 +  H2R sin(#0) +  ji)  cos(0o)

£̂ 3478 =  A 5 cos(2#o)^i^2 — cos(0o) +  # /  sin(0o)

J3478 =  — A5/ 2 s i n ( 2 0 o ) u i  ( 2 .2 .6 )

This sector does not diagonalise explicitly in the general case where can be 

complex. However, it will diagonalise readily in the C P-conserving case where 

is pure real or pure imaginary. In this case, the matrix simplifies to the form

( a  0 e 0 \

0 6 0 /
e 0 c 0

\ o  /  0 d )

M,3478 (2.2.7)
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The characteristic equation is

det [M3478 — m 2I4 = 0  (2 .2 .8)

which factorises to the form

( m4I4 — (am2 -fi cm2) / 4 +  (ac — e2)j (m4I4 — (6m 2 -fi dm2)I4 +  (6d — f 2fj =  0

(2.2.9)

Using the relationships which define the position of the minimum (see chapter 

6 , eqns (6.1.1,... ,6.1.3)) -

2 i \ 2 , ^3 +  A4 +  A5 COS(20O) 2 V2 _  n /o o 1 n\—(i1 +  AiUj--- ---------------------------- v2 — 71— — 0 (2 .2 .10)
1  V \

2 , \ 2 , ^3 +  A4 +  A5 COs(20O) 2 V1 _  n /o o i 1\— +  A2u2 H--------------- -------------- — 71— — 0 (2 .2 .11)
2 v2

jll2r sin(^o) +  lA cos(0o) -  A5 sin(0o) cos(00)viv2 = 0

the forms of the elements in M| 478 can be simplifed before substituting into the 

characteristic equation. The resulting eigenvalues are readily found to be

M 2 o =  0

Ma = {Ar  ~  A5U1V2)
v2

V \ V 2
2

—  \ \ v \  + \ 2v\ + Ar
2viv2

± Aiv\ -  \ 2v\ +  fiR^ — — )  + (H+^1^2 -  ^ ) 2(2.2.12) 
Z v i v 2 J

where M 20 =  0, the would-be Goldstone boson is “swallowed” by the Z° boson.
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